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Abstract

All software applications provide some sort of help system to users but it is rarely

used even if they get stuck. Instead, most users choose a trial and error approach

which limits the learning about the software’s capabilities and functionalities and

can even result in inappropriate use. Current help systems are not very interactive

in that they do not provide any feedback regarding the progress or success of users’

actions and furthermore there are no incentives for users to learn and master a

software application. In games, however, the learning component contains both

these elements and mastery almost naturally comes to most people.

This research evaluates Ribbon Hero 2, a“gamified”help system for Microsoft Office,

and investigates whether it supports and encourages users’ learning and mastering of

a software application. The review was based on the game flow theory, a method to

quantify and observe the type of experience gamers seek. Then, a situated co-inquiry

with six participants was conducted to observe actual experience at play.

Contrasting and comparing these two steps lead to the following findings. Game

flow theory is a good game evaluation tool but it lacks consideration of player types.

Thus, it cannot be used by itself to design or evaluate gamified help systems but

its implementation is a pre-requisite for this type of learning. Ribbon Hero 2 had

several bugs, inconsistent game behaviour and lacked social interaction and a proper

point rating system. These limitations disparaged the overall (game) experience. If

gamification is applied to learning (games) but is not correctly implemented, the

results are counter-productive. However, sitting alongside participants as part of

the situated co-inquiry method encouraged them to continue and once participants

left behind those bugs Ribbon Hero 2 made them smile and enjoy learning while

playing. Future research and development will benefit by focusing on individual

learning styles by targeting different game genres and player types.



1. Introduction

1.1. Personal Background

I can’t remember what exactly it was that got me interested in Information Tech-

nology and Computer Science but it has been my passion ever since I used an Atari

for the first time in 1992. My first steps into this direction involved playing games

rather than writing code or developing and using software and it was like that for

many years. No matter how easy or complicated a game was, it felt so natural as

it’s exactly the same occupation that one is doing as a child: exploring the game or

mechanics of a system, learning how to master it and, most importantly, having fun

at the same time.

1.2. Motivation

After observing users of different operation systems or applications serving the same

purpose but implemented in a different manner1, I noticed that most users run into

all kinds of problems no matter what system they are using.

However, in most cases the used system provides all it needs to achieve the desired

outcome, e.g. , a built-in help system or manual which explains step by step what one

needs to do. Nevertheless, in most cases it does not help the user for many reasons.

Sometimes, the functionality seems to be hidden from or just not noticed by the

user. Therefore, some systems even try to be smart on user needs, e.g., systems try

to predict the next step or action and perform it, e.g. it corrects user input on the

fly, or it provides help and hints. Although, in theory being smart on user needs is

sound, the implementation is often misguided, incomplete or inappropriate. Again,

the reasons are manifold but the overall end result is that users complain about poor

or missing functionality.

As mentioned before, playing games is something that almost naturally comes to

1e.g. Microsoft Windows vs. Apple MacOSX vs. any Linux distribution, Microsoft Office vs.
OpenOffice, Microsoft Internet Explorer vs. Mozilla Firefox vs. Google Chrome vs. Apple
Safari

1



1.3. RESEARCH GOAL

most people; also it often requires a lot of learning to master a game. Thus, the

question is how can techniques that are used in games be incorporated into appli-

cations (or vice versa) and will users profit from it? Often learning is not perceived

as fun by many people but playing (computer) games of all kinds is. Moreover,

one could say playing games equals to joy amongst learning how something works

and how to master it. So why not combine these characteristics to the ever-growing

stack of information systems that one has to deal with everyday?

1.3. Research Goal

Following the motivation, the main research goal is to evaluate a “gamified” help

system called Ribbon Hero 2 (RH2). RH2 is a help system replacement for Microsoft

(MS) Office. The evaluation is based on game mechanics as summarised by the

game flow theory, i.e. clear goals, concentration, player skills, control, challenge,

immersion, feedback and social interaction. It is anticipated that the system will

lead to deeper learning of the system’s functionality, thus, greater utility and (more)

satisfaction. In addition, playing RH2 might result in the learning of more generic

skills that can be applied to other parts within MS Office or even other information

systems. Moreover, it might simplify learning of overloaded user interface elements

and its different functionalities based on context of use and encourage users to follow

best practices.

It is anticipated that such a system can ease the learning process for new or inexpe-

rienced users. Also, expert users, early adopters or long term users might gain extra

motivation to transition from older versions of a program to a newer one.

Originally, this research started out with the idea to develop an Add-On for the

Mozilla Firefox web browser which should serve as the basis for this research. How-

ever, after developmental work and further investigation this approach turned out to

be unsuitable in the given time frame of this thesis. Fortunately, RH2, a prototype

of a gamified help system, was found. It adds a game(-like) environment to some

Office programs and thus it already provides a suitable platform for this research.

Overall, the methodology is based on a review of a gamified help system based on

game flow theory and situated co-inquiry—a cooperative talk aloud approach at the

heart of user or participant’s experience.

2



1.4. STRUCTURE

1.4. Structure

This thesis is composed of 7 chapters: introduction, past research, methodology,

analysis, discussion, shortcomings and future work. Chapter 2 covers past research

on assisted learning of information system, Ribbon Hero 2 and game flow theory.

Chapter 3 outlines the chosen research approach as well as the data collection and

analysis process. Chapter 4 presents the analysis of the collected data regarding

the implementation of the gamified help system and its (dis-)advantages over cur-

rent approaches based on findings from situated co-inquiry. Chapter 5 provides a

summary and a conclusion and chapter 6 and chapter 7 highlight shortcomings and

future work, respectively.

3



2. Past Research

All software applications have built-in help systems, however, they are rarely used

(Rieman, 1996). This does not apply in gaming where learning and mastering of

games through the built-in tutorial is a common way and widely accepted (Carroll,

1982; Malone, 1982; Shneiderman, 1983). Currently available options to support

users’ learning and mastering of software applications are outlined in section 2.1 as

well as users’ motivation for using help systems. Game mechanics and concepts from

computer video games are presented in section 2.2 focusing on the potential they

have to improve learning and mastering of software applications. The game flow

theory by Sweetser & Wyeth (2005) provides a particularly interesting assembly of

game mechanics and is presented in section 2.3. Finally, section 2.4 highlights three

different models for categorising users or players in the context of this research.

2.1. Exploratory Learning

Nowadays, many different approaches exist to support learning and mastering the

use of software. These include1:

• integrated help systems

• man pages (mainly in UNIX-like operation systems)

• handbooks/manuals (online)

• (e-)books

• online/print magazines & articles

• tutorials (video/audio)

• (online) forums

However, these approaches are not very interactive in that they do not provide any

feedback regarding the progress or success and failure of users’ actions. Furthermore,

most of the above mentioned options (except integrated help systems and man pages)

1This list is not intended to be exhaustive.

4



2.1. EXPLORATORY LEARNING

are third party products and beyond many users’, especially beginners, knowledge,

ability or willingness to download and use (Rieman, 1996). Integrated help systems

are often part of the software application itself. Man pages belong to the software

but contain descriptions of command-line tools rather than software applications

like word-processing, web browser, etc.

Most users appear to have a “learning by doing” approach when it comes to learning

a software application. According to Rieman (1996) “users are primarily concerned

with accomplishing the tasks that define their jobs.” They are not motivated to learn

functions beyond that. Also, solving certain tasks may require them to use more

than one single application. Studying each application in detail is time consuming

and therefore impractical.

In addition to this, the difference between two different versions of an application

or the shift to another software vendor is so big that each time it requires training

and changing the mindset (Rieman, 1996). Thus, users prefer exploratory learning

of new or already known functions and features of (operating) systems or software

applications until this approach does not lead to expected results and requires one

or more of the former mentioned options (Rieman, 1996). Often, the order of user

actions in using any software application is the following (Rieman, 1996):

1. trial and error

2. social interaction, i.e. ask other people for help

3. read the manual if available.

But primary focus on accomplishing tasks has some major implications:

1. users postpone learning until motivated by real tasks

2. and thus, do not learn all applications’ capabilities what might result in an

inappropriate way of using an application

Even though“previous research recognized the utility of human cycles and game-like

interfaces”(von Ahn & Dabbish, 2008) the idea of using games or game-like interfaces

to facilitate human brainpower only recently gained momentum and enough interest

as further pointed out by von Ahn & Dabbish (2008). No one, however, successfully

combined or extracted game concepts and mechanics into a general method that is

widely accepted or in use (von Ahn & Dabbish, 2008). Thus, there is no empirical

proof that a system or an interface with applied game aspects to it actually works

as no such systems have existed until recently.

5



2.2. GAMIFICATION

2.2. Gamification

In contrast to “serious” software applications many computer games provide a built-

in tutorial. Such a tutorial is often part of the game itself, i.e. it is compulsory

although one can often skip or speed up parts of it. However, it encourages users’

learning as one goes along the different stages and levels of the game (Sweetser &

Wyeth, 2005). Moreover, the game provides help in appropriate situations. Once

the player learned all game mechanics he is left alone to complete and master the

game. Nevertheless, the progress is monitored and the player constantly receives

feedback on his actions, e. g. indicated success—“doing the right thing” according

to the game rules—through an increasing high-score.

As far back as the beginning of information technology and wider computer sys-

tem adoption, researchers noticed that computer games were widely accepted even

across non-literate computer users. They discovered and managed to play those

games even though the user interfaces of computer systems were rudimentary at

that time compared to present standards. Based on previous research by Malone

(1982); Shneiderman (1983); Carroll (1982), however, Rieman (1996) pointed out

that most users learned very fast how to use a system to access the games running

on it. There is therefore a great opportunity for serious software applications to use

game mechanics encouraging for users to learn and master their applications.

The use or incorporation of game mechanics and elements of play in non-game ap-

plications is called gamification (Lee & Hammer, 2011; Wikipedia, 2011). Moreover,

the main purpose of applying game mechanics to serious software applications is

to increase user engagement and adoption of a particular brand but also encourage

desired user behaviour and actions. To achieve that, high scores and achievement

based systems are most often used. The achievements or badges then allow tracking

the overall progress and outline further goals whereas the main use of the high score

function is as a comparison indicator to other users. Thus far, the use of gamifica-

tion is strongly marketing-oriented to further bind users to own consumer goods and

services. That is, gamification is used to introduce new or extend existing customer

loyalty programs. Further application happens in domains like politics, health and

fitness. All in all, however, the full spectrum of game mechanics is reduced to certain

techniques and characteristics like collecting points and badges (Hide & Seek, 2011).

For the purposes of this research and to fit within the constraints of a Master’s

thesis, gamification is defined as the use of game mechanics based on the game flow

theory developed by Sweetser & Wyeth (2005). This theory is described in section

2.3 where the rationale for choosing it is explained.

6



2.3. GAME FLOW THEORY

2.2.1. Ribbon Hero

To increase user adoption of newer versions of the Microsoft Office suite but even

more to ease its use and increase productivity, Microsoft introduced a whole new

user interface (UI) between versions 2003 and 2007. The goal was to change it for

the better by making it context sensitive, i.e. the UI menus and buttons are altered

based on cursor position within the text, selected text or clicked elements, etc. or

common next steps based on some metrics gained from observed use patterns and

compiled by Microsoft. Thus, it is expected to be more intuitive.

Even though the idea is sound the new system failed to meet user requirements

(Cummings, 2011) so that many users still rely on a help system. But as previously

mentioned the reasons why current implementations of help systems are insufficient

are manifold. The available options from the Microsoft Office suite are no exception.

Thus, Microsoft Office Labs created a game called Ribbon Hero and its successor

Ribbon Hero 2 (RH2). Basically, the game hooks into the current installation of

Microsoft Office 2007 or 2010 and adds a game layer. Then, it provides different

tasks or goals and guides the player through how to achieve these. At the same time

it tracks the progress and reacts to user actions in some way or other. Therefore, RH2

is qualified as an object of study to research the suitability of game environments in

software applications.

2.3. Game Flow Theory

The Game-Flow theory, developed by Sweetser & Wyeth (2005), provides a model

for evaluation of player enjoyment in games, that is, to quantify and observe the

type of experience gamers seek. In detail, the game flow theory is based on past

research outcomes on different aspects of games, play and enjoyment but it combines,

summarises and unifies these outcomes in a structured way. The structure is build

upon the flow theory by Csikszentmihalyi (1990), a universal model for enjoyment

that was extracted from an interview based inquiry that took place over several

years. In the following the term “flow” and the different elements of the game flow

theory will be outlined.

2.3.1. Flow

Csikszentmihalyi (1990) describes flow (also termed as optimal experience) as “so

gratifying that people are willing to do it for its own sake, with little concern for

what they will get out of it, even when it is difficult or dangerous”. It can be achieved

7



2.3. GAME FLOW THEORY

for all kind of activities and it happens irrespectively of general and personal factors

or statuses like gender, age or social class.

According to Csikszentmihalyi (1990) flow consists of eight elements, as follows:

1. a task that can be accomplished

2. the ability (having the freedom) to concentrate on the task

3. clear unambiguous goals defined through the task

4. immediate feedback on actions related to the goals

5. the feeling of being in full control of actions

6. deep but effortless involvement into everything task-related removing aware-

ness of other concerns

7. reduced self-consciousness that, however, emerges stronger afterwards

8. altered sense of time as in duration

Game flow consists of eight elements as well which are mapped to some flow counter-

part (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005). However, such a mapping is never accurate as “any

model is just a representation of the particular set of invariances we are interested

in” as pointed out by Cowley et al. (2008). Moreover, if two models need to be

compared at least one of those sets must be transformed but such a transformation

cannot guarantee the absence of undesired side effects “since the models are by their

nature inexact representations” (Cowley et al., 2008). In other words, the result of

a transformation might “show properties not found in the process it imitates or not

possess properties possessed by the properties it imitates” (Cowley et al., 2008). To

circumvent this issue Cowley et al. (2008) suggests to treat games as information

systems and therefore, use mathematical formalisms of information theory. However,

in the context of this research this method is not applicable, especially since Cowley

et al. (2008) considers learning of such an information system as a pre-requisite for

using it.

Game Flow Flow

Concentration Ability to concentrate on a task
Control Feeling of being in full control of actions
Clear Goals Clear unambiguous goals
Feedback Immediate feedback on actions related to the goals
Immersion Deep but effortless involvement, reduced self-consciousness and

altered sense of time

Table 2.1.: Mapping of game flow to flow adapted from Sweetser & Wyeth (2005)

In contrast, game flow considers learning as part of the gaming experience as outlined
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later on. Therefore, both the game flow theory and its connection to the original

flow theory is analysed in more detail as follows. In game flow, the task is the

game itself. Further elements are mapped as described in Table 2.1. The table

contains only five elements as the other three elements, i.e. challenge, player skills

and social interaction, cannot be mapped directly. Moreover, in the original flow

theory the element social interaction (as in game flow) is part of the task whereas

the two outstanding elements challenge and player skills do not belong to flow at all.

Instead, challenge and player skills are described as precursor by Csikszentmihalyi

(1990).

2.3.2. Elements

The game flow theory consists of eight elements as a whole: concentration, challenge,

player skill, clear goals, control, social interaction, immersion and feedback. More-

over, “each element includes of a set of criteria for achieving enjoyment in games”

(Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005). In the following each element will be explained in detail

followed by a critique of its appropriateness in software applications rather than

games.

Concentration

According to Csikszentmihalyi (1990); Sweetser & Wyeth (2005) the element con-

centration has two aspects. On one hand, an activity is needed that is worthwhile

to concentrate on (Brown & Cairns, 2004), for example, a detailed game world that

grabs a player’s attention and draws him into the game (Johnson & Wiles, 2003).

On the other, hand the person must have the ability to concentrate on the activity,

e.g. the player should not be distracted if one needs to concentrate on one impor-

tant activity. If both pre-requisites are fulfilled and, in addition, all relevant skills

of a person or player are required to cope with that activity then all attentiveness

and energy is only devoted to this activity leaving no room for further activities

(Csikszentmihalyi, 1990).

In general, a game should grab players’ attention as early as possible and keep it

on a certain level without distracting the player through negligible or repetitive ac-

tivities (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005; Pagulayan et al., 2002; Lazzaro, 2004). To keep

the concentration high throughout the game it should provide enough stimulation

at all times. However, it should not overcharge players through inappropriate high

workload (“perceptual, cognitive and memory limits” (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005)) or

demand to little so that given tasks feel unimportant and thus, lead to boredom
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(Fullerton et al., 2004). Moreover, distractions caused by non-game related interac-

tions like game settings or by an inappropriate user interface should be minimised.

Normally, an application is used to cope with tasks or to solve problems. There-

fore, both aspects as mentioned above are covered, i.e. there is an activity that is

worthwhile to concentrate on and a person must have the ability to concentrate

on the activity. However, it is not necessarily true that all activities are not neg-

ligible or non-repetitive, especially in a work environment. Nevertheless, learning

and mastering how to effectively cope with given tasks or problems is different from

exercising the tasks. Thus, as long as the gamified help system lets one concentrate

on the learning and mastering process with due regard to the both aspects it does

not contradict the idea of improving the learning/mastering process if enough time

is allocated to it.

Also, in practice it is difficult to ensure all concentration is directed to a given task.

In most cases starting a game means stopping or at least hiding everything else

running on a machine, that is the game runs in full window mode whereas that is

not true for most software applications, especially when other applications which

run in the background interfere. The interface, however, of both the application and

its help system can be controlled and, thus, interactions caused by distractions not

related to the task/problem should be minimised as much as possible, i.e. the UI

design must fit the purpose and meet user needs.

Challenge

Sweetser & Wyeth (2005) state that challenge is “the most important aspect of good

game design”. Therefore, user challenge needs to be appropriate, i.e. game activity

related challenges need to match with player skills. Moreover, both the challenge

and the skills need to be over a certain level (Johnson & Wiles, 2003). However, if

the skills are too low to cope with the challenges the consequence is anxiety (Johnson

& Wiles, 2003). Vice versa, that is if the player’s skills outmatch the challenge the

effect is apathy (Johnson & Wiles, 2003).

Similar to flow, challenge in games yields enjoyment and satisfaction after accom-

plishing difficult tasks like challenging and beating artificial and, even more, human

opponents or coping with danger (Vorderer et al., 2003). The general description

is testing and mastering skills (Lazzaro, 2004; Fullerton et al., 2004) or achieving

desired goals (Federoff, 2002). In many cases the challenge entails memorising, e.g.

facts, and performing actions in a specific order and limited time, e.g. pressing a

sequence of key combinations quickly enough (Lazzaro, 2004). As a general rule,

varying missions and goals as well as proper artificial intelligence (AI) for opponents

and allies, respectively, are proper ways to create and maintain an appropriate level
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of challenge.

A game should provide a suitable challenge from the beginning. Fulfilling this re-

quirement can be achieved by allowing the adjustment of the difficulty level (Federoff,

2002; Johnson & Wiles, 2003) or automatically adapting to player skills (Pagulayan

et al., 2002), e.g. adjust the probability for success if player skills are low or raise

failure in competitive situations or if player skills are superior (Vorderer et al., 2003).

Furthermore, the level of challenge should increase with growing player skills and

game progress to provide more challenge as the player develops mastery (Sweetser &

Wyeth, 2005; Desurvire et al., 2004; Pagulayan et al., 2002). In this way, the game

experience is positive so that players want to continue playing the game (Desurvire

et al., 2004), especially until its completion (Johnson & Wiles, 2003). If the game

does not start out too difficult and encourages players to experiment with and apply

different or new strategies, it raises the re-play factor (Pagulayan et al., 2002).

Two of the most important aspects of challenge are rate and pace. The rate de-

scribes the amount of new challenges and thus, experiences presented to the player

in a given time, whereas the pace is an indicator for the time distance between two

challenges. According to Sweetser & Wyeth (2005) both factors need to be reason-

able to maintain proper “difficulty levels of challenge and tension throughout the

game”. Otherwise, the result will be high level of pressure which leads to frustration

and fatigue (Federoff, 2002; Desurvire et al., 2004).

Challenges during work can be too easy or too difficult, however, that does not

necessarily apply to a gamified help system with a good game design. In general,

solving problems or accomplishing goals in real life as well as in a game world will

lead to satisfaction. As for continuation of play, especially until the completion of

the game, it will depend on the time allocated to learning as it is limited in a working

environment in general. The same applies to the re-play factor which could be very

big for most applications and its gamified help systems as the solution process to

accomplishing tasks or solving problems can be varied. However, re-playing or re-

thinking a solution process will often lead to better learning and especially mastering

unless the basic requirements of challenge are not satisfied, that is the skill set

required for a challenge is too low or too high which results in apathy or anxiety. In

sum, creating an appropriate challenge in a gamified help system is as important as

it would be in a normal game.

Player Skills

To achieve optimal experience in a game, that is create enjoyment and satisfaction,

the game, its story, activities and mechanics should be introduced to the player in a

manner and speed one can understand and follow, “support player skill development
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and mastery” (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005). If, however, player skills (perceived) do

not match with the challenge optimal experience can not be achieved. Moreover,

the way of learning and mastering the game is crucial to players’ skills development

and thus, optimal experience (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005).

In general, skill development should be the result of playing the game, i.e. learning

and mastery should happen in-game rather than externally like reading a manual.

According to Federoff (2002) part of the game should be an interesting and absorbing

tutorial which teaches the player all the background, how to play it and, in addition,

draws players’ attention quickly and easily into the game (Desurvire et al., 2004).

The way of how one learns about the game mechanics has a huge impact on the

enjoyment of the game. Desurvire et al. (2004) state that through interesting and

into the game world drawing tutorials players become motivated and involved in a

fast and efficient manner. Thus, a game should provide enough information from the

beginning so that players can play without learning the game by reading a manual,

handbook, etc. (s. section 2.1) (Desurvire et al., 2004; Federoff, 2002; Gee, 2004).

Otherwise players can become bored (Pagulayan et al., 2002), especially if game

story is overemphasised through long and complex descriptions at the cost of what

can be done and how rather than being included in the game itself (Cornett, 2004).

By providing in-game feedback straight from the beginning, especially while playing

the tutorial, players can progress in learning the basic game mechanics without

difficulty (Pagulayan et al., 2002). Through learning by doing (or playing) players

can improve existing and gain new skills as part of carrying out in-game goals,

tasks or activities and accomplishing things (Pagulayan et al., 2002; Gee, 2004).

Moreover, players need and want to do that in the context of the game itself and

in a controlled and measured manner (Pagulayan et al., 2002). To keep players’

motivation on a certain level, though, continuous learning and playing needs to be

rewarded appropriately (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005; Pagulayan et al., 2002), in other

words “the effort invested in a game should equal the rewards of success” (Brown &

Cairns, 2004).

Instead of the need to opt out from a game session to get a solution to a problem

and opt in again, thereafter, a game should provide built-in help, i.e. the help system

is integrated into the game so that players can easily train their skills (Johnson &

Wiles, 2003; Federoff, 2002). To further minimise distraction in problematic cases

an even better approach is to provide just in time or on demand help (Gee, 2004;

Sweetser & Dennis, 2003), e.g. in form of hints (Federoff, 2002) or in a context

sensitive way (Desurvire et al., 2004), especially if the player repeatedly fails with

the current skill set.

Beyond the former mentioned criteria learning the game can be eased and supported
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by adhering and conforming to platform conventions and – more general – industry

standards (Johnson & Wiles, 2003) and trends (Federoff, 2002; Desurvire et al.,

2004). Moreover, the game interfaces should be consistent throughout and conform

to industry standards for keyboard, mouse and controller function in the particular

genre (Federoff, 2002). Reasonable mapping of buttons, keys and its combinations

as well as other input mechanisms can shorten the learning curve (Pagulayan et al.,

2002; Desurvire et al., 2004). It can be achieved by using interface metaphors and

analogies to the real world which are simple and non-intrusive so that understanding

of how to navigate through the environment and interact with characters and objects

is self-explanatory (Federoff, 2002).

By experience it is well known that one’s own skills do not always match with the

difficulty level of assigned tasks in a working environment. However, that does not

mean that one is not able to carry out those tasks at all if enough time can be

allocated to acquire needed skills or to “upskill”. There is high chance a game can

ease skill development as it would be embedded into the application itself, thus, there

is no need to opt out from a session and the working environment, respectively, to

learn and master an application required to deal with a task at hand. Moreover,

constant feedback through the game provides an indicator for the skill development

process. Although that is not an ultimate guarantee that one will be able to carry

out real world tasks the game progress provides some useful metrics in regard to

the (overall) performance and skill level. The overall degree of skill development,

however, will vary based on game type, scenario and individual background.

Control

According to Kane (2003), players need to “feel a sense of control over their actions

[. . . ] like they are playing the game, not being played by it” (Sweetser & Wyeth,

2005) in order to achieve the optimal experience or flow. Furthermore, this element

is context sensitive, i.e. it can basically be divided into three categories as follows:

game interface (shell or external mechanics, i.e. to the player exposed), internal

mechanics and choice and responsibility in the game world.

First and foremost, players should be able to turn the game on and off easily

(Desurvire et al., 2004). Furthermore, it should be possible to choose the game(-

play) mode (Pagulayan et al., 2002) and to save the state of a game session when

appropriate (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005). Thus, gamers can explore the game (world)

in a way they want and at their own pace (Federoff, 2002).

The game interface or shell should be easy to use and intuitive, i.e. the menus are

well structured and its labels meaningful so that players will unlikely experience

problems navigating the menus (Johnson & Wiles, 2003). In particular, aesthetics
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should not be favoured over readability and functionality as stated by Johnson &

Wiles (2003).

Altogether, “players should be able to adequately translate their intentions into in-

game behaviour” (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005; Pagulayan et al., 2002). In other words,

the mapping between what the user wants and how the game actually responds

to the user input should not be surprising but follow good conventions which are

effective and easy to understand, learn and use (Federoff, 2002; Johnson & Wiles,

2003). Moreover, it should be possible to adapt controls to one’s own needs (Federoff,

2002; Adams, 2004) and expand them for advanced options (Desurvire et al., 2004)

as mastery of the control system is often an important part of most games (Sweetser

& Wyeth, 2005; Johnson & Wiles, 2003).

Generally, the internal mechanics of any software should be free from errors and

bugs. If a game contains bugs that lead to loss of control, “especially if the errors

or consequences are out of control of the player” (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005) flow

can not be achieved as players drop out from the game involuntarily which causes

interruption. Thus, it should not be possible for players to crash the game or stop

it from working unwillingly as stated by Adams (2004). Moreover, games should

provide mechanisms which help to recognise, analyse and recover from errors so

that players can prevent them in future (Federoff, 2002).

In general, players should have a sense of impact onto the game world according to

Desurvire et al. (2004). Player decisions and actions should shape the game world

and influence it, e.g. interactions with objects and changing their state are part of

the game and its intermediate goals (Gee, 2004; Desurvire et al., 2004). Moreover,

the game should save the state of the game world so that changes become persistent.

Thus, players can remember places, passages or happenings and can see their impact

on the game world in retrospect (Desurvire et al., 2004). If the degree of player

impact on the game world is wide, e.g. the story is non-linear and gameplay can be

varied, then the game is suitable to a broader audience (Gee, 2004) and it is highly

re-playable as every decision leads to different state of the game world. Therefore,

there are many possibilities for action resulting in several solutions or strategies to

solve problems (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005). Contrariwise, decision making for the

sake of doing it should not be enforced on the player if not important to avoid

burdening the player with chores that can result in boredom (Fullerton et al., 2004).

In general, the requirements of this element mapped on software applications are

either satisfied or main area of research in HCI, UCD and more traditional subjects

like software architecture or information systems. In other words, effectively every

software application allows the user to turn it on and off and save the state of

the current session, e.g. save a text document, and use the application at their own
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pace. The interface, however, is often changed or refined from version to version and

can be a unique feature/characteristic (unique selling point) offered by a software

vendor. In such a case gamification can ease the re-education by providing a different

kind of introduction or how-to for the application use. Beyond that, interfaces are

subject of research in HCI and/or UCD to provide an adequate user experience and

expand what is possible. As with all software (including games) it is common sense

that internal mechanics should be error free to reduce or avoid interruption and,

therefore, facilitate flow.

All in all, the use of most applications is non-linear and allows for different use pat-

terns or strategies. However, mastery is often accompanied by reducing the number

of possible solution processes and identifying the most common or most useful ones.

Therefore, gamification can be a good fit to enhance process optimisation if the

presented solutions meet one’s requirements.

Clear Goals

In general, a game must have one overall goal or objective and several tasks or

missions (Federoff, 2002; Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005) and the goal must be clear.

Otherwise, optimal experience or flow can not be achieved (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990;

Johnson & Wiles, 2003).

The goal and the individual tasks should be provided at appropriate times. More-

over, the overall objective should be presented in the beginning while intermediate

missions should appear in due time (Federoff, 2002).

To achieve optimal experience (intermediate) goals must be presented and commu-

nicated in a clear and easy to understand way. For example, the overall goals are

often showed in a pre-rendered movie or are scripted using the game engine itself

according to Pagulayan et al. (2002). In addition, each task, level or mission is

narrowed down in briefings so that players are focused on intermediate objectives.

It should be fairly uncomplicated to communicate clear goals in a gamified help

system for software applications. This can often be the matter of presenting a before

and after state with short annotations and providing step by step instructions in due

time. Yet, the gamified help system might fail to help the user as the communicated

goals apply to the game world, i.e. a hypothetical use case scenario, and therefore it

might be difficult to project the learned knowledge on real world examples.
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Feedback

As a general rule, in-game feedback should be provided on all user actions immedi-

ately (Desurvire et al., 2004; Johnson & Wiles, 2003) to facilitate optimal experience

as mentioned by Csikszentmihalyi (1990). As with clear goals the feedback needs to

be appropriate and should appear at right times. Frequent feedback reflects progress

towards (intermediate) goals allowing players to estimate the effort required to com-

plete the current objective Pagulayan et al. (2002). Moreover, feedback on progress

and success is considered as a reward (Lazzaro, 2004).

If the player looses or comes to a standstill the game should support the player

“if and how they are moving in the right direction” (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005; Gee,

2004). Aside from that, the player should always be informed about one’s status and

overall score in order “to encourage mastery of the game” (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005;

Federoff, 2002). Thus, the overall score should be present and easy to identify at all

times (Federoff, 2002). If necessary, providing feedback can be supported through

in-game interfaces and sounds (Federoff, 2002; Pagulayan et al., 2002).

In general, every application provides feedback on user actions as it displays the

results, e.g. typing, changing the formatting, etc. Nevertheless, providing feedback

on overall progress is not always possible. In the real world scenario desired outcomes

or requirements exist outside of the program and, thus, the end state or result might

be unknown to the application unless using a pre-defined template. This, however,

does not apply to a gamified help system that consists of a game world with pre-

defined tasks or goals and game mechanics upon which the (overall) progress state

can be derived from. Therefore, the feedback element should be incorporated into

the design of a gamified help system.

Immersion

Immersion, also termed as engagement and absorption, describes an indicator for

users’ involvement in the game. According to Sweetser & Wyeth (2005) immersion

means “deep but effortless involvement” which can lead to loss of (self-) awareness

and surroundings (Csikszentmihalyi, 1990; Brown & Cairns, 2004; Johnson & Wiles,

2003). Moreover, immersion can result in an “altered sense of time” (Sweetser &

Wyeth, 2005; Csikszentmihalyi, 1990) what is often reflected by the point in time

and duration of playing the game, e.g. game sessions over whole weekends or during

nights (Johnson & Wiles, 2003).

Immersion often manifests itself through the effort, attentiveness and the time quan-

tity devoted to playing the game (Brown & Cairns, 2004). Players can become emo-

tionally connected with the game world or character so that play is considered more
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important than other activities or real life obligations. In fact, emotions are even

directly influenced by game happenings (Brown & Cairns, 2004). Thus, many people

play games to experience emotions of all kinds. Lazzaro (2004) states that games

are used as a chance to refrain from work or school, “to calm down after a hard

day” (Lazzaro, 2004) or “escape from everyday worries” (Sweetser & Wyeth, 2005).

On the other hand, many people also enjoy new challenges and experimenting with

thoughts and ideas or simply testing their own abilities in different environments

which are not available in real life or restricted to social norms (Lazzaro, 2004) For

instance, first person shooter allow to escape from real world and social permission,

racing or flying are resource-intensive and (military) strategic decisions require many

skills and can have a huge impact on different parties.

In order to achieve immersion games should establish a level of deep, personal,

emotional and visceral involvement (Desurvire et al., 2004). Such a state stimulates

the transition into being part of the game where people do not notice the interface

of the medium used to participate (Lazzaro, 2004; Federoff, 2002). It also entices

and facilitates lingering in the game (Lazzaro, 2004). According to Sweetser &

Johnson (2004) moving players’ senses emotionally through audio like sound effects

and soundtracks is supportive in this process. Furthermore, narratives for example

in the beginning of the game but also throughout the main storyline grab the player’s

attention by providing a background. Thus, a connection is established between the

happenings and game characters and the mind is shifted to the next objectives.

That not only helps players to become immersed in the game but also keep them

involved on a certain level (Sweetser & Johnson, 2004).

As with games or other activities immersion can happen in a working environment,

too, and usually results in all kind of side effects as mentioned previously. But

compared to games from traditional genres like action (e.g. shooter) or simulation

(e.g. racing), playing a game aimed to replace or at least provide an alternative to

traditional help systems might not have the same effects on the players, that is, it

might not create the same depth of immersion. Whether immersion takes place or

not might depend on the importance of learning, i.e. even though one will definitely

learn at least about game mechanics, having fun while playing still has priority.

Social Interaction

Technically speaking, the element social interaction is not an element of flow. If

anything it is even violating flow as it creates an interruption from immersion by

connecting to the real world and allowing players to opt out from the game (Sweetser

& Wyeth, 2005). Nevertheless, it is an important factor for enjoyment in games as

people enjoy playing games, particularly, because it is a form of social interaction.
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Additionally, social interaction is not necessarily a contradiction to flow since it can

be part of the game itself like in a massive multiplayer online game (MMOG). At

the same time it does not even matter whether one likes games at all or just playing

a specific one (Lazzaro, 2004). Thus, social interaction should be supported by the

game.

To achieve or facilitate social interaction games should ideally support in-game com-

petition and cooperation between players (Lazzaro, 2004; Pagulayan et al., 2002).

Thus, the game needs to provide appropriate (game) mechanics to support player to

player (P2P) interaction Lazzaro (2004). Beyond that, games should also support

building external connections and communities to reflect the social phenomena of

gaming, that is P2P interaction between people in general or friends and family

in particular (Lazzaro, 2004; Sweetser & Dennis, 2003). As people like watching

others play and, in general, respond to what happens by expressing emotions like

schadenfreude or by proud information exchange, both internal (in-game) and ex-

ternal media and communication channels should be supported, e.g. chats or forums

(Cornett, 2004; Lazzaro, 2004). In addition, Vorderer et al. (2003) points outs

that competition is an important aspect “as people gain satisfaction from competing

against and beating each other” (Sweetser & Johnson, 2004), i.e. it drives excellence.

All in all, the element social interaction can be a booster for immersion or the exact

opposite dependent on its importance and how well it is integrated into the game. In

reality, however, social interaction is already part of software applications as there is

almost always a community built around the use of a software system or application.

Thus, a gamified help system should facilitate social interaction as well to reflect

the same characteristics that appear in real life software use.

Summary

Table 2.2 provides a short summary of each element. Moreover, appendix A provides

a checklist of criteria for each element. Together, these are used as an evaluation

tool in the review process as outlined in section 3.1.

2.4. User Categorisation

The user experience as well as the probability of getting into flow depends on the

challenge and one’s own skills as highlighted in subsection 2.3.1. The player type,

however, is not covered by game flow but Cowley et al. (2008) suggests that this is

limitation of the theory and therefore, should be taken into consideration to max-

imise optimal experience. Under the assumption that a perfect combination of chal-
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Element Summary

Concentration A game should grab the user’s attention and keep it on a
certain level without distracting the user by negligible tasks.

Challenge Challenge needs to be appropriate for the user from the be-
ginning, i.e. the difficulty level should be either adjustable
or automatically adapting to the user skills, and increase as
user skills improve.

Player Skills Means that the game (mechanics) should be introduced to
the user in a manner and speed one can understand and
follow. Furthermore, it should happen in-game rather than
external, e.g. reading a manual.

Control The user “should feel a sense of control over” one’s actions.
Thereby, the game should assist the user by using different
techniques and help to avoid or recover from errors.

Clear Goals Goals should be provided at appropriate times, i.e. the over-
all goal should be presented in the beginning and intermedi-
ate goals in due time.

Feedback Feedback should be provided (immediately) on all user ac-
tions and one’s progress. Moreover, the user should always
be informed about one’s status or score.

Immersion Immersion means the user’s involvement in the game, e. g.
emotional, less (self-) aware of surroundings, time and every-
day life.

Social Interaction Should be supported by the game, for instance through com-
petition or cooperation and chat, both internal (in-game) and
external through other media and communication channels.

Table 2.2.: Summary of each game flow element

lenge and skills for a mixed group of people cannot be guaranteed it is important to

categorise the user base.

As Ribbon Hero 2 is classified as a gamified system, i.e. a software application that

serves a serious task but behaves like a game, there are several suitable models to

categorise users or players, as follows: user or player type, learning style and previous

knowledge or experience with certain Microsoft Office versions. As these attributes

vary with each user some of these must be asked during interviews within situated

co-inquiry while others can be deduced afterwards from interview transcripts.

The following provides more detailed overviews of the three models as used in this

research.

2.4.1. Application Model

The users who participate in this research are categorised into five groups as sug-

gested by Beauvisage (2009). The five groups are: web-oriented, instant messaging,
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games, multimedia and serious. While the instant messaging group has a stronger

focus on communicating with others, including communication via mobile phone,

web-oriented users focus on all things web except communication. Multimedia and

games are also similar but the games group is mostly interested in gaming whereas

the multimedia group consumes audio and video like music and movies. The seri-

ous group uses computers mostly for work related tasks which include the use of

Office applications like spreadsheets or accounting software, i.e. “rather professional

use” (Beauvisage, 2009). All in all, however, a group membership only indicates the

preferred reason for using a computer and does not exclude other use patterns.

Originally, Beauvisage (2009) analyses computer use in households. Thus, the cat-

egories do not necessarily represent work related computer use patterns as such.

Therefore, the categorisation based on this model is only a weak indicator but it

allows to get some insights into participants’ point of views and overall computer

experience.

2.4.2. Player Model

All in all, there are many different approaches to categorise players. According to

Cowley et al. (2008) methods based on typologies are specifically useful for user

modelling or user centred design since the match of resulting classifications and

the real world ranges between reasonably accurate to very precise. One of these

typologies is demographic game design (DGD) which itself is based on pre-existing

models, i.e. MBTI (Ludford & Terveen, 2003) and the Keirsey temperament sorter

(Keirsey & Bates, 1984).

Type Description

Conqueror Players from this type are very competitive, goal-oriented and enjoy being
dominant both in the game and associated social groups build around the
game. In a nutshell, they play to win.

Manager This type of player is logistical, process-oriented and aims at developing
mastery, i.e. players will repeat tasks and replay games “to unearth novelty
at deeper levels of detail” through the newfound mastery.

Wanderer Compared to the former mentioned types such players are mostly inter-
ested in (undemanding) new and fun experiences but they are less challenge-
oriented.

Participant This player type enjoys being part of a community and, more important, its
social interactions rather than playing as such.

Table 2.3.: Types of players based on DGD (Bateman & Boon, 2005)

According to (Bateman & Boon, 2005) DGD describes four types of players as high-

lighted in Table 2.3. Furthermore, every player can be associated with several types
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at the same time dependent on the game type, just one particular game or com-

pletely independent. In other words, “type membership is non-exclusive” (Cowley

et al., 2008).

Each type can be further divided into casual (recreational), hardcore (dedicated)

and combined. Contrary to common perception or (first) assumption the distinction

between casual and hardcore is not defined by the amount of time spent playing a

game, though. Rather, it is the extra effort invested in learning, talking or sharing

knowledge and building, supporting and participating in social communities around

or beyond a game in particular and gaming in general. In sum, the difference between

casual and hardcore players is the degree of game-literacy (Cowley et al., 2008).

2.4.3. Learning Model

The applied learning model is based on Rieman (1996) as previously mentioned in

section 2.1. Furthermore, Rieman (1996) noticed that users follow the following

order of actions in using any software application:

1. trial and error

2. social interaction, i.e. ask other people for help

3. read the manual if available

As the research is quite old it is uncertain whether this pattern still holds true.

Therefore, participants were asked for their preferred way of learning or using a

software application.

Moreover, the results from situated co-inquiry allow evaluating RH2’s impact on

users’ learning or mastering style that is change of aforementioned pattern. If the

idea of gamification is sound then the third option from the previously mentioned

list either can be replaced by RH2 or RH2 can be added to the list as a separate

option. Moreover, order of actions might change in favour of RH2 as the preferred

option.

2.4.4. Summary

While the application model mainly provides users’ background and experience, the

player model indicates for whom RH2 might be a good fit to learn MS Office. Last

but least, the learning model provides insights into participants’ expectations with

regards to learning and mastery.
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In conclusion, there are many different factors that can influence players’ acceptance

or the efficiency of a gamified help system such as RH2. These factors include players’

personality and aspirations, their interests in different forms of technology through

to the way they learn dealing with information systems. However, the effects of

different player types go beyond the scope of this research.
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3. Methodology

The methodology used for this research consists of two elements, a game flow based

review of RH2 by the researcher and a situated co-inquiry with six participants.

The next section (3.1) outlines the review process with its potential drawbacks. It is

followed by a description of the situated co-inquiry method in section 3.2 highlighting

the technical details around the setup and tools or techniques used during interviews.

3.1. Review

There is no past research on the gamification of help systems using the game flow

theory. Game flow was developed just recently and still lacks a design toolkit or

guidelines not only for “pure” games but also for game-like environments in general.

The first part of the analysis provides a review for RH2 as it was not really clear

whether RH2 could be considered as a game despite the claims of its creators. The

review was based on game flow criteria as described in section 2.3 and it was com-

pleted before any data was collected from situated co-inquiry. By this means it was

possible to compare Ribbon Hero 2 with traditional games.

The review was conducted by the researcher as an initial step. It is limited in that

the researcher’s IT and MS Office related skills differ from average computer users

or players. The existing skill level of the person reviewing the game will always

play a role in the evaluation as it influences one’s experience with games as already

highlighted in subsection 2.3.1 and section 2.4.

Each game flow element and its criteria were applied to RH2 in isolation and in-

dependent from user observations. As the game flow theory lacks a consideration

of the player type (s. section 2.3), the analysis was augmented with a classification

of the participants in this research (s. section 2.4). This was then compared and

contrasted with actual user experiences thereby demonstrating the strengths and

weaknesses of game flow in the context of game(-like) environments like RH2.
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3.2. Situated Co-inquiry

The major methodology used in this study is one of situated inquiry as described

by Carter (2007). It is a cooperative talk aloud approach at the heart of a user’s or

participant’s experience in a way that is congruent with their cognitive and affective

consciousness at play in that moment. The user is the lead character expressing

one’s own experience, i.e. ideas, thoughts and feelings while using or playing with

an artefact, so that it is an “inquiry within experience” (Carter, 2007).

The anthropological sensibilities within grounded theory and ethnography were also

suitable to guide the research and the researcher. “Grounded theory is theory that

emerges from the field from the reflections of the participants when they are able to

express themselves without influence from a structure or from predefined concepts

that the researcher imposes in the questioning or data collection process” (Welling-

ton, 2003). Ethnography, in comparison, “is an empirical enquiry that investigates

contemporary phenomena within its real life context, especially when the boundaries

between phenomena and context are not clearly evident” (Yin, 1994).

However, both methodologies did not strictly meet the requirements of this research

as anthropological methods tend to shift focus from researching behaviour within a

context to the research paradigm as such. An ethnographical approach also leads

to studying the context itself whereas with grounded theory the focus shifts on

how to avoid imposing predefined structures and concepts through the phenomena-

context-relationship (Carter, 2007). Situated co-inquiry attempts to remove the

abstractions inherent in grounded theory and ethnography by going directly at the

user’s experience. As gamification of help systems is still in its infancy, situated

co-inquiry provides valuable outcomes for the design phase by reducing “distances

away from this object of study” (Carter, 2007).

3.2.1. Setup

In general, a situated co-inquiry is conducted by a facilitator and a logger. In the

context of this research, however, the facilitator and logger were the same person—

the researcher himself. The candidates were invited randomly to participate in

this research, independent of their social or cultural background, gender and age.

However, children were not involved. As participants were told the topic in advance

their attitude towards learning and games might have changed to prepare themselves

for participating in this research.

To clarify ambiguity and ease post-processing, notes were taken and the entire session

was audio and video recorded as highlighted in Figure 3.1. The video recording
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Figure 3.1.: Situated co-inquiry with audio/video recording and note taking (Limina
Application Office, 2011)

captured the participant’s facial expressions.

The setup worked as expected but needed some tweaking to be more efficient, re-

quiring less post-processing. In the pilot test, two different applications were used

at the same time to record the participant’s experience, i.e. Camtasia Recorder1 and

Debut Video Capture2. The former mentioned is capable of recording the screen as

well as the tester and display both recordings at the same time as video-in-video

later on. The latter one is only capable of doing one thing at a time but it can utilise

the full spectrum of web cams’ capabilities, thus, the resolution of the video of the

participant is higher and thus the quality of the video is better.

Even though it is possible to only use Camtasia Recorder, both programmes were

initially used at the same time due to an initial hardware/software problem. For

some unknown reason Camtasia Recorder refused to work properly during the test of

the setup before the pilot testing. As a result two different videos were created, one

recording the user and the other recording the screen to capture the participant’s

interactions with the system, e.g. performing mouse clicks. However, the problem

with two separate videos was that too much additional work was required before

or during the analysis, i.e. either some time needed to be spent to synchronise the

videos and render them as video-in-video to ease the post-processing or more time

needed to be assigned for the analysis as such to compensate for the additional time

(workload) required to deal with two separate videos. Either way, an enormous

amount of time would have been required in addition to the usability testing as

such.

1http://www.techsmith.com/camtasia.html
2http://www.nchsoftware.com
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After further investigation and extra time spent to update or fine tune the hardware

and software the initial problems with the constellation could be resolved. Thus, only

Camtasia Recorder was used for all recordings even though the quality of the video

recording of the user is inferior compared to recordings created with the Debut Video

Capture programme. The better video quality is not worth the enormous amount

of time spent on dealing with two single video recordings as photos from the videos

are meant to be used in print rather than digital form. The resolution was good

enough for print.

Execution

In general, interviews were undertaken over a number of days as execution of situated

co-inquiry takes a lot of time. A single session usually took place over a time range

of sixty to ninety minutes. If some users struggled with the method, i.e. they forgot

to talk and think aloud while interacting with the RH2, they were encouraged and

motivated to continue talking.

However, when the researcher’s expectations were not met, it was avoided at all

times to make the users feel being wrong or be put under pressure to meet obligations

through expressing opinions, in other words, to convince them otherwise. Instead,

the users were motivated by rephrasing their expressions and asking simple questions

which were adapted to their comprehension and experience. These helped to unfold

the reasoning, personal experience and the whys and wherefores to uncover false

assumptions and mistakes (Kuniavsky, 2003).

Overall, the users were encouraged to talk aloud as much as possible without dis-

tracting or interfering with their flow. Table 3.1 served as assistance on how the

researcher can tease out and invite a user to describe their experience without inter-

fering with that experience (Carter, 2007). However, not all intervention styles were

used in this research. Especially the intervention styles “you’re wrinkling your brow”

and “nothing” were difficult to apply while taking notes and participants mainly fo-

cusing on the screen. Without constant eye contact it was not possible to catch

those moments where these styles would have been appropriate. But beyond that,

all styles were used in some way or other. Often, interventions were augmented with

specific on-screen details or with criteria from game flow with reference to learning

and mastering a serious software application.

Post-Processing

The post-processing of situated co-inquiry (interviews) was based on the guidelines

provided by Love (1994). Therefore, the following criteria was used in the evaluation
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Intervention User response

Why are you
frowning?

Requests a cognitive process that may interfere with the user’s
experience if it is affective or kinaesthetic. Searching for rea-
sons and rationale is a constructive cognitive activity.

What are you
thinking?

The user’s experience may still be affective/kinaesthetic. Re-
questing a cognitive process may interfere with this.

What are you ex-
periencing?

Use of the word “experiencing” removes the threat of not be-
ing in line with affective or cognitive focus of the test user;
however, the question still requires a cognitive process that
may be premature.

What is it?
What’s happen-
ing?

More informal and more neutral than the previous two state-
ments, and so likely to give the user more room to continue
to use the system and give feedback when ready.

You’re frown-
ing. . .

Offers information from an external source that may assist
the user to increase their self-awareness. However, this may
also be presumptuous, and the user may argue against it.

You’re wrinkling
your brow.

More observational and less processed than the previous state-
ment. However, the user may feel exposed.

Something’s up,
eh?

If said with emotive tone and force that’s similar to what
the user is displaying, this statement may assist the user in
staying with their experience and feeling invited to express it
in their own time.

Nothing. . . Something may eventuate. If not, and the moment is lost and
the user becomes involved with another aspect of the system,
then a pause may be used for reflection, or the user may be
invited to back up.

Table 3.1.: Possible effects on user by different interventions by Carter (2007)

of the responses:

Repetition within and across interviews

If ideas, concerns, beliefs or issues are repeated several times throughout a

situated co-inquiry then they are more relevant than less or non repeated ones.

In addition, the same rule applies if repetition coincides throughout several

interviews, especially from different participants but expressed independently.

Levels and nature of affect

Actions arising from non-verbal communication like facial expression, body

language, gesticulation or paralanguage (voice quality, rate, pitch and volume)

and prosodic features (rhythm, intonation and stress) increase the significance.

Historical explanations, descriptions, and interpretations

Current behaviours and attitudes based on, affected by or justified by happen-

ings from the past are meaningful.

Explicit and implicit interpretations

Ideas and activities have a meaning which can be inferred through either direct
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and obvious or implied and metaphoric (inter-) connections.

Serendipity

Unexpected/unforeseen ideas, behaviours, thoughts and expressions not pub-

lished in or covered by current or past research are significant as they form the

opportunity for future research.

Additionally, findings of each iteration step were processed, combined and reused in

the next interview iteration to refine and improve the quality of findings.
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4. Analysis

The first section (4.1) of this chapter provides a review of RH2 based on game flow.

Section 4.2 provides a classification of the participants in this research, followed by

findings from the situated co-inquiry in section 4.3.

4.1. Review

This review was conducted by the researcher (s. section 3.1). It was based on game

flow and its criteria for each element it is assembled of (s. section 2.3). The main

purpose of conducting this review was to determine the implementation of game

flow in RH2 and compare RH2 with traditional games. The review was completed

before collecting data from situated co-inquiry.

The first subsection (4.1.1) presents some screenshots and a description of RH2. It

is followed by a detailed analysis of each game flow element with regards to RH2.

Eventually, the findings are summarised in subsection 4.1.10.

4.1.1. Overview

Figure 4.1 shows the main screen of RH2 after watching the introductory story

animation and completing the introductory level. In the top left corner there is the

RH2 icon (time clock) with the face of Clippy in it. Underneath it, there are two

buttons (back & forward) which can be used to switch between the six different time

epochs once they are unlocked. RH2 uses the term ‘level’ rather than time epoch

but it violates industry conventions and leads to confusion as further explained

hereinafter.

In the middle there is the level selection area. Usually, there are 7–9 levels per time

epoch. When hovering over a level with the mouse pointer, a description of the level

is presented to the player in a tooltip. Once a level was completed it has a green

tick next to it. In addition, it has a yellow plus sign if the level was played without

using any hints at all.
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Figure 4.1.: Main screen of RH2

For completing levels one gains (experience) points which are presented in the top

right corner underneath the orange bar. The number on the right hand side of

the bar shows the required points to unlock the next time epoch. Once one collects

enough points (full bar) RH2 automatically raises the skill level, shows a story telling

animation and switches to the next time epoch afterwards.

Beyond that, the controls in the bottom right corner (from left to right) allow players

to post feedback about RH2, get further information or reset the score in the about

dialogue and to turn on/off music and sound effects.

While playing a level the screen usually looks like presented in Figure 4.2. Usually

all controls and Ribbons are placed at the top. The rest of the window is divided

by RH2 into two parts.

On the left, there is the document (Word, Excel, PowerPoint or OneNote) one will

be performing on the task assigned to this level. Moreover, an image that contains

the tasks and examples of diagrams, etc. are embedded into the document itself.

RH2 uses the term ‘instruction’ rather than ‘task’ but avoid further confusion when

talking about RH2’s hint system, the term ‘task’ is used instead. Beyond that, the

document contains some text or data and usually RH2 presents some additional

information (bubble next to RH2 icon) related to the time epoch one is currently in.
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Figure 4.2.: Example level of RH2

On the right, there is the RH2 level menu. It contains a list of tasks underneath

the “Instructions” heading and a few buttons to mute sound effects, ask for a hint

(“Need a hint?”-button, greyed out as all hints were requested) and“Retry”or“Quit”

the level. By clicking on the “Need a hint?”-button a player can unlock hints.

Usually, there are 2–3 hints per task which one can only unlock one after another

if more details are required. The hints contain detailed step-by-step instructions

that describe what the player needs to do to complete the level or current task

successfully. Furthermore, the last hint presents a short animation when hovered

over it that shows where to find certain Ribbon groups and its buttons.

All in all, RH2 does not consist of too many game mechanics except the way of

storytelling, the point rating system with hints and the selection of time epochs and

its levels. Therefore, an average computer or MS Office user or casual players will

be able to understand and play the game.

4.1.2. Concentration

RH2 provides many activities that are worthwhile to concentrate on as they can be

very useful in a real life working environment even though the provided tasks might

represent only a fraction of what is required at work, i.e. a combination of tasks

from RH2 represent a real world task. If that kind of knowledge is important or one
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enjoys learning about many aspects of Office, then the game grabs one’s attention

and draws one into the game. Based on one’s skill set and experience in using MS

Office, RH2 requires many different skills to cope with an activity or task so that

all attentiveness and energy is devoted to the game and fulfilling those tasks.

To get players’ attention the game provides stimuli from different sources like audio

(music and sound effects to indicate success) and video (story comic and in-game

graphics). However, the music is lacking variety so that it can become annoying

after a while. Traditional games offer a wider range of music which is adapted to

the different stages and changes with one’s progress in the game.

To foster players’ concentration the game does not interfere with one’s actions except

a subtle reminder to ask for hints if one gets stuck. Though, the hint system itself can

burden the player with steps that are not relevant for learning, mastery or even the

game’s point rating system. For instance, hints often provide trivial information like

“Select the Home-Ribbon” although it is selected already and disturb flow thereby.

Moreover, there is no difference in how many bonus points one gets based on asking

for one hint or for all available hints. In other words, being forced to unlock one

hint after another is redundant since one has to re-play the whole task anyway to

get the bonus points. It is all or nothing! Offering the player the complete solution

in one click might be less disrupting under given circumstances. Beyond that RH2

allows one to focus on the task at hand.

Another difference compared to traditional games is that RH2 does not run in full

screen mode. Thus, there is a higher chance of getting distracted either by other

programs already running in the background or by running up other applications as

one is tempted to do so because it is only ‘one click away’. In general, however, this

behaviour represents real world use of several programs at the same time. And all

in all, the workload is appropriate for the perceptual, cognitive and memory limits.

4.1.3. Challenge

All in all, the challenge is appropriate. Certainly, it depends on one’s experience

using MS Office but an average user will definitely learn more about new or unknown

functionalities. Nevertheless, inexperienced users or players, i.e. people who have not

used a computer before and neither understand the basic concepts of how to interact

with computers, for instance selecting text, are less likely to be able to play RH2.

A common simple way to provide an appropriate challenge for different players is by

allowing the adjustment of difficulty levels or automatically adapting to the player.

In RH2 there are no difficulty levels at all. The only way one can increase the

difficulty level is by not using any hints which is rewarded with more points (high
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score).

In the beginning RH2 confronts the player with simple tasks that can be seen as

a repetition of basic (MS) Office knowledge. Although later tasks are rewarded

with more (bonus) points they are not necessarily more difficult. In almost all cases

those tasks just target lesser known functionalities, i.e. level of challenge increases

only indirectly as players progress through the game. As there is no time factor

both the rate and the pace of challenge depend on a player. Unfortunately, the

tasks are all static, thus, re-playing tasks or the whole game is only for the purpose

of repetition or achieving a higher score.

4.1.4. Player Skills

There are two aspects of player skills with regard to RH2. On the one hand, the

game’s purpose is to increase player (user) skills by facilitating exploration of MS

Office capabilities. On the other hand, the game supports skill development with

regard to the game as such, that is, its game mechanics and how they work.

As the game mechanics are quite simple an average user should understand how to

interact with the game as such and how to play it without reading a manual. The

same applies to gamers as they are used to all kinds of game mechanics. Nevertheless,

the game should contain an option to learn about those game mechanics and its

functionality as inexperienced computer or MS Office users might not be familiar

with the concept of point rating systems for instance. Others might not grasp all

details about an implementation of such a point rating system, e.g. using different

amounts of hints does not equate with the reduction of bonus points. Thus, in those

cases RH2 will only add an extra layer of complexity. Beyond that learning about

the game (mechanics) is part of the fun and does not bore the player but draws

one’s attention into the game.

If a player gets stuck RH2 tries to interfere, that is, catch the error by presenting a

‘wrong path’ dialogue (s. Figure 4.3) with a hint to support skill development as fast

as possible. Beyond that, one can access Office’s built-in help system, too, but most

often there is no need to do that as RH2 itself provides everything one needs to solve

the presented tasks. However, even though there is an introductory level, it does not

show the same characteristics as seen in industry standard games, i.e. there is no

help or detailed information for certain game mechanics of MS Office’s Ribbon UI.

For instance, there is no level that explains basic functions such as selecting elements

like text, table cells, etc. and more importantly, the context sensitive feature of the

Ribbon UI and its structure are not communicated well enough if at all.

Player skills increase fast but at an appropriate pace since there is no time factor and
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Figure 4.3.: Wrong path

oneself determines the speed of play. If levels are played with no hints at all, player

skills should increase even faster. In such cases one discovers new functionalities

and gets used to the Ribbon interface and its structure by oneself unless given tasks

represent repetition or testing of previous knowledge and experience with MS Office.

In this case it is the later levels that target less known and less used but still very

useful (MS) Office functions. These add valuable knowledge to the players’ skills.

Moreover, RH2 covers a wide range of Office applications (Word, Excel, PoworPoint

and OneNote) but most users only know and use a limited subset of the former

presented list. Therefore, it is very unlikely that a user already knows everything

which would result in boredom.

Ongoing commitment, dedication, ambitiousness and skill development are rewarded

through game progress and a point rating system. While game progress results in

use of unknown but useful features the rewards (points) increase with each level

in order to keep one motivated. For an average user skill development is rewarded

appropriately by the point rating system. Others, however, might notice that later

challenges are not more sophisticated although they appear to be harder to solve

but that is often just a side-effect of the unfamiliarity with the functionality and its

potential application.

4.1.5. Control

In general, one feels a sense of control over the game (mechanics). RH2 only interferes

with players’ actions if it tries to prevent one from choosing the wrong path, upon

successful user actions that count towards the challenge or if it is presenting the

narrative. Beyond that there is no such thing like an avatar in the game.

The game interface is simple and input devices like mouse or keyboard are supported

in a way one is used to. Moreover, the few buttons shown on the main screen

or the side bar do what they are intended for. Loading or closing RH2 means

also starting or stopping the game and saving or loading one’s progress (savegame)

happens implicit without requiring any further user interaction. However, only fully

completed challenges are tracked so that one has to repeat a challenge if it was
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aborted. Other standard actions are not supported or required, e.g. pausing the

game is not possible neither is it required as there is no such thing as the concept

of time in RH2 except the game story (time travel).

Unfortunately, one can make errors that are detrimental to the game even though

one also gets support to recover from certain errors. For instance, it is possible to

put the document into unrecoverable state by performing too many actions that are

not required. Moreover, as the length of the undo list is limited, one cannot go back

at some point. Another example is by performing required steps out of order, it

might not be possible to complete a level as subsequent steps often rely on a certain

state from the previous step. In the best case the “wrong path” dialogue helps to

recover from wrong decisions However, its behaviour is inconsistent. Sometimes the

dialogue comes up although, technically, one is not on the wrong path but just not

on the optimal path in terms of time or ‘number of required clicks’ efficiency.

Beyond the former mentioned architectural design issues, the game has several other

bugs, e.g. changing the SmartArt Styles to something not requested by the instruc-

tions works without errors. Moreover, it even counts towards fulfilling the challenge.

Even though this behaviour might be right in a broader sense as the idea is about

understanding the concept behind solving certain problems using a certain approach,

it often leads to confusion.

The last but not least aspect of this game flow element is feeling a sense of control

of and impact on RH2’s game world. In a broader sense this is true as the game

remembers completed challenges and marks these with a tick. Beyond that, there

is no control over the game world whatsoever. Moreover, it often feels like one is

forced to follow certain strategies. Otherwise one is faced with the “wrong path”

dialogue, even though it might be possible to complete the required task using a

different approach. For instance, it is a valid approach to right-click an element in

order to change its characteristics through a sub-menu. If, however, the game flags

this as the ‘wrong path’ but one completes the task anyway using this ‘wrong path’,

RH2 will not count this task as completed. Instead, the game only focuses on the

“simplest” approach which is interpreted as using the Ribbons, thereby minimising

the number of clicks thereby.

4.1.6. Clear Goals

The overall goal is presented in the beginning of the game: “Help Clippy!” The

presentation form is a comic which is simple to follow and easy to understand.

Clippy time travels through different periods of human history and needs help with

solving task in MS Office. Although the message to help Clippy is clear as such and
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matches the introductory level, one is left wondering how time travel fits into the

concept of helping somebody (Clippy) with (MS) Office. The story might be sound

as a metaphor for (re-)discovery but it is not well connected with the overall goal

(theme) and this connection might not be as clear to all players either.

Usually, intermediate goals are presented step by step in the task list on the right

hand side as one progresses through each level. The list shows the current objective

and a history of the completed ones. However, each level also contains an task list

and an example of the desired outcome (graphic) embedded into the document that

one is working on. That causes confusion and allows altering the order of execution

which can lead to a surprising behaviour of the game (task list) as demonstrated in

Figure 4.4.

Figure 4.4.: Out of order execution of tasks

The instructions themselves do not always seem to be clear and often hide impor-

tant details in the hints. Moreover, sometimes performed actions let one score for

completing a tasks if the basic operation fits the purpose. For instance, the task is

something along the lines of ‘change the font for the entire document’ but only the

hint contains details like the name of the font. However, as long as one performs

the action of changing the font one will successfully complete the actual task.

All in all, the task descriptions are actually good enough to understand basic con-

cepts but beginners and intermediate players might be confused by the lack of details

in those descriptions.

4.1.7. Feedback

Immediate feedback is provided on all user actions in different ways which are de-

scribed as follows:

1. changes applied to the document are directly visible one way or other and
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2. the game either confirms or denies users’ actions if it is going really well or

really bad, i.e. one finishes a (sub-)task successfully or one is faced with a “[...]

wrong path” dialogue.

Unfortunately, the in-game feedback behaviour as described in the second point

appears to be inconsistent as it sometimes does inform one quite early about taking

the wrong path whereas in many other cases one wishes to be informed earlier for

choosing the wrong path. Nevertheless, the ‘wrong path’ dialogue as such contains

useful information on how to move into the right direction.

In general, feedback reflects progress towards (intermediate) goals. The task list

showing the completed and the current tasks allows players to estimate the effort

required to complete the current level. Moreover, the successful completion of a

task is rewarded with a sound and a balloon animation. The progress then is also

reflected in unlocking the next task and crossing out the last completed task from

the task list. Except in very few cases, however, the score is not visible while working

on a challenge and the effects on the high score (bonus points) are not clear when

using at least one or more hints. Moreover, there are no nuances in using different

amounts of hints. Players who realise this are then tempted to unlock all hints at

once, especially as the unlocked hints often provide irrelevant advices.

As the game is divided into six time epochs, global progress (per time epoch) is

indicated with a progress bar in the top right corner. The progress bar reflects one’s

own skill level (experience points) as sometimes it is not enough to just complete

each level in order to advance to the next time epoch. When all hints are used the

collected points are simply not enough to advance to the next time epoch and the

player has to re-play levels to gain sufficient bonus points.

Once a level is completed a green tick appears next to the level (main screen) and a

yellow plus sign indicates the completion with all bonus points. In other words, the

game provides appropriate feedback concerning the selection of next or (partially)

finished levels. Moreover, the minimum experience points required to advance to

the next time epoch is clearly visible in the top right corner of the main screen.

4.1.8. Immersion

While playing RH2 one can definitely become less aware of one’s own surroundings,

especially if one is focused on achieving the highest score by collecting all bonus

points and completing all tasks (in a self-determined time). Being rewarded for

getting it right is very encouraging and provides a good feeling of being productive

which might not be true in a working environment on certain days. Furthermore,

one feels emotionally involved in the game, especially in the beginning of the story,
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but only if one knows Clippy from previous versions of Office.

Conversely, somebody who does not know Clippy from older version of MS Office

will definitely struggle understanding the story and the role of Clippy. However,

the rest of the story should be comprehensible. Beyond that, the only drawback

noticed while playing is the missing full screen mode that can lead to disruption of

flow since the time is shown in the task bar at all times and many applications run

in the background which might interfere.

4.1.9. Social Interaction

All in all, RH2 does not implement this game flow element which represents a missing

an opportunity. Given RH2’s point rating system, at least a simple form of com-

petition could be supported by introducing (online) high score tables. Cooperation

could be encouraged by increasing one’s score if players participate in discussions

through RH2’s official forums.

After completing the game one gets the opportunity to send an email to somebody

including a link to the game’s website. If one could add a photo of one’s own high

score, this would encourage other people not only to try out RH2 but also do better

which would be reflected through the high score. Other options would include the

integration of social networks like Facebook and Twitter or a specialised system

to track achievements so that it would be possible to compare one’s results with

those from family and friends or global statistics. Other types of social communities

already exist, for instance RH2’s online forum1.

Yet, the current implementation of the point rating system can hardly be considered

to facilitate competition. It is way to easy to achieve the highest score as one can

go back any time and repeat certain challenges as often as required. A more so-

phisticated point rating system would attribute a bigger importance to the achieved

score but might be debatable as with all systems that try to quantify intelligence,

knowledge or skills. In reality, however, most if not all games implement a point

rating system as highlighted by game flow.

4.1.10. Summary

Many bugs and Ribbon-centric game play restrain flow or optimal experience. Es-

pecially bugs are critical in the context of a help system as its consequences fall

back onto the user. Thus, some users might blame themselves as being incapable

of completing certain tasks (with this program) while others might simply blame

1http://ribbonhero.com/forum.html
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RH2 and MS Office. While the latter one might lead customers to lose confidence

in MS Office, the latter argument is diametrically opposed to the original idea of

simplifying learning and mastery of software applications through a gamified help

system.

Game-Flow Element RH2

Concentration X
Challenge X
Player Skills X
Control X
Clear Goals X
Feedback X
Immersion X
Social Interaction 7

Table 4.1.: Summary of Game Flow implementation in RH2

Table 4.1 summarises the implementation of game flow elements in RH2. However,

as pointed out before, most elements lack some implementation details to meet all

criteria for each element. In conclusion, based on game flow RH2 cannot be seen as

a full featured game due to the herein described drawbacks as well as the missing

game flow element of social interaction.

4.2. User classification

In tribute to the pioneers of computer and information science counting, the partici-

pants of this research starts with zero. The participant in the pilot run is“participant

0”.

4.2.1. Application Model

As highlighted in Table 4.2, most participants belonged to the multimedia group,

i.e. they were interested in consuming audio and video. Only participant 5 showed

an exceptional interest in all things web. However, all participants had one thing in

common as indicated by the *-symbol. In some way or other, all participants relied

on using a computer and different programs at work but nobody limited the use to

only this one use case.

Beyond that, this model did not provide significant insights as it based on computer

use in households but most participants use MS Office only at work.
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Participants
Type 0 1 2 3 4 5

web-oriented X
instant messaging
games
multimedia X X X X X
serious * * * * * *

Table 4.2.: Participant classification based on application model

4.2.2. Player Model

Table 4.3 assigns each participant to player types as provided by the DGD typology

(s. subsection 2.4.2). While most other participants were mostly interested in new

experiences, participants 4 and 5 clearly showed the desire to master RH2. Though,

there was a big difference between the two. While participant 4 used a systematic

problem solving approach towards all goals and thereby aimed at mastery of RH2,

participant 5 mainly focused on learning new things through repetition, that is, most

of the time re-playing everything at least once. Beyond that, participants 1 and 2

developed a stronger desire to win and thereby learn and master RH2 on their own

over the course of the situated co-inquiry.

Participants
Type 0 1 2 3 4 5

Conqueror X X X
Manager X X
Wanderer X X X X X
Participant

Table 4.3.: Participant classification based on player model

RH2 is a fairly new and unknown program. Therefore, participants neither heard

about nor played RH2 before. Moreover, no participant was playing and talking

about other games on a regular basis and participating in social communities based

around a game, either. Thus, all participants were considered as casual players.

Even though the situated co-inquiry was not about performance, there seems to be

certain patterns that appear based on certain player type constellations. Moreover,

participants that were classified as wanderer tend to always play with hints. In

other words, they were less likely to even try playing without hints unless they were

classified as conqueror as well. As described in subsection 2.4.2, conquerors were

very competitive and therefore challenged themselves even though one can re-play

a level to gain all bonus points. Furthermore, participants who were classified as

the manager type had a more systematic discovery or problem solving approach and
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recognised value from the context sensitive Ribbon UI, sometimes more, sometimes

less.

4.2.3. Learning Model

The data presented in this subsection is not based on observations but participants’

statements. All in all, the learning approach as noticed by Rieman (1996) did not

hold true, at least with the group of participants in this research. Nobody was purely

relying on the program manual. Basically, all participants searched the World Wide

Web (www) instead. Participant 2 basically used the original learning approach but

with the former mentioned modification highlighted as follows:

1. trial and error

2. ask somebody

3. search www

That is, the last option was replaced with using the internet to perform a Google

search as opposed to reading the manual as originally noticed by Rieman (1996).

All other participants basically used an approach as follows:

1. trial and error

2. search www

3. ask somebody

The order of options changed, i.e. options 2 and 3 swapped places. Participants 4

and 5 additionally used the built-in help system in combination with searching the

www.

Participant 0 and 1, however, used a pattern as follows:

1. try & error

2. ask somebody

3. try harder

4. search www

Before browsing the www, these participants went back to “try & error”. The main

motivation for this behaviour seemed to be the desire to learn on one’s own.
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4.3. Situated Co-Inquiry

In this section the findings about RH2 are presented that were collected by means of

the situated co-inquiry carried out with 6 participants. The findings cover problems

and shortcomings with the implementation of RH2 and its effects on the participants

like learning outcome. Moreover, the findings show the potential and drawbacks

of applying gamification to helps system in particular and information systems in

general.

4.3.1. User Interface

In the following, findings about the user interface are covered with regards to RH2’s

(introductory) level, task lists and the Ribbon interface. As pointed out in the review

(s. subsection 4.1.4 & subsection 4.1.5) RH2 has a simple user interface with only

few buttons and mechanics as opposed to Office programs. Yet, any user interface

should be explained to the user, no matter how simple it is as past experience

with computers and influence from similar programs might vary considerably. Thus,

it was not surprising that all participants experienced problems with RH2’s UI.

Moreover, it seems that RH2 does not really help the player or user to understand the

context sensitive behaviour of the Ribbon based UI as this feature is not explained

to the player at any stage.

Straight from the beginning some participants were confused by the automatic hor-

izontal slider in the introductory comic. In particular, the speed of the comic an-

imation is “a little slow” (participant 0) so that most participants were wondering

whether “there [is] another way to make it faster?” (participant 3). “Ok, is like a

cartoon. Do I need to do something?!” (participant 5). For instance, one participant

stated not until almost two minutes of play: “Can I go ahead? Yes! Ah, I can

go ahead, ok, sorry, I didn’t understood that I could go, before” (participant 1).

More importantly, when being asked “what the comic tries to tell [one]” (researcher)

one participant answered “not really” (participant 2). It seems the story and there-

fore the main goal of the game was not clear to most participants (contrary to the

researcher’s assumption/review) even though the majority recognised Clippy from

previous versions of Office. Only one out of six participants understood the intro-

duction. The majority was not interested and just skipped ahead: “usually I don’t

read too many words. [. . . ] I should read, but I never like the comic” (participant 5).

Shortly after they were left wondering: “that’s probably wrong. Probably, I should

have waited for the end of the story” (participant 0).

Another big drawback is related to RH2’s hints. There is often a language mismatch

between the provided hints (description) and MS Office’s UI language. As a result,
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all participants experienced problems finding what they were searching for because

the instructions referenced a UI element with a different name than specified in the

hints. For instance, when the task was related to working with ‘slides’ one participant

said: “thumbnail, for me, it’s misleading because I was looking for something called

thumbnail as usually they use words that you can find on the various category tabs

or buttons, if they say something usually you can find the right word so I was

looking for some, the name that was telling me thumbnail” (participant 0). The

previous example was the result of a naming mismatch between ‘thumbnail’ and

‘slide’. Moreover, the hints often do not clearly communicate the menu structure

and which Ribbon to use. This means that either the order of menu names is upside

down and therefore indicates a different menu hierarchy or names of UI elements are

not clearly highlighted as such in the description text. For instance, RH2 uses one

font to display the following description text: “Change the chart layout with one

click.” The important bit of information is “chart layout” which corresponds with

the name of Ribbon group as highlighted Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5.: Instruction vs UI structure

All in all, the missing user introduction to the UI as well as language mismatches

between hints and the UI create additional obstacles to the users in solving the

required tasks. This is funny and sad at the same moment as RH2 tries to ease

understanding, learning and mastering some Office functionality but fails to do so

for itself.
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4.3.2. Error-prone Learning

As highlighted in the review (s. subsection 4.1.5) or the preceding subsection RH2

has several bugs. Some of these bugs yield false positives or negatives as the result

of user actions. Figure 4.6 shows an example for a false positive as experienced by

most participants. The next instruction requires the player to change the colour of

the graph that is“add colorful accent colors”. Inspired by the embedded graphic (not

visible in the screenshot) that serves as an example, participant 1 said: “I assume

I have to do it like what’s in the example.” However, in fact it does not matter

at all which colours are applied to the graph. RH2 just tracks whether the player

performs the action of adding some colour to the graph. If the produced graph does

not match the requirements but one wins anyway players are irritated only a little

at best and just move on: “it doesn’t quite match so it feels like it’s not quite right.

Anyway!” (participant 4) However, it was visible that participants were not satisfied

with the results. For instance, participant 2 clearly stated: “Well, it says I did it

but I don’t quite understand.” “Yap, I really don’t know what I did in here [...]”

(participant 0 after completing a task successfully).

Figure 4.6.: False positive
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A scenario for a false negative is highlighted as follows. The instruction says “sort

the remaining rows by song title” (Figure 4.7). The easiest approach is a one-click

solution by using the appropriate button from the “Sort & Filter” Ribbon. But

the Ribbon also contains a big “Sort” button which most participants clicked first

as it is an eye catcher and also because most participants are only skimming text

instructions. For instance, participant 5 mentally translated instructions as follows:

“[...] sort A to Z, where is sort? Data tab, click sort, sort, here, no, something wrong.”

But in this case the hint text actually reads “Click Sort A to Z” and contains a small

icon of the correct button next to hint. The big“Sort”-button normally (that is when

Figure 4.7.: False negative

not playing RH2) opens a dialogue as shown in Figure 4.7 which offers all kinds of

sorting options based on different criteria including sorting “A to Z”. Nevertheless,

RH2 interferes in this case and displays an error message as shown in Figure 4.8.

The problem with this error dialogue is that it does not prevent the options dialogue

which still gets displayed to the player. Where some participants barely notice the

options dialogue and rush to close it others, especially those who know that it is
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Figure 4.8.: Wrong path

possible to do it that way, get confused as RH2 does not count the task as completed.

Then they blame themselves, sometimes even using a wrong explanation: “I did it

the other way around because the asked for the ascending but I did the descending”

(participant 2).

In general, the attitude towards the game changes instantly once a bug is recognised

as such by players. In the first place, it increases the level of awareness with regard to

the possibility of bugs. Furthermore, the game is not considered as very sophisticated

if certain bugs or inconsistencies continue to appear throughout other levels of the

game. For example, participant 0 stated: “If it would be a little bit more serious, it

probably, would give me an idea that is had more potential, this software.” Moreover,

it seems that participants who do not see the point in gaming even tend to see RH2

as not trustworthy: “I think it’s just to show the potential of the program rather

than to really learn how to use it [...]” (participant 0).

The biggest impact, nonetheless, appears if bugs are not recognized as such by users

and lead to a game state where players cannot win and cannot recover from the

situation either. In such cases the effects on the user can be considered harmful

since participants felt incompetent because of being unable to understand, learn

and implement the game tasks in the right manner. For instance, participant 5 said

“hmm, ok, something happened” but was not sure about what exactly happened and

continued as follows: “[...] I thought, I wasn’t, I was not sure, I look like retarded.”

Other participants fall back into a defensive approach that is trying to hide their

lack of knowledge with face-savers like “definitely it’ll take me time because I am

not familiar with this. I have to read properly, maybe.” (participant 3)

4.3.3. Point Rating System

RH2 is a simple game that uses simple implementations of game mechanics as op-

posed to full-blown games like World of Warcraft by Blizzard Entertainment2, Ac-

2http://us.battle.net/wow/en/
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tivision’s Call of Duty3 or Farmville by Zynga4; just to name a few of the recently

more popular games. As mentioned in subsection 4.1.9 RH2 implements a simple,

not very sophisticated point rating system compared to other games liked the ones

mentioned above. As expected, participants noticed the lack of proper point rating

system as well.

In general, for many participants the sheer existence of a point rating system was

the decisive factor to call RH2 a game, e.g.: “Hmm, the points lead me to think it’s

a game” (participant 4). Although all participants noticed the points they gained

after completing each task nobody was able to explain what the points are used for

or how the point rating system works, e.g. participant 1: “[. . . ] I’m not interested in

the points. I don’t even know what the points are supposed to mean.” They simply

were left wondering what the purpose is in collecting all points. Thus, some of them

lost interest in achieving a high score by playing the game without using hints. In

addition, as the meaningfulness of points is not communicated in a clear way, it

blurred participants’ first impression that RH2 is a full featured game as participant

4 pointed out at the end of the interview: “I think potentially with having those

points building up, I’d think that you could use those points for something or it’ll

be on something like a ranking chart. And that’s when I think it would be more of

a game to me.”

To improve the point rating system some participants suggested taking the time

factor into account. It seems that this type of game creates such an expectation,

e.g. participant 1 asked: “are there, like points for the time to finish the game?” Even

the music, especially the rhythms, and graphics convey the impression that timing

is important somehow: “I wanted to see if there’s like, time pass, because from it

seems that (clicks several times on the arrows in the top left corner) something with

the clock, with, and this music, tiin-tin always, seems that the rhythm is like the

time is passing, ready to go.”

Beyond that the existence of a point rating system literally asks for a proper sup-

ported (online) high score table. Participants mentioned that they would be more

motivated to go after all bonus points if the high score would provide a measure to

compare one’s skills and progress with other players of the game. Thus, the element

social interaction matters a lot and is obviously missing in RH2. However, partici-

pants are worried about their privacy that is participants would publish their results

“if it was done anonymously, absolutely, yeah” (participant 4).

Furthermore, the point rating system needs to be more sophisticated to create fair

competition as explained by participant 4: “I think that it’d be quite nice to sort of

see where you come on, you know, we’ve had a thousand people who have done this.

3http://www.callofduty.com/
4http://www.farmville.com/
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The average person has done it in this kind of level and got to this kind of points

level. That times by the time value equals ‘boom’. Damn it, could have done that

better or whatever. . . ” But for that the current implementation is just not game-like

enough: “[. . . ] the thing that I can go and do it again, maybe de-motivates a little

bit, me, because, I want, like more challenging, when you get it wrong it’s wrong,

you know, like in the games! You have to start at the beginning [. . . ], like more

challenging. So, you can also like, ermm, play against someone else, well, against

like let’s see who gets more points, no? But if you can [replay] every time, it’s not

that fun. It’s like when you do an exam and already know the answers. [. . . ] Yeah,

with the points, I think, it’s, ermm, a value that you can, ermm, compare to, for

example if I play another time and I see how many points I reach but there’s the

factor that I could have used the hints or retry and so it’s not like very comparable.”

(participant 1).

All in all, the findings show that RH2’s current implementation of a point rating

system is not sophisticated enough. In the first place, RH2 fails to explain the

mechanics around the point rating system. In the long run, the point rating system

is not motivational enough and does not create a fair fair competition.

4.3.4. Serious Play & Learning with Fun

The consensus regarding the purpose of RH2 is learning how to efficiently use Office

by picking up some tips and tricks and discover new functionality. Furthermore, from

observing participants it seems that everybody enjoyed playing RH2 as highlighted

in Figure 4.9 even though some stated that they are not necessarily motivated to play

the game, at least not without having the goal to learn or master the Office suite.

Achieving (sub-) goals and hearing sounds and music effects that are triggered on

Figure 4.9.: Participants’ facial expressions after being successful

success kept most participants motivated so that many of them wanted to continue

playing even though the time was up.

Although participants enjoyed this way of learning most of them would not use RH2

in a working environment. The most common argument against this type of learning
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is that play is not socially accepted in such an environment and thus it would be

hard to explain to colleagues or the boss. For instance, participant 0 answered the

question “would you play that game at work?” as follows: “At work (surprised)?

No! (laughing) No, I think I couldn’t. [. . . ] I don’t feel like playing is right at

work.” Moreover, this participant confirmed the statement “[. . . ] that [his] boss

won’t tolerate that [he] played” (researcher). In other words, there is some fear of

being misunderstood when playing computer games to learn something if all what

others see is a game but not the learning effects.

As most participants who stated such an opinion do not play games in their free

time, it is very likely that they have not experienced benefits of playing games,

such as getting a sensation of flying a aeroplane (e.g. Microsoft Flight Simulator)

or building and managing an entire city (e.g. Sim City), etc. Those examples and

this research demonstrate that games have some learning effects: “It’s actually quite

nice because it’s showing quite a lot of things that you can do with word at the

same time as well. Yeah, I like it because it’s showing you what’s possible as well.

[. . . ] I did not know that. Well, that’s interesting. No, didn’t know that it can do

that, this is news to me” (participant 4). “[. . . ] I’m discovering new things, new

things I can do with Office that I didn’t know about like convert hand-writing or do

animations which is good” (participant 0).

On the other hand qualifying and quantifying learning effects is a wide area of re-

search. In the same way one could argue that reading in a working environment

does not raise learning effects related to work requirements as perceived by others.

Thus, this consensus of opinion might just be a reflection of this particular partic-

ipant group sample. Nevertheless, this attitude might reflect what the majority of

society thinks about games, especially older or non-literate people who did not grow

up with computers, computer games or other forms of IT.

4.3.5. User-Researcher Interdependency

One of the side-effects of conducting interviews as part of situated co-inquiry is

the user-researcher interdependency. To not bias the outcome of such an inquiry

users need to form their own opinions and express these without being influenced by

the researcher. section 3.2 highlights how to avoid interference but instead trigger

certain effects on a participant to unfold users’ experience in the moment of use or

play.

In this research, however, certain aspects of the researcher’s impact on the user

or participant were even necessary at times, mainly for one reason. RH2 contains

many bugs, some of which are unrecoverable. In such situations users just need to
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understand that it is not their fault. Moreover, they need to be motivated to move

on. Without the researcher sitting alongside the user and drawing him into the

cooperative talk aloud approach some user would simply quit playing most likely

unless their will to finish something started is superior: “And of course, [because]

I want to complete because of you, also” (participant 4). The former statement is

only emphasised by the fact that at least half of the participants are not interested

in playing games at all. When asked “Do you play games in your free time?” the

answers were: “Not really, no!” (participant 0); “Really, as I told you, I never play,

never play. I really don’t like it.” (participant 3) And “I don’t know. I have no idea

what’s the point” (participant 0). “Probably, I would start and stop it soon after”

(participant 0).

Beyond that, based on users rejection or lack of interest for games or game-like sys-

tems the idea of using gamification for help systems is somewhat questionable. The

player model as used for classification of participants does not cover the ‘non-gamer’

type. Thus, gamification is probably not the ultimate solution but just another op-

tion to explore, learn and master programs. Furthermore, the circumstances under

which the concept of gamification originated might be faulty, i.e. about 25 years ago

the internet and its social networks did not exist. In other words, probably, people

were eagerly interested in playing games in the past because they wanted to expe-

rience some enjoyment at work. Games just happened to be the most interesting

option at that time which could provide such a distraction from work. However,

this might not necessarily be true anymore. Further research in this field would

be required in order to measure the impact of the increasing internet usage on the

validity of and the demand for gamification in general.
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5. Discussion

As discussed in section 2.3, the game flow theory is composed of eight elements, each

providing a set of criteria. Moreover, its authors tried to map it on the flow theory

but, as pointed out in subsection 2.3.1, this is not legitimate. Thus, it is only the

name that is similar. Game flow theory is not a superset of the flow theory or vice

versa. Even though it turned out to be good evaluation tool for game characteristics

it is unsuitable as the single method of choice. This is especially true in the context

of learning and mastery of game-like help systems or applications. All in all, the

game flow theory is more of a collection of guidelines that combines common game

conventions.

Based on the game flow theory a review of RH2 was conducted and uncovered sev-

eral issues (conceptual as well as technical) with the implementation of the game.

In particular, several bugs, inconsistent game behaviour and the lack of social inter-

action or a proper point rating system disparage the overall (game) experience and

need to be addressed in future versions of the game (if there will be any). Especially

the implementation of the social interaction element could lead to a more immersive

and challenging experience for users.

Later, by utilising a cooperative talk aloud approach with several participants the

previous findings were all confirmed and additional issues uncovered. Moreover, the

effects of bugs in a learning environment can cause a dramatic impact on motivation

and learning outcome, that is, if bugs are not recognised as such users might blame

themselves for not being able to understand the problem, implement a solution and

learn and master the tools to do so. Thus, if gamification is applied to learning

(games) but is not correctly implemented, the results are counter-productive by

causing more harm than good. However, despite the flaws all participants had fun

playing RH2 and gained the following benefits (s. subsection 4.3.4): They learned

some tips & tricks for daily use with regards to mastery. Moreover, participants

(re-)discovered new functionalities and hidden or yet unused functionalities. Few

participants learned that one should focus on using Ribbons rather than sub-menus

to be more efficient with MS Office.

Yet, RH2 could not convince most participants of the advantages on can gain from

the context sensitive Ribbon UI but probably that is not the ultimate goal of RH2 in
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the first place. In a nutshell, RH2 is not ready for prime time but there is definitely

value in gamification of help systems in particular and learning environments in

general.
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6. Shortcomings

6.1. User Base

Altogether, six people participated in this mainly qualitative research. Such a small

group is not enough to statistically show an impact of gamification on learning,

motivation and other criteria as mentioned in section 1.3 in such a short time period.

However, this is a known side effect of the situated co-inquiry approach which is very

time consuming, indeed, but on the other side it often provides (qualitative) in-depth

findings which are unexpected. Interviewing more participants while conducting

several interviews with each participant over a certain period of time, would have

gone beyond the scope of this research. Further research needs to be done with

a wider variety of player type constellations, especially including hardcore gamers

(s. section 2.4) or the participant type. As to the application model, it probably

needs to be replaced with a more work related application model to provide stronger

insights.

6.2. Language Barriers

For all six participants English is not the first language and the number of years

spent in New Zealand ranges from just a few to about twenty. Beyond that, it is

not clear whether participants normally use a localised version of MS Office as no

such data was collected. However, so far a localised of RH2 does not exist. As most

software is written in English first when intended to be used all over the world,

this situation represents the status quo. Therefore, using the English version of MS

Office in combination with RH2 was a valid choice overall.

Some participants were obviously confused by certain instructions as highlighted in

subsection 4.3.1 but in some cases the main reason for the confusion was a lack of

understanding of the English language, i.e. vocabulary or phrasing. A deeper look at

past research on language related UI barriers would allow weighting those findings

statistically. Furthermore, such an evaluation would provide solutions to already

known and fixed problems and filter out problems related to the research goals.
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7. Future Work

7.1. Alternative Implementations

The Microsoft Office suite is a widely known and used collection of programs. More-

over, basic knowledge of Office is a requirement in many jobs, nowadays. Therefore,

researching gamification by using RH2 was a good starting point in the context of

this research. However, there exist other programs like web browsers, etc. which

not only are adopted more widely but also are simpler in the functionality that they

expose to the user while evolving at a faster pace. Nevertheless, such simple pro-

grams are often underestimated in what they have to offer. Thus, they appear to

be more appropriate as the main object of study. Moreover, the existence of alter-

native implementations would allow different types of qualitative and quantitative

research, for instance projection of learned mechanics from gamified help systems

onto other systems. At the same time, the fast update cycle would serve to study

the supporting role of gamification in the transitioning process between different

versions.

7.2. Acceptance

As mentioned in section 2.2 gamification is currently gaining momentum but its use

is often narrowed down to drive marketing and sales. The concept of gamification,

however, is nothing new as such and has already been in use for several years,

especially in online Q&A communities like Stack Overflow1 as pointed out by Atwood

(2011), one of its original founders. Other products like Treehouse2 or Codeacademy3

aim to provide a gamified alternative to learning IT (mainly web development and

programming) related knowledge. All of the above mentioned products have in

common that they use badges to track progress and serve as motivation to continue

learning or helping others. In addition to this, Treehouse allows its users to print

a certificate once a course is completed. There are many questions around whether

1stackoverflow.com
2teamtreehouse.com
3codeacademy.com
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7.3. RESEARCHER PRESENCE

content learned through this approach would get any recognition by outsiders: are

the badges earned in such a system worth anything at all as opposed to a degree?

How can one be sure that somebody earned those badges by oneself, etc.?

7.3. Researcher Presence

Subsection 4.3.5 highlights the interdependency between user (player) and researcher.

The importance of the researcher sitting alongside the user and draw him into a co-

operative talk aloud approach not only allows getting insights into users’ cognitive

and affective consciousness at play (or use of any artefact, generally speaking) in

that moment but often encourages them to continue or, in other words, to not give

up too early. This raises the question whether the will to learn and master RH2 in

this researcher increases just through non-authoritative supervision.

Moreover, the role of trustfulness and the bond of trust between learner and teacher

(human or machine) might be more important than anticipated in context of learning

and mastering an information system. Probably, help systems need an equivalent

of the ELIZA computer program but instead of emulating a person-centred psy-

chotherapist it would interact with the user in a way similar to that one used in this

research (s. section 3.2) to cause different effects on their cognitive and affective

consciousness. As the effects of the researcher presence have not been researched

in depth before in the context of learning, it represents a knowledge gap in current

literature and would require further research in this field.

7.4. Genre

Based on the review in section 4.1 the genre of RH2 can be classified as casual game

as it has simple rules and it does not bind the user to long term commitment. Thus,

users can play, explore and learn as they like. However, beyond casual games there

are many other genres, i.e. action, adventure, role playing, simulation, strategy, etc.

Not every genre might be equally suitable for a gamified help system, though, but

different kinds of games could target a broader audience by meeting users’ needs and

game type preferences. As Office is used by different types of users it is suggested

to turn the gamified help system into a role playing game so that users can choose a

role that suits them best. Beyond that, a role playing game allows to simulate other

roles, thus, offering the user different perspectives on the same subject. Therefore it

can be concluded that application of different game genres to gamified help systems

is still being explored. The effects of using different genres onto the user experience
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7.5. ASSESSING LEARNING

are a wide field that will need exploration once gamification of help systems evolves.

7.5. Assessing Learning

Further assessment of the learning impact of a gamified help system will need to

have some tool for measuring learning. This of course is a very large and ambitious

endeavour that can include better understanding of users’ attitude to learning, their

need for it and their valuing of it. Also, how they might self-assess their own learning.

In addition, a framework could be adopted from existing instruments and applied to

this area. Table 7.1 gives an initial framework that might be used in future work.

Factor Description

Timing When exactly does learning happen?
Trigger What leads to learning?
Method How does learning take place?
Reason Why does learning happen?

Table 7.1.: Factors for assessing learning

Moreover, with situated co-inquiry as the main methodology, the focus was not to

evaluate those factors but highlight their existence and importance in gamified help

systems. Therefore, future research should be based on a different methodology,

e.g. experimental design or case study, to show the magnitude of gamification on

learning. With a proper point rating system and different level design, that is,

eventual levels require know-how from previous levels, it is possible to gather that

kind of data in-game. Also, learning might improve if building blocks or certain use

patterns are re-used throughout the game.

Furthermore, subsection 4.3.2 demonstrated the impact of error-prone learning but

not its extent. A literature review on learning methods and its psychological side

effects, for instance anxiety from bad experience with learning, could provide statis-

tical or empirical evidence for the importance of such side effects and uncover best

practices on how to avoid these. Therefore, non research goal related issues could

be further separated out.

7.6. Reflection

I think the focus on discovery of functionalities as implemented in RH2 is a good

start to increase learning and mastery but I am not sure about its long term use-

fulness. Knowing what or that something specific can be achieved with a program
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7.6. REFLECTION

is only a pre-requisite for mastery. Often, it is the combination of actions or cer-

tain use patterns that are more interesting. Knowing a particular set of those use

patterns and being able to apply them is probably considered as mastery. I think

that facilitating that type of learning goes beyond discovery and is more valuable

ultimately. I expect that new ground will be broken in how users may learn systems

functionality through the use of gamification.

Currently, however, gamification is often added as layer on top of a software product

once the development is finished. However, doing so as an afterthought, might not

lead to optimal experience. As fundamental understanding and mastery is impor-

tant, learnability must be considered an aspect of an information system. Gamifica-

tion could be incorporated in the design phase of a program, that is, if users cannot

learn some functionalities playfully (easy enough) then it probably should not be

included in the program.

I started out with the plan to apply gamification to Mozilla’s Firefox web browser. It

is a simple tool, at least so it seems in the beginning, but yet widely misunderstood

with regards to its capabilities and importance. Ribbon Hero had some limitations

but I was sufficiently encouraged by this research to continue on with the idea that

gave rise to it. I will continue collecting ideas and tinkering with the design and

development of a gamified help system.

Even though developing a gamified help system for Firefox turned out to be too

time-consuming, I still believe that Firefox is a valid platform for such an endeav-

our. Firefox’s Add-On architecture allows expanding the browser’s capabilities and

customising its current behaviour and the Add-Ons themselves can be easily dis-

tributed over the internet. As a web browser is one of or probably even the most

important application used on a day to day basis, finding enough participants will

be easy. Moreover, with the Test Pilot4 project Mozilla already provides an infras-

tructure for this type of research. Thus, collecting enough data should be the easiest

part as opposed to design and development.

4https://testpilot.mozillalabs.com
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A. Game-Flow Criteria

Adopted from Sweetser & Wyeth (2005):

A.1. Concentration

• a lot of stimuli from different sources are provided

• stimuli are worth attending to

• quickly grab the one’s attention and maintain the focus throughout the session

• not burdened with tasks that do not feel important

• high workload but still appropriate for the perceptual, cognitive and memory

limits

• no distraction from tasks one wants or needs to concentrate on

A.2. Challenge

• match one’s skill levels

• different levels of challenge for different players

• level of challenge increases as players progress through the game and increase

their skill level

• new challenges are provided at an appropriate pace

A.3. Player Skills

• one is able to start playing the game without reading the manual

• learning the game (mechanics) is part of the fun and does not bore the player
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A.4. CONTROL

• online help is provided so that one does not need to exit the game

• learning the game (mechanics) is part of the game, i.e. learn by playing tuto-

rials or initial levels

• player skills increase at an appropriate pace as players progress through the

game

• effort and skill development are rewarded appropriately

• game interfaces and mechanics are easy to learn and use

A.4. Control

• one feels a sense of control over one’s in-game character (avatar) or units and

their movements or interactions in the game world

• one feels a sense of control over the game interfaces and input devices

• one feels a sense of control over the game shell (start, stop, pause, save, load,

etc.)

• one cannot make errors that are detrimental to the game and one gets support

to recover from errors

• one feels a sense of control of and impact on the game world, i.e. actions matter

and shape the game world

• one feels a sense of control over performed actions and used strategies and

is able to play the game the way one wants to, i.e. not simply discovering

pre-defined actions and strategies

A.5. Clear Goals

• major goals are clear and presented early

• intermediate goals are clear presented at appropriate times

A.6. Feedback

• one receives feedback on one’s own progress towards the goal

• one receives immediate feedback on one’s own actions
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A.7. IMMERSION

• one’s own status or score is always clear

A.7. Immersion

• one becomes less aware of one’s own surroundings

• one becomes less self-aware and less worried about everyday life or self

• one feels emotionally involved in the game

• one feels viscerally involved in the game

A.8. Social Interaction

• competition and cooperation is supported between players

• social interaction is supported between players, for instance chat, social net-

works, etc.

• social communities are supported inside and outside the game
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B. Situated Co-Inquiry

B.1. Participant 0

B.1.1. Notes

• confused by speed of sliding animation in the beginning of the game

• doesn’t notice that scrolling is possible

• “that’s probably wrong, probably I should wait till the end of the story”

• finished the introductory task after few minutes

• “a game that should teach me a few tricks about this programm”

• discovers that it’s possible to scroll during story animation as animation is too

slow

• confused by Word 2010 related tasks that are visible but cannot be selected

for play

• needs a hint while playing the first task; confused by briefing at the top of the

document

• more hints blocked by modal dialogue of Word

• rather then selecting data in the Excel sheet participant deleted it (by over-

writing content with content of empty cell); participant doesn’t know why that

happened; all in all, failed to select data

• “I’m lost already, the data disappeared and I’m not sure why.”

• after all, managed to create a pie chart but chart is empty

• presses ‘Back’-button several times

• not satisfied with the result of empty pie chart but must have been doing right

according to the game mechanics as win situation is signaled; participant does

not feel being able to replicate result; discoverd a bug actually
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B.1. PARTICIPANT 0

• follows intructions but feedback is not clear

• problems finding the right buttons from intructions

• two “format”-buttons, does not understand why

• finds out about “hover over intructions”

• wants support about “category”, “it’s [instructions] missing one step”

• “that was easy”, “ok, I got it”

• “was confused by [labels of buttons]”

• confused by where to click

• “I think I’m learning new things that I can do with this program like converting

hand-writing to text or do animations.”

• “discovering new things”; “it’s just to show potential of the programm rather

than to learn”

• steps could be more granular, especially from hints

• “I don’t know what I did, not sure whether I selected the right thing” even

though participant won; expectation was that the ‘w’ in the right example will

change as it was the last clicked element

• again confused by position of buttons/tabs

• participant suggests to automate the animation, that is it runs automatically

without the need to hover over it

• “I feel better”

• “I use computer as a tool”; “I usually do it as fast as I can”

• participant becomes more familiar with animation from hint after 20 minutes

• “getting easier as you go”

• “It wasn’t really clear what ‘thumbnail’ is.”

– “Probably my English is not good enough.”

– “I actually don’t see any chances”

• all in all, participant run into several situations with word mismatch resulting

in an unclear instruction

• “learn quite quickly”
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B.1. PARTICIPANT 0

• “It’s very unlikely that I would play the whole game, would google”

• participant is not sure whether it’s [Ribbonhero 2] is good enough to learn

[properly], is the game serious enough?

• participant wants to continue

• “don’t feel like it’s right to play at work”

• participant would prefer to ask somebody first

• would stop soon after starting to play but would change opinion based on

recommendation by others

• would learn after work

• “it’s not tiring, a lot of support, something that you can do easily”

• discovered an error

• discovered late that it’s possible to replay

• according to the participant the point is to learn, not to play

• “more relaxed approach to software but not to have fun”

• participant would prefer something more serious

– it would provide the participant with confidence about potential

• participant missed time factor

B.1.2. Setup

• probably wrap ‘situation’ in a story: imagine you want to improve your Mi-

crosoft Office skills. . .

• sit to the right; place microphone to the right of laptop so that the fan is less

annoying in the recording

• use Camtasia Studio’s built-in video-in-video capabilities, too, otherwise it’s

difficult to map one recording to the other; probably it won’t be possible to

use both recording programs at the same time

B.1.3. Transcript
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B.1. PARTICIPANT 0

(0:02)

R: You’re free to play.

P: Hmm, let’s see. There’s a problem

with the mouse. Start!

R: So, don’t forget to think out loud, just

keep on talking.

P: Ok, let’s start.

(0:03)

P: Ok, nothing to do for now, I think.

R: So, what do you think?

P: Ermm, I don’t know. I have no

idea what’s the point [watches the intro-

ductory video]. Seems to be the story

of something but I don’t know how it’s

gonna be related to. . . Help Clippy. What

should I do? [clicks on ‘Help Clippy’-

button]

(0:04)

P: Oh, probably should I. . . That’s prob-

ably wrong. Probably, I should have

waited for the end of the story.

P: [whispering]

(0:05)

P: Ok, so now I want to change the font. I

should select all [text], click the right but-

ton of the mouse, hmm. No, everything

is selected it seems. Ok, I selected every-

thing with the left button [click] of the

mouse. I go change from ‘Comic Sans’

to ‘Calibri’. Wow! [animation + sound]

[whispering].

(0:06)

P: [clicks ‘Continue’] So, I’ve done the

first [task].

R: So far so good?

P: Yap. [continues watching story anima-

tion] It’s a little slow. Probably, I can go

faster manually. Ok, next step [explores

screen with level selection].

(0:07)

R: I reduce the volume so that I can hear

you better.

P: Ya, better. So, the middle age.

R: So, is it clear to what to do next?

P: Ermm, it seems I should. . . It’s only in

version 2010 to play this game [points to

task only supported by Office 2010]. A

game that should help me to learn a few

tricks or to use this programm.

(0:08)

P: [tries to click the task that is only

supported in Office 2010 eventhough Of-

fice 2007 is installed] [whispering] So, ya,

probably I missunderstood what it was

asking me. I thought I should start an-

other program but it seems that I could

actually start doing some of this ques-

tions [starts reading instructions, whis-

pering].

(0:09)

R: What are you thinking?

P: So, I’m thinking I should find a way

to move from one, ermm, should change

the data surrounding the pie chart.

(0:10)

P: Probably, I need a hint to do that.

Change the layout. [reads instructions]

‘Present the data in the pie chart’. Need

a hint [click on button]. [reads sub

instruction] ‘Select cells D8 thru E13’.

[tries to select the cells but overwrites

them with ‘emtpy’ cell; clicks on ‘More

hint’]

(0:11)

P: More hint, [reads] ‘Select the Insert

tab’ [performs right click on overwritten

but still selected cells and clicks ‘Insert’;

tries to click on ‘1 More Hint’ but modal

dialog prohibits this] No! [clicks ‘Can-

cel’ in modal dialog; tries to select selects]
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B.1. PARTICIPANT 0

Probably, I’m lost already. The data dis-

appears and I’m not sure why. When I

try to select them [cells] they disappear.

(0:12)

P: [clicks ‘1 More Hint’, reads sub in-

struction] ‘Click Pie. . . ’. I don’t know

how to insert tab, what does it mean?

[clicks several times on table cells] I’m al-

ready lost. Should I move on, or?

R: Yap!

P: [reads instructions again] ‘Click Pie’.

[watches instruction animation by hover-

ing with mouse over highlighted instruc-

tion] Ok, so insert probably for now,

what, insert, what insert is. . . So, click on

pie, go 3d pie. I’m selecting the kind of

pie I’m looking for [fulfills the first in-

structions]. But of course the data is not

there anymore [because it was deleted in

the first place, user aware of misconcep-

tion]

(0:13)

P: Probably, [???] before. [reads instruc-

tion] ‘Change the chart layout with one

click’. I probably lost the data in the

first data when I tried to select it. I try

to go back to the beginning [clicks several

times on the ‘Undo’-button].

(0:14)

P: Ok, so I selected the data through the

keyboard. This time, seems that’s work-

ing. So, go back to insert, pie, 3d [again,

empty chart, unlocks all hints, reads in-

tructions] Select the design chart tool,

click layout 3, hmm, layout 2, layout 3,

ok. Finally, I got it [clicks ‘Continue’].

(0:15)

R: What do you think about the result?

P: Ermm, I think. . .

R: You wanted to create a pie chart,

right?

P: Yes and I did [laughing] and I didn’t

probably.

R: But the game tells you, you did?

P: Yes, I didn’t see the end result, so. . .

R: What do you think about that?

P: I’m not sure [whether] it’s very clear

because in the end I did good [well] but

I didn’t see the result, my pie. I didn’t

appear, the pie I was looking for, but it

said it’s good [ok], must be good [ok], I

trust them [laughing].

(0:16)

R: Do you feel [think] that you could

create a pie chart, now, when somebody

would give you a task and tell you ‘do it

with Excel’.

P: Ermm, not really, not really because

I’m not sure I did it, I’m not sure if can,

if I did right, I mean I must have done

right but it’s weird that I didn’t select

the data, just the names, the subjects, so

I don’t understand how it’s possible that

a pie can work properly. So, next one,

‘The knights of the square table - You’ll

learn to use change shape fill’ [click]. 60

points available. [whispering, reading the

instructions]

(0:17)

P: Ok, I should change the shape of this

table. I need a hint. (unlocks hint,

reads instructions) ‘Select the square ta-

ble’. Ermm, how to select the square

table, how to select the square table?

(changes the size of the square table) Al-

ready selected probably. (unlocks 1 more

hint, reads) ‘Select the Format (Drawing

Tools) tab.’ One more hint. (unlocks last

hint) Click edit shape, edit shape, change

shape, oval (basically reading the instruc-
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tions).

(0:19)

P: (clicks wrong button, see error mes-

sage, reading) “Wait! You’re going down

the wrong path.” Ok, so it’s not that.

(clicks on different buttons, in search

of something) There are two ‘Format’-

buttons, I don’t understand why. Actu-

ally, I can’t find. . . , ok, just waiting a bit

(hovers over highlighted hint to see ani-

mation) Here appears how to do [it], so

format, insert shape. Ok, edit shape is in

insert shape, category change shape and

I go basic shape (clicks), seems oval, oh

no, that’s round (but game indicates suc-

cess anyway).

(0:21)

P: Ermm, no, that’s good, that’s all it

was. She [the game] wants me to fill from

walnut to oak. So, what do I need to

do? Need a hint. Selet the table. Se-

lected! (unlocks 1 more hint) Select the

format, drawing tool, pff. (unlocks last

hint, reads it) Shape fill, texture, oak.

Shape fill, shape style, texture oak (whis-

pering). Oak, that’s good. Probably, it

should say the category before, quicker,

in which shape fill or edit shape are in-

cluded.

(0:22)

R: . . . in terms of? What do you mean?

P: Click on shape fill without saying the

category (points with mouse to Ribbon

label) because the first you’re looking

for is the category, I mean for category

‘Insert Shape’, ‘Shape Style’, ‘WordArt

Styles’ but it’s actually already telling

you the button because there are a few

buttons altogether. It’s like missing one

step, one logic step to me. “Hallowed

Halls - You’ll learn to use ink to text,

highlight.” (clicks on that task) Hmm,

“convert the handwriting to text auto-

matically. Highlight the text under the

first foto.” Ok, how to do it? So, first,

select probably, no, select the phrase but

I need the hint. (unlocks all hints) I se-

lected already. (reads instruction) “On

the tools menu, click convert handwrit-

ing to text.”

(0:23)

P: (clicks) That was easy. So, “select

the text under the reims photo”, selected!

(unlocks hint) And formatting, highlight,

I can’t see it. Yap, from the bottom, ah,

ok. Ok, I got it.

(0:25)

P: (clicks several times on success mes-

sage at random places) I was confused

at the beginning, I was looking on the

formatting tools, the formatting toolbar.

Let’s play the next one. (reads out all

instructions) Ok, “apply the fly in an-

imation to make the knight charge at

the dragon”. Need a hint. (unlocks the

first hint) “Select the knight.” (unlocks

the next hint)“Select the animation tab.”

Animation tab, select! (unlocks last hint)

“In the animate list, click fly in.” Hmm,

no animate. Ah, ok, animate list, fly in.

Ok, I’ve done the first one.

(0:25)

P: “Change the effect options to make

him fly in from the left.” Need a hint

(unlocks hint). “Select the knight.” (un-

locks the next hint) “Select the anima-

tions tab.” More hint (unlocks hint).

Custom animation, more hint, “in the di-

rection list, click from the left.” Ah, ok,

from left. “Use the ribbon to preview
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the animation.” (unlocks all hints, reads

them out) Ok! I didn’t see the preview

but must have been good (game just con-

tinues and indicates success without per-

forming the action)

(0:28)

R: How do you feel about your progress?

P: Hmm, I don’t, yeah, I don’t know, I

should, yeah, probablby, I’m, hmm, yeah,

I’m discovering new things, new things

I can do with Office that I didn’t know

about like convert hand-writing or do an-

imation which is good. I think it’s just to

show the potential of the problem rather

than to really learn how to use it, still the

first step I reckon.

P: (reads out all instructions for Canter-

buried Tale task)

(0:29)

P: (clicks several times on the para-

graph/heading on the left hand side, fi-

nally, manually selects texts, unlocks all

hints as some of the sub instructions have

been fulfullid already while reading each

sub instruction). Let’s see the mission.

(watches instruction animation) That’s

supposed to be Title style, also. Ok.

(reads next instruction, unlocks 2 hints)

“Select the body text.” (unlocks last hint,

watches the instruction animation and

follows its intructions) Ok.

(0:31)

P: (unlocks hint) That’s done, it sup-

posed to clear the gramar (eventhough

it’s about the formatting, not the gra-

mar!), gramar, gramatic tool to find er-

rors. ‘Turn the first W into a Drop

Cap.’ (clicks 2 times on the drop cap

in the example on the right hand side,

unlocks hint) So, more hint. ‘Select the

Insert tab.’ (unlocks last hint) Drop cap,

dropped, (whispers) drop cap, drop cap,

dropped. Yap. I really don’t know what

I did in here, I mean I didn’t really se-

lected that, I’m not sure whether I have

selected the right place. I tried to change

the W in the example test but that didn’t

make it.

(0:32)

P: (selects next task) ‘Ring Around the

Rosie, Insert the SmartArt graphic called

Text Cycle’. (unlocks first 2 hints) ‘Click

SmartArt’, smart art, smart art (searches

ribbons for button with this label, finally

clicks on insert tab, smart art, tries to un-

lock next hint but fails due to modal dia-

log) So I clicked on SmartArt but, ermm,

ah, cycle, yap, it’s done (but doesn’t se-

lect a cycle; the result is a graphic with

5 blocks).

(0:33)

P: ‘Add colorful accent colors. Need a

hint. Select the cycle.’ This supposed

to be the cycle (whispers, clicks on the

graphic, unlocks next hint). ‘Select the

Design (SmartArt Tools) tab.’ Ermm,

that would be, design, design, design, col-

umn change color (unlocks next hint),

‘Change colors’ is already there (clicks on

‘Change colors’, a menu opens, unlocks

last hint which closes the menu again)

and what color you want? ‘In the gallery

click Colorful - Accent Colors.’ (clicks on

the right button)

(0:34)

P: ‘Add the White Outline style.’ (un-

locks first hint) ‘Select the text cycle.’

Selected! (unlocks next hint) I don’t

know what colorful accent means but.

‘Select the Design’ smart tab, tools, ‘In
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the SmartArt Styles gallery, click White

Outline’, white outline, ermm, so styles,

styles, styles, and, ssssssssss, ok, (finds

the right button by hovering over them

and waiting for the tooltip) white out-

lined.

(0:35)

R: Do you feel the instructions are good

enough?

P: Ermm, the problem is telling me white

outline, I don’t know where I should find

the button, in which is the right [button]

what they want, or is under another cat-

egory. The good thing is, ya, no problem,

although I realise all the time that when

this animation appears that this anima-

tion is, I think, useful, yap.

R: So, would you to have more feedback

like something pointing to what you need

to do in better way, in another way.

(0:36)

P: Ermm, yaeh, probably.

R: Probably, something like an arrow.

P: Yap, totally. Yap, probably yes, in

a sense that this case was white outline

and.

R: Or would you probably prefer some-

thing like highlighting, you know, like

flashing, click, click here?

P: Ya, probably what would be good,

probably, this animation, I think, is quite

clear. Probably. they should do an au-

tomatic animation when you click on the

hints. It’s good, the text, but also the an-

imation, I think go on automatic because,

of course if you don’t know, if you need

a hint, that means you [don’t] know the

program, so, they’re telling you [about]

some specific button that, you actually

have to go and look around, ermm, pause

the mouse there or go to see the name of

this effect, yap.

(0:37)

P: Let’s go to next one. Ah, that’s fin-

ished (finished first world, clicks on ‘Con-

tinue’).

R: Yay, how do feel about your progress?

(0:38)

P: (laughing) Really good, I feel bet-

ter. Ok (continues reading/whispering

the comic animation). ‘Looks like you

need some help getting down [. . . ]’. Oh

no! Clippy the prince [. . . ]. Let’s get

him!’ (scrolls the animation with mouse

very fast) To be honest, all this presenta-

tion is nothing, I’m not really interested

in it. I would avoid [it] but it’s probably

for, probably, it would be good for a child

I reckon, not for.

R: Do you play games in your free time?

P: Not really, no. (whispers) “The

pharaoh’s to do list”. Usually, I use one

computer because I need, so, as a tool.

I usually try to do things as fast as I

can to rich the goal that I’m looking

for. So, ya, basically. “Select the first

list and remove its tags.” (unlocks first

hint) “Select the 3 lines in the first list.”

(selects the 3 lines in the first list, un-

locks next/last hint and watches anima-

tion) “On the toolbar, click Tags > Re-

move Tag.” Ok, tag (clicks on ‘tag’ but-

ton), remove tag. “Tag each item in the

first list as To Do (continues whispering

very quietly).” Ok, let’s see (unlocks first

hint) “Select the 3 lines in the first list

(selects the first 3 lines in the first list,

unlocks next/last hint; tags the item un-

intentially with a star but that cause no

error; opens the tag menu and clicks on
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‘To Do’).” Ermm, ok, that was a bit easy,

probably, it’s getting easier and easier as

you go, as you’re learning its language

(on the side, clicks on the level/task).

(0:41)

R: So, what exactly is it that makes it

easier for you?

P: Yeah, that’s understanding a bit more

and a bit better idea where/what the

buttons are and in a language’s speak-

ing sense I can use animation.

(0:42)

R: You mean you get used to the user in-

terface?

P: Yeah, yeah, I get used to. “Change the

layout of this slide to title only. Famous

mummies. Change the layout of this slide

to title only (unlocks first hint). Select

the Home tab (it’s already selected! un-

locks next hint). Layout. Click Layout >

Title only.” Layout (searching for a but-

ton, finally hovers over hint to see anima-

tion), layout, title only, ok. “Hide slide 2

so it doesn’t appear in the slide show.”

Need a hint (unlocks hint). “Right-click

the thumbnail image of slide 2 (scrolls to

slide 2).” Thumbnail, where is (scrolls

up and down again, doesn’t understand

that he’s doing well), ah, ok, thumb-

nail. That was not really clear (clicks

on thumbnail of slide 2) because I didn’t

know what thumbnail was, what it was

referring at [to]. Probably, my English

is not good enough, so. (unlocks next

hint) “Click Hide Slide (performs the ap-

propriate action).” Ok, (scrolls up and

down) actually I don’t see any changes

(with a chuckle) but, ah ok, yeah, yeah,

it disappeared. There’s something on

[top of] the number 2 that [indicates

that] the changes applied here, number

2, something appeared. “Duplicate slide

3 with just one command (unlocks hint).”

Oh. “Right-click the thumbnail image [of

slide] 3.” And, “Duplicate Slide”.

(0:45)

R: You said at some point that, probably,

your English is not good enough.

P: Yap, because thumbnail, I know what

thumbnail means but I don’t know if an

English speaker, with thumbnail, right

understands what [means] this is refer-

ring to, yeah, the slides. I was looking,

actually, on the images in the slide, if

thumbnail was printed in one the slides.

R: Ok, so what could be better? What

do you think would be a better solution?

P: Ermm, explain where the thumb-

nails are, ermm, in the slide category or

slides, yeah. Explain in a better way, I

don’t know, thumbnail, for me, it’s mis-

leading because I was looking for some-

thing called thumbnail as usually they

use words that you can find on the vari-

ous category tabs or buttons, if they say

something usually you can find the right

word so I was looking for some, the name

that was telling me thumbnail (mean-

while, clicks on the next task).

(0:46)

P: Ok. “Use a Ribbon command to make

this document’s margin narrow.” (un-

locks first hint) “Select the Page Lay-

out [tab]. (unlocks next hint) Click Mar-

gins > Narrow.” Margins, narrow. That

was easy. “Use the Ribbon commant to

change the document orientation to land-

scape so the table fits better.” Need a

hint (unlocks a hint). “Select the Page

Layout tab.” And, “Click Orientation
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> Landscape.” Orientation, landscape.

That’s good.

(0:47)

R: Can I ask you a question? Ermm, do

you know how long you’re playing?

P: Ermm, no! Not really, probably, I

should guess. Should I guess?

R: Try!

P: Ermm, 30 minutes, I reckon half an

hour. Was it right?

R: I’m just asking. Ermm, do you enjoy

playing? I mean you said [that] you’re

usually not playing games.

(0:48)

P: Yeah, yeah, so, not really, I’m not en-

joying to play but now it’s going faster,

quickly, ermm, yeah.

R: Does it motivate you?

P: Ermm, not motivating me to go,

ermm, to play more but if I can find a

way, if I’m looking for this case, ermm,

change the margins, I know where I can

go, sort of, where in this game, it means

it goes right in this game here, ermm,

I can learn quite quickly, so it’s good,

ermm, yeah. This case is good. Is there

a way, a hyperlink, to arrive to straight

away here (tester means the menu/task

selection screen)? Yes, yes, interesting.

(0:49)

R: Would you use this kind of game to

learn Office, how to use Office, if you

needed to?

P: Ermm, I don’t know. Probably, I

would go, depends on what I have to

do, I mean, I wouldn’t, I think it’s very

unlikely that I would do [play] all this

[the whole] game to learn, from the be-

ginning to the end, to learn Office, how

to use Office because if it’s just for me,

probably I just need to know one op-

tion, one thing to do like change the

margins, so I would probably goto/use

Google and if I need Office for work to

know everything what a worker would

[know], I would, probably, ermm, find a

complete guide that’s show me to learn

more deeply because I think it’s, proba-

bly, I don’t know if through this game you

could learn [about] all the potential of Of-

fice, I don’t know if it’s serious enough.

(0:50)

R: So, you’re not really sure whether it

can teach you all the stuff that you, prob-

ably, would want to know?

P: Yeah, yeah, especially for the chart,

I don’t know, the chart, there were

so many options to do, ermm, just so

quickly, ermm, I didn’t really understand

how to do and I think there are many

more tricks you need to know that you

use, for example for work if you want to

save time and everything so it’s just quiet

basic, it can work, probably, if you need

to use it by yourself.

(0:51)

R: But if, let’s say, if the game would

tell you that you could learn Office, every

product, Excel, Microsoft Word, by play-

ing this game, would this kind of make

you play this game if you needed to learn

or would you prefer a book or a tutorial

that you can read?

P: Ermm, I don’t know, if, no, if the game

has the potential to show you everything,

yap, probably, yeah, I would give it a

go, I would try it, yeah. The impression

I’ve got is it’s not going to tell you many

things, just a few tips here and there. I

don’t if it’s them or what, ermm, but we
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did charts but I think a chart is a bit more

complicated. Should I go [continue]?

(0:52)

R: Do you want to continue? Go ahead!

P: Yap. “Replace the word ‘saunter’ with

a different word with the same meaning

using just the right-click menu.” (unlocks

hint) “Right-click the word Saunter.”

(performs the action but unlocks the next

hint) “[. . . ] Synonyms > Walk.” Ok,

(right-clicks the word) synonyms, walk

(successful), that was good.

(0:53)

R: Would you play that game at work?

P: At work (surprised)? No! (laughing)

No, I think I couldn’t.

R: You couldn’t?

P: Yeah, I couldn’t, I could not.

R: . . . in terms of that your boss won’t

tolerate that you play[ed] or what do you

mean by you couldn’t? Or, you don’t feel

like playing is right at work?

P: Ermm, yeah, I don’t feel like playing is

right at work and, ermm, I would rather

ask someone else to do it a bit faster. I

would rather ask someone else to help me

with a few things, ermm, otherwise I’d

probably learn by myself at home.

(0:54)

R: So, yeah, with/through the game or?

P: Ermm, yeah, the game, it depends if

the game is able to show you all the po-

tential of Office. I don’t think so watch-

ing [playing] this game. I didn’t have

[haven’t got] this idea. Probably, I would

start and stop it soon after, ermm, yeah

but if someone’s gonna tell me or I’d find

in a forum somebody saying it’s good, in

some reliable forum, saying some reliable

things, probably, I would come back and

try more [often].

(0:55)

R: So, let’s say it would cover everything

that you need to know about Office would

you play it at home, after work, to learn

in your free time?

P: Yeah, because it’s not tiring actually,

doesn’t look tiring. It’s a lot of support.

Some things, you can do easily.

(0:56)

P: Ok. “Change chart type from Pie to

Clustered Column.” (selects the chart,

unlocks first hint) “Select the chart (al-

ready selected before; unlocks further

hint). Select the Design (Chart Tools)

tab. (unlocks hint) [. . . ] Change Chart

Type.” (clicks on ‘Change Chart Type’

button and success is indicated even-

though nothing changed). It actually

hasn’t changed yet but it was clustered

column; it says I completed it but, it

says I completed it before I actually

changed to clustered column (meanwhile,

re-opening the change chart style dialog

but without applying any change). “Ap-

ply a chart style. Selet the chart (clicks

on the chart; unlocks all hints). Se-

lect the Design (Chart Tools) tab. [. . . ]

Chart Styles [. . . ] Style 46 (watches the

animation).” (as chart wasn’t changed to

clustered column the animation contains

different type of chart style as to what

the chart style dialog has to offer; selects

style) 46 (success)

(0:58)

P:“Play againg without hints.” (whisper-

ing some stuff) I’m not really interested

to play again without hints my point is

it’s not a game.

R: Have you discovered that before that
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you can re-play?

P: No (laughing), I discovered now. I was

trying to go on. (in the world/task selec-

tion menu) “This challenge requires the

2010 version of Microsoft Word.” (tries

to click on unavailable task due to Office

version) Ok.

R: Would you re-play to gain more

points?

P: No because I’m not interested in the

points. I don’t even know what the

points are supposed to mean [represent]

after the end, no, it’s not, the point of

the whole thing is to learn, not to play.

It probably will be good, again, for kids,

to motivate the kids to play, not for an

adult.

(0:59)

R: So, the points don’t motivate you?

P: No, no. They didn’t motivate me.

R: Would they motivate you if you could

compare yourself to other players?

P: No, not really because, yeah, ermm, I

don’t see, really, I mean I see the point

of the game, for me the only point is to

have a more relaxed approach to the pro-

gram, to the software, not to actually

have fun. To have fun it’s more differ-

ent, yeah. Anyway, even following almost

all the hints you get a lot of points so it

seems to be not so difficult to get all the

[required] points.

(1:00)

R: So, you would, probably, prefer some-

thing more sophisticated.

P: Yeah, something a bit more serious,

probably, yeah. It would give me, proba-

bly, more confidence in this kind of pro-

gram. If it would be a little bit more se-

rious it, probably, would give me an idea

that is had more potential, this software

here.

(1:01)

R: If it would provide you with more con-

fidence about its potential could imagine

playing the game and then going to your

boss and showing, look I know how to, or

would you or can you imagine putting it

in your CV, let’s say your highscore, to

show that you know Office?

P: (giggles) No, no. If it was more seri-

ous, yeah, but.

R: But this is what I mean. If it would be

more serious, it would give you a feeling

that it really; so you have the feeling that

it doesn’t really kind of convince you that

if you play the whole game you know how

it works?

(1:02)

P: Yeah, I don’t have this feeling right

now.

R: Ok but if you would, could you imag-

ine using this as something to show that

you understand how it works.

P: Ermm, I should see how long reads

an idea quite far from what I think it

because usually, ermm, I mean it needs,

I’m looking for certification, recognise it

to put into the CV to show something to

the boss rather than, ermm, yeah, so, I

don’t know, probably more serious but

would be, yeah, to see, like something

that you have, I don’t know, probably, to

put to log in and you have time to com-

plete all the games not just the points.

The point system is ok but also a time

to finish so that you can’t go to spend to

much time on internet looking for some-

thing, looking for help or something, so

that, ermm.
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(1:03)

R: Ok, so want to feel more pressure

while playing the game?

P: Ermm, not really but to see if I would

show to someone my ability to use Office
”

this program, this software, things that

one needs to have, probably, to have a log

in to do, I don’t know, to have a certain

amount of time to do each task, yeah, dif-

ferent system attribute to certain points,

more difficult, more points, that, proba-

bly, could work, yeah, that way, yes. It’s

quite far from this version, actually.

(1:04)

R: I think we can stop. You’re already

playing for more than an hour. Ermm,

you enjoyed it.

P: Yeah, it was interesting to see it be-

cause I discovered new things, I, really,

didn’t have an idea, I don’t know, even

if it’s, yeah, I didn’t know there was this

thing [game]. It’s interesting to know,

yeah.

B.2. Participant 1

B.2.1. Notes

• font to small and cannot be adjusted; “probably I need some glasses”

• participant overwhelmed by choices after introductory level; Ribbon Hero does

not provide any guidance or explain the “open world” in any way

• to the participant Ribbon Hero 2 is less of a game, it is rather a learning tool

teaching one to be more productive; “it’s a game but not really a game”

• in certain situations it is not possible to ‘go back’ that is undo actions (bug)

but only ‘retry’

• confused by the meaning of “tab” as in “insert tab”

• by retrying “I can see if I learned something”

• only instruction on the right hand side (right panel) change, thus initially,

participant does not grasp all details when a task is done or finished

• it is possible to close the Ribbon Hero panel (right hand side) and it is not

clear how to bring it back; after several different attempts we gave up, closed

the current window and restarted it again; it does not seem to be possible to

recover from this state

• a double click in the main window of the game does not minimise the window,

instead it stays in the foreground hiding the underlying window with the tasks
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• participant wishes to be able to play only those levels related to one program

rather than being forced to play a mixture; it would allow to focus on learning

one specific application

• after testing notes:

– participant suggested to use Ribbon Hero in schools, e.g. IT classes as a

game might provide more motivation and be more fun than the learning

material normally used by teachers

B.2.2. Transcript

(0:00)

R: Basically, what I want you to do is,

basically, play the game just the way you

want to. Just keep on playing but when

you play or as long you play, the whole

session, I want you to think out loud. Ev-

erything that you think, that’s on your

mind I want you to express it, say it out

loud.

P: Ok.

R: Just keep on talking.

P: So every reaction that I want to do I

have to do describe?

R: Try to talk as much as possible. If you

stop talking for some reason I’ll probably

remind you to talk again. Just try when

you can and keep on playing.

(0:01)

P: What’s this game about?

R: This game is about Microsoft Office.

Do you know Microsoft Office?

P: Yeah, yeah.

R: Do you use Microsoft Office?

P: Yeah, yeah.

R: Ermm, this game is about Microsoft

Office and what you can do is Microsoft

Office. I, basically, want you to play the

game and discover what the game is all

about?

P: Nice, I like that. Should I start to play.

R: Yes, go ahead.

P: (long) Play! OMG, it’s written quiet

little (small?). It’s going out (introduc-

tory story telling, slider moving automat-

ically).

(0:02)

R: So, what’s your mind?

P: So, it’s a little bit confusing. What is

this yesterday, why, doesn’t fit with the

previous story.

R: Do you know Clippy?

P: No, Clippy, no. Is it a famous. . . ?

R: This is Clippy.

P: Ah, the clip but is it a famous charac-

ter?

R: Have you used Microsoft Office before,

the older versions?

(0:03)

P: Ah, ok but the search was crap so I,

and the dog was worst.

R: That’s just the best comment so far.

P: (laughing) But I would fight both, the

dog and the clip. Can I go ahead? Yes!

Ah, I can go ahead, ok, sorry, I didn’t

understood that I could go, before.

R: Oh, you just use it the way you want

to.

P: Can I stop this [animation]. It makes
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me a little bit sick, this motion. I think,

maybe I need some glasses in my age.

(0:04)

P: “Help Clippy!” Ok (clicks on the but-

ton). So, I assume this was like the in-

troduction. Ah, we’ve got Microsoft Of-

fice, nice. Seems to stay at work (laugh-

ing), ok (clicks on scroll bar but program

hangs), oh, not responding. Did I do

something wrong? Ermm, no, sorry.

R: It’s just loading.

P: (starts reading objective of “Clippy’s

resume” task and becomes quiet shortly

after)

(0:05)

R: So, what’s going on?

P: Yeah, ok, it’s the history of Clippy

(points to the CV), work experience.

R: Do you know what you need to do?

P: No, so far. Ah, here are instructions.

I don’t know, I was reading but what’s

my goal.

R: Ermm, ok.

P: Hobbies, yoga, we have the same

hobby. Ok, now, what should I do? I

read here, instructions: “Change the font

of the entire document from Comic Sans

to Calibri.” Ok (selects the whole text,

changes the font, success).

(0:06)

R: Yay, you won!

P: “Continue”, ok.

R: What do you think? That’s cool, ey.

P: (laughing, amused, starts reading the

comic) “At the interview. . . You’re re-

sume looks great! You’re Hired!” (scrolls

manually to the right) “No! What?

Where am I? Mom?” (clicks to continue)

P: Ah, “The middle Ages”, what should I

do?

R: You tell me!

P: So, I’m clicking, I’m going around

first, ok. I start to read some something.

“Canterburied Tale - You’ll learn to use

styles, clear formatting, drop cap.” Ok.

“You’ll learn to use sort.” Which one

shall I choose? I don’t know. Maybe

[based] on the“available points”or maybe

[based on] those things that I don’t know,

those things that I want to learn, “pie

charts, smartart”, I could start with this,

I don’t know what“smartart”is. “Change

shape”, ah, this [one] I know, I think

(reading description of another task and

whispering).

(0:07)

P: Ok, let’s start with this [one] (clicks

on task). “Ring Around The Rosie, In-

sert the SmartArt graphic called Text

Cycle”. Ermm, where is it, in “Insert”

(clicks on tab), ermm, “SmartArt” (clicks

on button), what is it called? (moves

dialogue down) “Text Cycle”! (clicks on

“Cycle”) Is this a cycle? Ah, ah, ah, like

this (points to the cycle, selects the one

and clicks ok), ok, “Add colorful accent

colors” (right-clicks on the text cycle),

ermm, maybe “Format Shape. . . ” (clicks

on button), oh, oh (reads the “Wait,

Wait! [. . . ] wrong path” dialogue and

clicks continue; ends up being faced the

dialogue from the ‘wrong’ action, any-

way) Let me see! This is the text (clicks

on “[Text]”, then outside on the cycle). I

assume I have to do it like what’s in the

example. If I want (right-clicks on cycle)

“Change Shape, Reset Shape, Format”

(clicks on “Format Shape”, is faced with

“wrong path” dialogue), oh, “Try a differ-

ent button on the current tab in the Rib-
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bon.” What is “Ribbon”? (clicks on it,

hovers over it) Ah, it’s not this one (clicks

on “Continue”), ok, so close (clicks on

“Close”button of dialogue from wrong ac-

tion), should I cancel (right clicks on the

cycle), (clicks) “Cut”. Let’s try it again!

(clicks)“Insert, SmartArt”, yeah, because

it’s called “Text Cycle”, here there’s a cy-

cle (clicks on “Cycle”, hovers over icon

and discovers tooltip), ah, ah, “Text Cy-

cle”, see, it’s this one (selects it via click

and clicks “OK”), ermm, they’re focusing

on the text (“[Text] element is selected”),

but (selects cycle), c’mon, ah, because

this is for everything, I try to write some-

thing (selects a text element and types,

tries to perform the previous right-click

action again and is faced with “wrong

path” dialogue, ah (grins, closes dialogue

from wrong action), “Add colorful, Need

a hint?”, yes (unlocks hint! Ok, I’ve

done [that], (unlocks next hint) “. . . the

Design”, “SmartArt Tools” (right-clicks

on text element), ah (discovers “Smar-

tArt Styles” Ribbon), c’mon, now I got

it (clicks on “Change Colors, Accent 2”,

success even though the“Colorful”accent

was not selected), sorry, I didn’t check,

this is another version. “. . . the White

Outline style.” (looks and scrolls down

in that Ribbon) No, open this (clicks on

“Change Colors” and selects “Colorful”

this time), and now we are, (hovers over

several “SmartArt Style”and looks at the

live preview, selects one that is similar to

the style in the example), yap! It took

a lot of time. “Congratulations! Con-

tinue.”

(0:11)

R: So, so far, so good?

P: Yeah, yeah, yeah. I was stuck but then

I had to look more around.

R: But it was obvious to you what you

needed to do?

P: At the beginning, not that much be-

cause insert what but you go for what

they’re asking you, you search [for it] in

the toolbar. So, I like [this] way to learn.

(0:12)

R: So, do you feel like you just learned

something?

P: Yeah, but is it in the real Microsoft

Office? Yes?!

R: Yes, this is real Microsoft Office.

P: Ah, ok, which version is [that]?

R: This is the version 2007.

P: Ah, ok. I don’t have this one.

R: You need to install, additionally, to

Microsoft Office. It’s not built-in.

P: Ah, ok. “Apply the Title style to ‘The

Canterbury Tales’ on the left.” Ok, this

one (selects the left title, right-clicks it)

It’s not font, is it. (clicks on it, is faced

with “wrong path” dialogue) Maybe not!

Ok, thank you. (clicks “Cancel”) Ermm,

maybe they give you the ‘wrong path’ [di-

alogue] in a too short period after, maybe

you should try more, I don’t know, just

to have more fun.

(0:13)

R: So, you feel like there’s one solution

and you would like to explore your way?

P: No, maybe they stop in the wrong,

when you get the wrong way they stop

you very fast, after a short time. You

can not go ahead in that wrong way but

maybe it would be nice, also, to be a little

bit more lost in the wrong path. But the

purpose of this game is, I assume, to bet-

ter understand Microsoft Office. So, not
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to understand but to work better with

Microsoft Office, so the purpose is not

playing the game but to be like Clippy

and Clippy wants to help you. So, the

less time you need to arrive at the solu-

tion the better it’s for you because you

have to do it while you are working on

stuff you are not doing in your spare time.

So it is game but not really a game.

(0:14)

P: Ok, let’s see. “Apply the Title style

to ‘The Canterbury Tales’ on the left.”

Ermm, let me see, not in “Insert” (con-

tinues clicking on all menu tabs), it’s not

here (right-clicks on the title, “Styles”),

it’s not font because (clicks “Font”), ah,

ok (faced with “wrong path” dialogue),

anyway, let’s try, I don’t loose anything

(right-clicks title again, “Styles > Update

Normal to Match Selection”), ah, “Look,

Chaucer!”, I don’t know what that means

(after performed action everything be-

came bigger), I think it’s fine, ok, give me

hint (unlocks hint), ok, I’ve done [that]

(unlocks hint), “. . . Home tab” (clicks on

“Home” tab), yeah, (unlocks last hint,

watches animation), ah, ok, shall I go,

no, I can go back! So, I did a mistake!

“Look, Chaucer!” What does that mean?

Ah, it was here before but now it’s big.

It was here but it was hidden [smaller?]

(0:16)

R: So, now, it didn’t block you from do-

ing the wrong thing.

P: Yeah but I cannot go ahead (performs

several right-click > “Styles” > menu

item click combinations), uh-oh! I would

like to go back.

(0:17)

R: You can not go back?

P: No, [but] retry! Ok (selects title,

scrolls through font menu, opens font di-

alogue by clicking on the small icon in the

bottom right corner of the Font Ribbon,

is faced with“wrong path”dialogue). Not

here but it didn’t say. Need a hint (un-

locks all hints, watches animation), ah, in

that one, sorry. So, what do I do? Title

style, ok! (smiles) Thank you!

R: Is it clear to you, now, that you did

the right thing?

P: Yeah, yeah. There were those bal-

loons. “Clear the formatting of the body

text.” What is clear? Cancel? (unlocks

all hints, watches animation), ah, I didn’t

know this one (clicks on “Clear Format-

ting” button, success). “Turn the first W

into a Drop Cap.” What is that, the drop

cap? (clicks several times on the “W”

from the text, unlocks 2 hints, clicks in-

side the body text), ah, click inside the

body text. Inside where? Here? “Select

the Insert tab.” (selects it) Ermm, where

is the insert tab? (confused, tries to press

the Insert key on the keyboard), uh-oh!

(0:19)

R: So, you are irritated?

P: Yeah, I don’t understand what the“In-

sert tab” is.

R: But the thing that you just clicked be-

fore is not satisfying you?

P: Which one?

R: At the very top, you clicked on “In-

sert”.

P: And “tab”, I can’t find the tab that

I want to insert. (unlocks last hint,

watches animation) “Click Drop Cap”,

ah, no, sorry but I don’t understand this.

Retry! Uh-oh, from the beginning? First

to this so I can see whether I learned
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something. Title, yes. It’s nice to do

it again because you can prove if you’ve

learned it or not. “Turn the first W into a

Drop Cap.” Let me see what that means.

(unlocks hint, reads it but question the

term ‘inside’ again). Where? At the be-

ginning or between to letters? I’m not

sure what to do. I click before the W be-

cause there is the W.

(0:20)

R: And just clicking somewhere is irritat-

ing you?

P: Ermm, because I don’t understand the

instruction, so, I don’t think the instruc-

tion is clear. And this “. . . Insert tab”?!

(0:21)

R: How come that you think it is not

clear?

P: This “Click inside. . . ”? Because,

ermm

R: So, you are irritated because you want

the drop cap of the W and it says click

inside.

P: Yeah, yeah.

R: What do you feel? Do you think, like,

what should you be clicking instead or

what should it be?

P: I think it is not like ‘select the first W’,

it’s“Click inside the body text”, the body

text can be the entire paragraph, can be

the first letter, can be the W only. And

“Click”, where do I click, on the left, on

the right of the W, on the left of every-

thing, at the beginning or in the middle,

anywhere, it doesn’t matter?

R: Ok, so what do you decide to do? You

don’t know?

P: At the beginning!

R: And you just decided to continue?

P: Yes! But then there is this “Select the

Insert tab”. Ermm, give me a hint (un-

locks last hint, watches animation). Ah,

ok, so insert (clicks on “Insert” tab, finds

‘Drop Cap’ button). Ah, the tab is this

one, the insert (points to tab menu), ah

ok, sorry because “tab”, well, they call it

“tab”. “Drop Cap”, ok, I’ve got this one.

I would like to see one thing. If I click

somewhere else would the drop cap start

at which position?

(0:23)

R: You can!

P: Ok but let’s go ahead.

R: So, you decided to continue rather

than trying again?

P: Because, ok, let’s try it, let’s do it

again. This one, I know. (clears first 2

instructions) Now, for example, I put it

here (clicks inside the text) and I do [click

on] “Drop Cap”, ah, [click] wherever [you

want to], ok. But, maybe, I would say

like click in what, I don’t know, whatever

position inside or maybe you just have to

try because lot of things are not so obvi-

ous at the beginning when you do it but

then when you know it one time after [do-

ing it once] it is fine. (continues)

(0:24)

P: (hovers over just solved task)“No hints

used.” So, I gain more points if I don’t

use hints. Should I do everything (play

every task/level)?

R: I don’t know. What do you think? Do

you need to do everything?

P: I think so because there’s nothing else

to do. So, if I already know something

and I want to go ahead, can I [do that]?

Or not? In this case it is fine, I don’t

know this animation [stuff].

R: But you’ve played games before,
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right?

(0:25)

P: Mario Bros. (laughing)

R: Well, in the games that you know

could you just go ahead and skip stuff

and just select what you want to play?

P: No, generally not. Yeah but this is dif-

ferent because it’s not really a game. It’s

more like an application to learn some-

thing. So, it’s more like you don’t have

pass [complete] certain levels. I mean, it’s

like that [game] because you gain points

but it’s an hybrid. So, maybe some rules

of game can not be applied to this. Or

maybe they don’t have sense if applied

to this kind of game. Let’s see. “Apply

the Fly In animation to make the Knight

charge at the dragon.” Ok, (clicks) ani-

mation, “Fly In”. I try to not use hints.

It comes out after a few seconds (means,

the “Need a hint?” button is flashing) if

you just stay there, to remind you, c’mon.

Are there, like points for the time to fin-

ish the game?

(0:26)

R: What do you think?

P: Seems to be.

R: How do you know? Because, do you

see a time somewhere?

P: No, actually not, that’s true. Oth-

erwise, they should put the time some-

where, shouldn’t they?

R: . . . if it’s time constraint, right? But

you don’t [really] know? You are kind

of left wondering but you are not sure

whether there is time constraint or not?

(0:27)

P: I’m not sure because I didn’t check

properly, like the slide before, where

there are all those things. I’ll check bet-

ter to see [find out], but this fly anima-

tion, let’s see if they are [?], (clicks)“Cus-

tom Animation”. No? No, I don’t think

[that’s right]. I would like to try it by

myself. “Transition” does not make any

sense. Uh-oh, uh-oh, I insert, no, maybe,

no (clicks on different tabs, finally returns

to “Animation” tab again), I think it’s

the only one [that makes sense?], ok, give

me a hint! “The knight”? Sorry! What

is the knight (doesn’t know the word,

blames English skills, provided hint what

a knight is to avoid language barrier).

Ok, select the knight (by clicking on it),

ermm (right-clicks), no, (clicks on “For-

mat” tab), no, (right-clicks on knight,

clicks on knight) no, (clicks on “Anima-

tions” tab, groans, clicks on“Custom An-

imation”) maybe yes, “Add Effect” (hov-

ers over“Entrance”), (clicks)“Fly In”, ah,

here (but instruction 1 is not crossed out

yet). “Change the effect options to make

him fly in from the left.” So, “Direction >

From Left” (instruction 2 is crossed out).

“Use the Ribbon to preview the anima-

tion.” Ribbon? Ribbon, ribbon, ribbon.

Ah, (discovers annotation for“Ribbon”in

task instruction)“The Ribbon is the strip

of buttons across [. . . ]”, in this case it’s

quite small, everything to see, “[. . . ] is

the strip of buttons across the top of this

window.”

(0:30)

R: Is there a reason why you use the in-

structions in the middle rather than to

the right?

P: Ah, it’s true. Yeah because I’m al-

ready here (points to the crossed out in-

struction 2), I’m done with this, so I want

to go ahead, I want to know which is the
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other, the next step, what here is (points

to hidden instruction 3). There is no any-

thing so the only thing I can see is this

one (points to instruction 3 in the middle

of the screen).

R: What about number 1? You’ve done

number 1?

P: Yeah but it’s not finished actually

(clicks on the small “1” that represents

the first animation action within the

slide, clicks many time on the first action

in animation list and opens and closes, re-

spectively, the menu several times, clicks

on the second item in animation list),

“Picture 3, Picture 1, and Picture 3”, this

is number 2 and this is number 1, so num-

ber 1 doesn’t have, ermm, ok, ermm, now

where is it to put, (long) ermm, (closes

“Ribbon Hero 2” instruction list pane on

the right side) closed you. (clicks) “Pic-

ture 3, Charge”, it was “Fly In”, I don’t

any more if it’s right or not. It disap-

peared (points at the place where right

hand side instruction list used to be), the

other one, I closed but it disappeared.

(0:31)

R: Do you know how to bring it back?

(0:32)

P: (long) Ermm, no, no (deliberately

clicks many times). I don’t know [how],

maybe, ah, no (deliberately clicks many

times, again, minimises the whole win-

dow and is faced with game world

screen), uh-oh (maximised the window

again), I don’t know, no (deliberately

clicks many times on different number

elements). Should I just go ahead and

see? “Change”, ah, “Apply the Fly In

[. . . ] to make the knight charge at the

dragon.” Should be this one first (clicks

on knights), 1 and 2 (points to the num-

bers 1 = dragon, 2 = knight).

R: Do you know what the numbers mean?

P: Is the number of this (points to the

numbered instruction list), no, it’s the

number of animations, first animation,

second animation, no?

(0:33)

R: Ok, how does that apply to, how is

this connected to the instructions? Is it

connected to the instructions?

P: Because the first instructions says to

“Apply [. . . ] the Fly In animation to”this

guy (points on the knight) but the first

is, I applied it to the dragon, so shouldn’t

be, I don’t know, it appeared.

R: So, you think that the numbers belong

to each other?

P: No! I think the dragon shouldn’t move

because they don’t say anything about

the dragon. So maybe I just cancel this

one, (open menu of animation item and

clicks) “Remove”. Ok, I’ve got this. “Ap-

ply the Fly In animation [. . . ]”.

R: How do you know that you’ve got it?

P: That I’m good? I think, I assume, but

disappeared the check menu [means the

instruction list]. I don’t where is it.

(0:34)

R: Any idea how you could bring it back,

what you could do to bring it back?

P: Ermm, do stupid things like (clicks

on random buttons in “Transition [. . . ]”

tab), ding, ding, no? “Apply to all”?

No. Maybe there? (clicks on“Home”tab,

“New Slide”) oh no (activated “Ruler” by

deliberate clicking), no, they don’t (and

continues clicking deliberately, cuts out

newly created slide). I’m doing stupid

things but nobody comes. Ah, this [one]
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(clicks on Ribbon Hero related button in

“Ribbon Hero 2” ribbon), no! (minimises

the game world window) this is, ok, edit-

ing, no, ermm (clicks on all tabs). I go

ahead and try, maybe if we [?] when I

finish! So I did (clicks) “Change > Fly

In”, ok, 1, then (clicks) “From [the] Left”,

ok, “[. . . ] to preview the animation, [. . . ]

across the top [. . . ]”, ermm, “The Ribbon

is the strip of buttons across [. . . ]”.

(0:35)

R: Do you know what the Ribbon is?

P: Here is the explanation but even with

the explanation, “[. . . ] across of this win-

dow[s]”, top, strip of buttons, (clicks on

“Change” button) hmmm.

R: So, do you know what a Ribbon is?

P: No, still don’t (looks desperate). It’s

a strip, a strip with a lot of buttons,

“across”, also my English is not very good

to understand this, “across the top of this

window”.

(0:36)

R: You have “strip”, you have “buttons”,

you have “across the top” and you under-

stand “of the window”.

P: But “window” this one, no (points to

either just the slide or the whole win-

dow)? The top is this one (correctly

points to the top of the window including

the menu tabs and its Ribbons) but the

buttons there, there are a lot of buttons.

Ermm, which buttons?

R: It’s still not clear to you what a Rib-

bon is?

P: No! (laughing) I think, I assume that

it’s this one (points to the top).

R: The whole thing from the left to the

right?

P: Could be! (laughing)

R: But you are still not sure, right?

P: But I’m not sure. I can see that “Pre-

view” would be this (point to the “Pre-

view Animations” button and clicks it,

success). It should be ok but the expla-

nation is, no, “the strip”, I would say go

on preview in the animation tab because

now I know that all of this is under ani-

mation tab, you just otherwise, strips of

buttons there are a lot! It’s true that

it was under “Animations”. I would say

on the left or just preview under anima-

tions.

(0:37)

R: So, do you know what just happened?

So, it played the sound.

P: Yeah, the sound says that everything

is fine but I didn’t any other movement

of, ermm, party stuff, balls or anything.

And now, it didn’t happen anything else,

so.

(0:38)

R: Ok, what we will do for now, we just

close the window.

P: Yeah, here? (clicks on close button)

“Save As. . . ”?

R: No, just, just, you don’t save. And

just click on the bottom icon. So, if you

want you can retry the one.

P: Ah, ok, wasn’t good (there’s no tick

for that task) because I shouldn’t have

closed this one (points to the instruction

list on the right side). Ok (clicks on “An-

imation” tab, selects the knight, clicks on

the first item in the “Custom Animation”

action list and continues clicking on the

dragon, the knight and the number ele-

ment).

(0:39)

R: Is there a reason why you don’t click
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on “Need a hint?”?

P: (laughing) I want to do by myself. Ok,

I try it again to see if it.

R: So, at which point would you decide

when to click on “Need a hint?”? Be-

cause, I mean, you can retry, you can

play it once, you can ask for help, you

can ask for a hint and then you can retry

the whole level.

P: Aha.

R: But you’re still not doing it, you just

want to solve it on your own.

P: Yeah! (laughing) But still is the

dragon moving. I don’t know. Ok, let’s

do it again but still by myself (clicks on

“Retry” button). But why, “1” is [already

there and next to the dragon?]. Can I do

again from the beginning because they

put a “1” [there] but I didn’t do anything

(for some reason, the menus were already

visible; closes the window and restarts

the task; at this point the game world

window did not automatically disappear

into the background). (clicks) “Anima-

tions, Custom [. . . ]”, like I didn’t push

anything (again, the number “1” is al-

ready there), it was in default on the

dragon. (clicks) “Change > Entrance >

Fly In”, is the dragon. Ok, “Need a hint”,

“Select the knight”, ok, I’ve done [that]

(clicks on the knight, unlocks next hint),

“Select the Animations tab”, ok (watches

the instruction animation), ah, not “Cus-

tom Animation” (opens the menu “An-

imate”), ok, “Fly In” (success), uh-oh,

but no, still the dragon is moving, so

the dragon has to move anyway (result

of previous unnecessary step, not game

mechanics or instruction), ok. But I

could do the same using “Custom Ani-

mation”, how I did, no? I think so! (un-

locks hint) “Select the knight”. Ok, I’ll

try to go by myself now. Ok, (clicks)

“From [the] Left” (success) and (clicks)

“Preview” (success). Ok, I did before but

because there was not this tab, this [in-

struction list] window I couldn’t achieve

the goal (thinks it’s because the pane was

closed). But they should put, like a way

to warn you not to close or, like to open

again easily. “Continue”.

(0:42)

P: So, here (game world window) about

the time, seems that the time doesn’t

pass, no? No, does not. (explores menu

in the bottom right corner, clicks several

times) “Background music”, can I (opens

the “About” dialogue and closes it im-

mediately, clicks on the “Post Feedback”

button), ermm, uh-oh, sorry (cool coun-

tenance!).

R: So, what do you try to achieve? What

are you interested in?

P: I wanted to see if there’s like, time

pass, because from it seems that (clicks

several times on the arrows in the top left

corner) something with the clock, with,

and this music, tiin-tin always, seems

that the rhythm is like the time is pass-

ing, ready to go.

(0:43)

R: So, it’s like creating some pressure to

do something.

P: Yeah, yeah. (selects the task/level

“The Knights of the Square Table?”)

“Change the table’s shape from square

to round (oval).” (right-clicks table >

“Size and Position”, faced with “wrong

path” dialogue, closes wrong dialogue),

ermm, shape, shape, (clicks on “Picture
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Tools > Format” tab and several times

on the round picture style but nothing

happens), ermm, shshshsh (clicks “Oval”

in “Insert Shapes” but nothing happens,

then “Edit Shape” > “Change Shape” >

“Oval”, success). “Change the table’s fill

from walnut to oak.” (right-clicks table >

“Format Picture. . . ”, faced with “wrong

path” dialogue, closes it).

(0:44)

R: There is it again, the word “Ribbon”.

P: Which “Ribbon”?

R: When you right-clicked and you tried

to go to the menu, have you read the er-

ror message?

P: Ah, no, no. (repeats previous actions

to see“wrong path”dialogue) What did it

say? (reads the error message) Ah, yeah,

I don’t, ermm, I try to not [read it?]

R: Have you noticed that you can move

your mouse over the word “Ribbon”?

P: Ah, ok, and they give the hint.

R: So, is it clear to you what a Ribbon

is, now, when you see that?

P: Yeah, is, ermm, the, this particular

tab, where you are.

(0:45)

R: Ok, so what’s the difference between

Ribbon and tab? (pause) Is it the same?

Is there any difference?

P: Ermm, the Ribbon is the tab that

is opened in that moment and is like

the, ermm, and contains all those but-

tons, and is what is open with all the

buttons. And the tab is, each one is

a tab (points to tabs), also those which

are closed. So, ok (closes the dialogue

and underlying menu dialogue). So this

one, oak, ah, (clicks) “Shape Fill”, I don’t

know, oak which one is. What is this?

(clicks on some orange) Nothing [indicat-

ing success], I don’t know what is, so,

(clicks) “More Fill Colors” (no error di-

alogue), (clicks) “Custom”, I can not fill

or enter oak, so, how is defined oak?

(0:46)

R: So, you’re searching for a color?

P: Yeah, that is defined from the term

oak, (hovers over) “Texture”, no!

R: It’s no texture?

P: No, because oak

R: You’re expecting a color?

P: Yeah. “Walnut”, is as well a tree, so

maybe, can be like there is, but there is

no, ermm, (clicks outside, clicks “Shape

Fill”) there’s nothing, the“Standard [Col-

ors]”, (clicks)“More Fill [Colors]”, (selects

some color) if I do like this they don’t

say anything is right or wrong. Let’s see!

(unlocks hint)

(0:47)

R: So, how do you feel about that be-

cause when you right-click and go to a

menu, you get this ‘no, this is wrong’?

But when you select a color, you don’t

win but it doesn’t tell you that you’re

wrong.

P: (meanwhile, right-clicks table, clicks

on ‘Fill [. . . ] bucket’ icon > “Texture” >

random texture, success) Yeah. Ah, I did

good. I don’t know why. I tried a tex-

ture but I don’t know if it was really that

one. I’ve got lucky, maybe yes. Maybe,

I would say like ‘choose fill from texture

walnut to oak’ because this, I think, was.

(0:48)

R: So, you don’t, I noticed, you don’t care

about the extra points when you don’t

use a hint, so you just continue?

P: (meanwhile selects next task) It’s
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more than, yeah, ermm, if I don’t see,

ermm, sort of exit I will use the hint.

Otherwise, I will try first by myself.

R: But you don’t feel like, ermm, to retry

to get all points?

P: Ah, ok, I could (looks surprised and

irritated).

R: Do you know what the points mean or

why you are collecting points?

P: I’m collecting points to win! (laugh-

ing) Bigger score!

R: Do you know how to win?

P: More score! And maybe the time,

also. Ermm, yeah but it’s no fun if I

gain points knowing, I mean, if every

time I retry and do with results that

I know already. Everybody, otherwise,

could win the maximum points. (laugh-

ing) “Sort the table in ascending order by

year.” (scrolls down and looks around)

(long) Ok. Maybe this (selects first col-

umn, clicks different tabs, selects “Home”

tab again, clicks on small icon in “Num-

ber” group, faced with “wrong path” dia-

logue, hovers over the word“Ribbon”and

watches the explanation/image, contin-

ues, clicks on small icon in “Clipboard”

group and closes the resulting opening

pane), ermm, (clicks on “Cell” group la-

bel, discovers and clicks) “Sort [& Filter]

> Sort Smallest to Largest” (success).

(0:50)

R: This was easy!

P: Ah, that’s it! (smiles and clicks on

“Continue”)

R: Is it motivating you that you just won?

P: Yeah, yeah.

R: Does it make you want to continue?

P: Also, if, the thing that I can go and do

it again, maybe de-motivates a little bit,

me, because, I want, like more challeng-

ing, when you get it wrong it’s wrong,

you know, like in the games. You have to

start at the beginning but every section

that you can retry and do it again how

many time you like. Like more challeng-

ing. So, you can also like, ermm, play

against someone else, well, against like

let’s see who gets more points, no? But

if you can, everytime, it’s not that fun.

It’s like when you do an exam and al-

ready know the answers. It’s not that.

(0:51)

R: So, you want the competition?

(0:52)

P: Yeah, a little bit, yes. (continues

silently reading the instructions for “Hal-

lowed Halls”) “handwriting”, ah, this one

(selects handwriting), ok, “to text auto-

matically”, ah, we are, where is it, this, I

don’t know, “Microsoft Office OneNote”,

I’ve never used this OneNote, hmm, nice

to know.

R: Do you know what you can do with

OneNote?

P: No! I understand that, maybe, I can

write something, maybe I can scan some-

thing with my right hand and then it’s

converted from this (laughing as if she’s

not buying into what she just said). So,

let’s see! (clicks) “File”, I try to, ermm,

to use what I usually do when I don’t

know at the beginning, a software or

something. Try to look around before

to ask for help. (hovers over each menu

item and reads through the list) ermm,

maybe (clicks) “Font”, [?] “Calibri”, “Ap-

ply” (clicks on different item in font list,

on label of list, ‘Forward’ button), no,

doesn’t help, like (closes font list), ermm,
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ermm, ermm (hesitantly whispers some-

thing while hover with mouse over dif-

ferent buttons), what I usually, seems

(clicks “Toolbar Options” > ‘Font list’)

Calibri but it’s not Calibri I think (thinks

converting happens by changing font, se-

lect “Cambria” font), uh-oh, no, it should

be there so think different. (hovers over

buttons and reads) “Unfiled Notes”, “All

Notebooks List”, pff, hah (unfolds “Note-

books” pane on the left hand side), pff,

no! Huh, give me a hint (unlocks a hint),

ok, I did, “Select” here (select hand-

writing, watches hint animation), aha,

“Tool[s] menu”, ah (moves handwriting),

uh-oh, sorry (moves it back), so (clicks)

“Tools”, ah, here (clicks “Convert Hand-

writing to Text”, success). “Highlight the

text under the first photo”. Highlight,

highlight is like this (select the converted

text), ah, there was a word, ah, this one

(clicks on “Highlight” button, success).

(0:55)

R: How did you know?

P: From Word! (smiles) They’ve got

the same icon. (continues, faced with

“Congratulations - You’ve leveled up” di-

alogue)

R: What’s happening?

P: It’s finished! Well, the first level. Ok

(clicks continue), first [?], “Rapunzel, Ra-

punzel” (smiles, scrolls to the left), stay

there! I don’t like the movement while

I’m writing [reading?]. I understood the

story doesn’t have any [?]. (continues)

(0:56)

P: (clicks on next task) Oh, “250”

[points]. (scroll down, up, down and

clicks on graph)

R: You just clicked on the first one that

you saw or did you decide on the ‘250’ as

you said [out loud]?

P: Ermm, no, from the left [to the right],

yeah. But is true that if there is a time,

once finished the time, you should have,

yeah, started from, ermm, from the high-

est points [???] also, I took a lot of

time in the first but I could [not?] fin-

ish, so. “to Clustered Column” (clicks on

“Design” tab, then “Layout”, then “Insert

> Column > 2-D Column”, success).

(0:57)

R: It’s going quite well, you don’t need a

hint.

P: I know this (laughs) Excel, ermm.

R: So you really want to do it on your

own, right?

P: Yes! (laughs) So, [that it] looks like

this (points to example graph)

R: But how come because you said there

is no real competition but you still want

to do it without asking for a hint because

you want to have [get] all the points?

(0:58)

P: (long) Yeah, [but] also because [then]

it’s more challenging for me, no?, if I

do. Otherwise there is no point to use

[it]. You want to do this to learn, also

to prove that you could do without any

hint, you know. (right-clicks graph, “For-

mat Chart Area. . . > Fill > Solid Fill, >

Color > Black”) uh-oh, no (clicks “Color

> Blue”), why, ah, ok, because they’re

black of course (closes dialogue), (right-

clicks x-axis)

R: Do you know what you need to do?

P: Yeah, I need to make this chart look

like this one, so I need to convert (right-

clicks x-axis again) so I need to convert

the text in white (clicks “Font”).
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(0:59)

R: Ok! How do you know that you need

to do, that you need to convert, make the

text white?

P: (meanwhile faced with “wrong path”

dialogue, continues and closed underlying

dialogue) Because this is white (point to

example graph), those [labels on the x-

axis] are white.

R: So, based on the picture?

P: Yeah.

R: Does the instruction, do the instruc-

tions mention that you need to change

the color to white?

P: Ermm, actually no! Well, the chart

style, (long) ermm, maybe it’s only the

(clicks deliberately, open “Design” tab,

makes graph columns purple by selecting

it from“Chart Styles”group, success). So

maybe only those (points to the columns

of the graph)

R: Do you know why you won? Or do

you have any explanation for what hap-

pened? Why did you do what you did?

P: Ermm, because I did, ermm, ermm, a

clustered column, and this tile, I thought,

that was everything, the background,

ermm, ermm, the text and the colors,

ermm, bars. Seems it’s only [about] the

color of the bars. Ok, so maybe “Chart

Style” is the chart, so only the graphic,

no text or something (continues).

(1:00)

P: (selects next task from left, whispers)

“Who broke the sphinx? Apply a built-in

theme” (switches several times between

the 2 slides), like this what, this one?

(points to example slide) Look like this.

(right-clicks example slide, clicks outside,

clicks “Design” tab and hovers over sev-

eral “Themes” to see the live preview),

(long) ermm.

(1:01)

R: So, what is confusing you?

P: I don’t know which is the built-in

theme. I think (switcher many times be-

tween the 2 slides), ermm, ermm.

(1:02)

R: So, you clicked several times on the

first slide and the second slide. Ermm,

why did you do that? Is it like

P: Because I think that this “looks like

this” is the second one, this is the built-

in (points to the example, so misunder-

stands the instruction)

R: So, the end result that you want.

P: Yeah, and this is [the] before slide

(points to example) to have all the

[im?]pagination of the page. And

“Themes” are here (points to “Themes”

group in Ribbon), (clicks) “Fonts”, no,

(clicks) “Effects”, (hesitantly & long) no,

(woefully) ermm, (hesitantly) [?], “Pa-

per”, no, no (hovers over several themes

and looks at the live preview; unlocks

hints), “Design”, yes, (watches instruc-

tion animation) yes, “click Civic”, (hov-

ers over themes until the tooltip with the

name of the theme appears) why (and

finds the right one, clicks it, success).

(1:03)

R: Do you know why?

P: (looks unsatisfied, good photo) Actu-

ally, no! Pff!

R: Do you feel like trying again or do you

just want to continue?

P: I can try (and clicks “Retry”) because,

anyway, I gain points without anything.

Ah, ok, so this has to look like this (gets

it right!). Ok, now I under. . .
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(1:04)

R: Do you like this approach that one

document contains how it should be like

and at the same time the piece that you

need to change?

P: Ermm, not that much. I mean, this

presentation, I didn’t understand what

was the next one or that this presenta-

tion (points to second slide) is like this

(switches to slide 1) that explains you is

at the same time what has to be changed.

Hmm, was a little bit confusing. And

“Civic” (theme name) is, you have to try,

like going like that is fine because if I look

this and I go ahead and I see, ah, this is

but is quite difficult if you don’t have this

one at the same time. Because when you

move when you are in here you don’t have

the vision but if you are here you don’t

have the vision what it should look like.

(selects the right theme, success) So, I

don’t know. (continues)

(1:05)

R: I think, I think, we stop at this point

but I’ll ask you some questions. Do you

know when we began the testing? And

do you know for how long you’re play-

ing?

P: Maybe, I think, around, (long) ermm,

9.

R: Could be. Ermm, so, do you have, do

you know what’s the time now? So do

you know for how long we are doing this

stuff? Or what do you think how long

you are playing.

(1:06)

P: 45 minutes (over 1 hour in fact!).

R: Ok! Have you noticed what was hap-

pening around you while you were play-

ing?

P: (smiles) Jakomo finished to wash the

dishes.

R: Have you noticed anything else?

P: No!

R: Do you remember how I stood up from

the chair and how I moved behind you?

P: No! So, I was really concentrated.

R: And each time you progressed, did

you, ermm, were you motivated, like, to

continue?

P: Yap!

R: So, what about the rest, so, all in all,

what would you say, how’s the experi-

ence? Did you like the game?

P: Yeah, yeah. No, I like it. It is instruc-

tive.

(1:07)

R: So, what do you think, is the purpose

of the game? Is there purpose?

P: The purpose of the game is, ermm, to,

ermm, different, ermm, Office, ermm.

R: How do you know?

P: Because are only Word, Excel, Power-

point, is like to understand how to use for

different purpose and, so, it’s like an ed-

ucational game. R(1:07:)35: But is this

your impression of the game or were you

told explicitly that this is the purpose of

the game? Ah, no, it’s what I under-

stood! Yeah, yeah, no, anybody told me

anything apart from Clipper [Clippy :-)

], is like, ermm, yeah, ermm, seems that,

ermm, what’s it called, ermm, is the job

of Clipper to make you understand how

to use, how to do certain things, so, like

give you instructions to do this, then do

that and then do that but in this game

Clipper makes you arrive, like step by

step.

(1:08)
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R: In the beginning you said that Clippy

was crap—to recap what you said—in the

older versions of Word, so you didn’t like

this whole ‘Help by Clippy or dog’ thing

at all. Do you like Clippy more, now?

P: Yeah, I think it’s much better because

it’s, ermm, yeah, it’s more interacting

with you. And, yeah, the graphic is much

better and you are more involved, you

know. Before it was like, those instruc-

tions were, ermm, confusing, sometimes

you didn’t know exactly where [what?]

to do, where to push, where to press, you

know?

(1:09)

R: So, you’re used to older versions of Mi-

crosoft Office?

P: Yeah.

R: Which versions are you using or have

you used?

P: Now, I’m using 2010 but I don’t use

those Clipper, nothing because I had, like

in my mind, ermm, the memory of the

helper that was not very helpful.

R: Do you know that you can install this

game for Office 2010, too?

P: Ah, no, I didn’t know.

R: Would you do this? Would you con-

tinue playing?

(1:10)

P: Yeah, yes. Only if, I think, one thing

that is, ermm, this play, ermm, this game

is very nice to learn, like ok I’ve got some

spare time and I want to, like not only

play just to relax. Play to learn some-

thing, no?, like when you play with cer-

tain CD for study, ermm, a language.

You do for a little bit relaxing but at the

same there is an educational purpose.

R: So you find this game relaxing, too?

P: (hesitantly & long) Ah, yes, you know

when you do those things like, ermm,

well, not, hmm, maybe not relaxing but

this kind of things that are, ermm, how’s

it called, ermm, in English, ermm, like

crossword. It’s not that relaxing, you still

have to use, I mean, your brain, no? You

have to remember, you have to, but at

the same

(1:11)

R: So, you mean, you need to use your

brain when you play crossword or when

or you need to use your

P: Yeah, and, as well, here.

R: Ok, so what’s the difference for you?

P: No, no, it’s this kind of game.

R: Ah, similar, right.

P: But I don’t know how it would be use-

ful when you need something, when you

are working. So, I’m working, I don’t

know how to do a certain thing, I can

not start to play a game because, ermm.

R: So you wouldn’t play this at work?

P: No!

R: Why not?

P: Because I don’t have that much time

to play!

R: So, you don’t feel like playing at work?

P: No!

R: Would you play it in your free time?

P: Hmm, I would but there are a lot of

things I would like to do (laughs). But if

I would be, maybe a student, you know,

with much more spare time, yes!

(1:12)

R: Would you play it in your spare time

for the competition if you could compare

yourself to somebody else?

P: Yap, also with myself, I mean with

myself in the game.
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R: Do you think you can do it now, com-

pare your achievements now?

P: In which sense?

R: So, you said you would play it to get

an idea whether you improved, right?

P: Yeah.

R: Do you think you can get this informa-

tion now, whether you improved or not?

P: Yeah, with the points, I think, it’s,

ermm, a value that you can, ermm, com-

pare to, for example if I play another time

and I see how many points I reach but

there’s the factor that I could have used

the hints or retry and so it’s not like very

comparable. I don’t know if I, yeah, it’s

true that sometimes no hint used or not

but are not that in difference. It’s like

only 50 points over in total of 250, (long)

so, yeah, I would put maybe more, ermm,

I don’t know.

(1:13)

R: Would you retry more often if the dif-

ference would be bigger?

P: Yeah, (pause) yeah. I think I would

put the hints just to go to the end but no

to have so many points after at the end.

And the retry, I don’t know, I would gain

[give?] points for the retry or if you retry

and start again from the beginning. It is

strange otherwise.

(1:14)

R: Too easy otherwise. Ok, cool. I think

we’re about to finish. Do have any ques-

tions for me?

P: So, is there a time or not?

R: As far as I can tell there is no time.

Any further questions?

P: Can you change the music? (laughs)

R: Ermm, I don’t know. What do you

feel? Can you change the music?

P: Yeah, there was a “Sound Effects”,

ermm, no, “Mute” (turns on and off the

music many times)

(1:15)

R: So you want to change the music

rather than to turn it off or on?

P: Yeah, but it’s true, also, that every

game has got its own music, also to dif-

ferentiate.

R: Right! So, mean different levels have

different music.

P: So, no, it’s fine.

R: If you don’t have further questions

then we’re finished. Oh, I mean, not re-

lated to the game. If you want to ask

anything else or do you want to comment

on anything else, what’s on your mind?

Is there anything you want to add?

P: Why is the name “Ribbon Hero 2”?

R: Ok, so you’re still wondering what’s a

Ribbon, actually?

(1:16)

P: Ah, no, no, yeah, the Ribbon was, yes,

this, yeah.

R: I’ll show you what a Ribbon is and

why it’s [called] Ribbon Hero.

B.3. Participant 2

B.3.1. Notes

• “it’s like a cartoon”
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• in the beginning, participant does not grasp what the comic is all about; also,

participant does not know anything about Clippy

• participant is annoyed by the slow motion of the automatic slider but finally

discovers that it is possible to scroll

• irritated by instructions from the panel on the right side; there is not feedback

for nested steps

• discovered bugs

• participant thinks one levels up by playing all levels, not by earning enough

points; not sure what the points are for

• hint regarding the user interface appears in level 3

B.3.2. Transcript

(0:00)

R: So, what I want you to do, ermm, just

play the game.

P: Yeah.

R: You play, ermm, and I want you

to think out loud. This means every-

thing that, you know, feel, think, do, just

put it in words, just describe what you

are doing, what you’re thinking, what

your next step might be, everything that

comes to your mind. Just try to think

out loud.

P: Think out loud, ok, cool.

R: Ok? And that’s it, basically.

P: Even though I don’t know how to play

I just think out loud?

R: Yeah, that’s ok, that’s cool.

P: Should I play now?

R: Yes!

P: Ok (clicks “Play”-button). Uh-oh, I

don’t know how play (watches the in-

troductory comic), just like a cartoon

(clicks on a picture from cartoon), “your

resume”

(0:01)

P: “Hey Bill, it looks like you’re writing

a letter! Do you need help [. . . ]?” (clicks

several times on the comic speech buble)

Ok, I just, I don’t know how to play, so

I just click anywhere, I’ll see whether it’s

responding somewhere.

R: So, you think this is the game already?

P: I don’t it’s game.

R: What do you think?

P: It’s a cartoon. I don’t know, maybe

it’s just telling me what’s the game

about. So, now, there is, “Mom, when’s

dinner? When are you moving out of

[. . . ]. I’ve had it with you! Don’t come

back until you find a job!” (00:01:41 in-

teresting pic) (clicks several times on a

picture). Very strange, I have never seen

a game like this with this beginning here.

R: Do you know who this is in the car-

toon?

(0:02)

P: Uh-oh, is it Simpsons?

R: No, have you used an older version of

Microsoft Office?

P: No.
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R: Like version 2003?

P: Yes, yes. I’m using 2003.

R: You’re using 2003?

P: At the moment I’m not using it but

before 2007, I’m using 2003 for quite a

long time.

R: Ok, remember, remember, I don’t

know whether it’s in 2003 but remember

the help system, this.

P: Ah, yes-yes-yes. I remember.

R: Appearing at the bottom, asking you.

And when you look at this guy, it’s him.

P: (long) Uh-oh. (smiling) So, this is a

help system? “Ok, down to”

R: Well, we’ll see.

P: “the last one. Hmmm. . . this looks in-

teresting. Some time later. . . ”

(0:03)

P: So, that’s the game you designed, or?

R: No, no, no, it was designed by the Mi-

crosoft Office Labs.

P: Uh-oh, ok. Well, saying that, I’m not

a good game player. I hardly play a game

(smiles).

R: That’s alright, that’s cool.

P: “Scientist’s assistant needed for vari-

ous experimental projects.”

R: So, do you know what the comic tries

to tell you?

P: Not really. “Must be proficient in Mi-

crosoft Office, enthusiastic, cheerful, and

always willing to help others. Submit re-

sume ASAP!”Is he talking about he want

to do a resume but doesn’t know how to

do it.

(0:04)

P: Then, mom just asks for to look a help

system, isn’t it?

R: I don’t know, you tell me.

P: (smiles) Oh no! “My resume is really

out of date!”

R: What do you think about the speed of

the comic?

P: It’s quite slow. Actually, I was just

thinking is there another way to make it

faster?

R: Do you see a way how to make it run

faster?

P: I think, maybe I can move (points

to scrollbar), (long) ahhh. “Hey you, it

looks like I need help updating my re-

sume! Would you like to help me with

that?” So, there is a “Help Clippy!”

(clicks on button). Oops! Did I close

something?

(0:05)

P: And I open Microsoft Word! (sur-

prised, smiles). Now, I know. “Clippy”

is the person’s name. “Change the font

of the entire document from Comic Sans

to Calibri.” I think, probably, this is like

a sample of a resume. So, it will show

you step by step how to change the en-

tire document. (long) Hmmm.

R: So do you know what you need to do?

P: Yes, it says“Change the font of the en-

tire document from” the, this, then new

font, from here (clicks on font selection

box) to.

(0:06)

P: (starts typing ‘Calibri’ and presses en-

ter when it gets selected, success). “Awe-

some! Now I’ll apply for that job.”

(smiles)

R: Something up, eh?

P: Yeah, you know, I just (laughs), now

I click “Continue”.

R: That was fast.

P: Hmm, now I know how to make it [the

comic] fast. (reads and scroll quite fast
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through the comic, clicks) “Continue”

(0:07)

P: “The middle ages. Skill Level 1.” Ok,

there is a button. I think I can click here.

“The middle ages. Captain’s log.”

R: Do you know what that is?

P: Don’t know at the moment. “Pie

Charts, Sort, Animation, Change [. . . ].”

Ok, is it just teaching you how to change

the animations, something like that?

R: I don’t know, you tell me.

P: I think so. All I see, there is a table,

so you can change the “Styles”, you can

change the format, “Drop” the “Cap”

(0:08)

P: “Ring around the Rosie – SmartArt”,

I don’t know about this. “The Knights of

the Square Table?” “Knight vs. Dragons

– Animations”. “Rat-a-phooey – Sort”.

“Robin Hood’s [. . . ] – Pie Charts”. “Hal-

lowed [. . . ] – [. . . ] Highlight.” “Arrange

by: ” the “Level, Application”

R: Do you know what that means?

P: Maybe. That’s a game and it tells you

what level it is. And that (clicks) “Ap-

plication”. “Powerpoint, Word”. Does

Microsoft, Microsoft thinks (reflective).

Should I close it? (metaphorical, closes

the dialogue). Uh-oh, ok, click every-

thing here (main window)

(0:09)

P: “[. . . ] Results”, ok, I click this.

R: Was it just based on a random deci-

sion, or?

P: Yeah, just a random decision, I just

try out everything. “Robin Hood’s Re-

sults”, ok, so this is like results of the

research to me. Ok, so here they’ve got

some instructions. “Present the data in a

pie chart.” Ok, so basically they show me

how to present data in a pie chart and,

then, that’s the data. “[. . . ] has been im-

mortalized in more than [..]” (reads info

bubble, takes notice of flashing ‘Need a

hint?’ button). Ok, there’s a “Need a

hint?” [button] flashing and I think I will

have a look at this (unlocks first hint),

“Present the data [. . . ]”, “2 More hints”

(unlocks the next hint), “Select [the] cells

D8 (clicks on this cell) thru E13”. (10:00)

P: what is, “[. . . ] thru E13, D8 thru E13”,

ermm, that one (clicks on it), so, “Select

the Insert tab” (selects it), “1 More hint”,

what am I doing, quick edit (?) (unlocks

last hint), “Click Pie”, bracket in “Pie in

3-D” (watches animation from hint, con-

fused (photo)).

R: Do you know what that means?

P: I don’t really know.

R: Do you know what it’s for, what it’s

showing you?

P: (watches animation from hint again)

Ermm, it just, pff, is that teaching me

how to insert a pie, how to bring data in

pie format? (clicks on ‘Pie > 3-D Pie’) I

click there (success).

(0:11)

P: Uh-oh, print a pie in, “Change the

chart layout with one click.” (right-clicks

pie chart >) “Change [the] Chart Type”,

ok, I know this, so how to change a pie.

So now, I can change the chart type to

barcode (selects bar chart type), so I’ll

try this, hmm.

R: Hmm, what happened?

P: (unlocks first hint) “Select the chart”.

“Select the Design (Chart Tools) tab”

(clicks) “Design, Chart Tools (2x)” tab,

(unlocks last hint, reads/mumbles de-

scription) “Layout 3” (clicks few times on
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‘Design, Chart Tools’, selects the chart

and right-clicks it), but I can go through

here, I think it’s the same thing.

(0:12)

P: “Layout 3”, don’t understand what

is layout 3 (searches in dialogue, finally

closes it), maybe I did something wrong

(clicks a few times on chart), so, can’t

delete it (deletes it by pressing key on

keyboard), then go to “Chart Layout”

(selects ‘Page Layout’), click “Layout 3”,

well, that’s “Page” (selects ‘Insert’ tab),

“Insert”, chart layout 3 (cool photo), “Se-

lect the Design”. Pfff, where’s the design,

“Chart Tools” (selects ‘Home’ tab).

R: Do you think the instructions are

clear?

P: (head-shaking) Not very clear

(0:13)

P: I don’t think it’s clear. “Change the

chart layout with one click.” Because

it didn’t make clear what layout they

want me to change, so then, it says “Se-

lect the Design [from] (Chart Tools) tab.”

Where’s the “Chart Tools” tab, (selects

different tabs) I think it’s from “Insert”

[tab], “Chart Tool[s]” (head-shaking). I

don’t it’s clear, the instruction, yap.

R: Ok, what do you might have hap-

pened? So, because you could select the

“Chart Tools” [tab] before, right? And

now, it disappeared.

P: Yes, yes! Yeah, because I saw “Chart

Tool[s]” before but now it’s disappeared.

I just don’t know where to get that.

(0:14)

R: Ok, do you know why it disappeared?

P: (reflective) Ermm, because I deleted

something, then it disappeared. Uh-

oh, I think it’s probably if you insert a

chart then it will appear (inserts ran-

dom chart), say for example here, then

it’s, ahhh, now I know because “Chart

Tool[s]”, it’s only, will be available when

you insert a chart. So then, click “Layout

3”, now I know (selects ‘Layout’ tab), lay-

out, well, it’s common layout 3, I don’t

know, now I got a “Layout” [tab] but

it says “3”. I don’t quite get it! “Lay-

out 3”, is the “3” mean three group, or?

(photo!) (clicks ‘Legend > Show Legend

at Right’).

(0:15)

P: So, normally, if I don’t understand I

will try out, I will not follow the instruc-

tions, I would play around myself! Yap!

Should I quit, or?

R: No, ermm, it depends on you! Ermm,

what you wanna do!

P: Ok, maybe I go for the next one. So, I

quit this one. “Are you [. . . ] want to quit

this challenge?” (clicks) “Yes”! Ok, then

I will try the next one. “This challenge

requires the 2010 version of Microsoft

OneNote, which does not appear to be

installed on your system.” Ok, so I will

move on. “The Knights of [. . . ]. You’ll

learn to use change shape, shape fill.”

Ok, let’s play this. “Change the table’s

shape from square to round [. . . ].” (ran-

domly selects different element on slide)

(0:16)

R: Do you know what you need to do?

P: (long) Ermm, not really but I got a

hint (unlocks hint), “Select the square ta-

ble.” (selects it) Didn’t right-click (and

right-clicks it and searches for something

in the menu).

R: Is there a reason why you use a right-

click?
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P: Because, that’s, I, mhhh, remember

by heart because that’s what I normally

do if you want to change something but

it doesn’t appear here so I will click “2

more hints”. “Select the Format (Draw-

ing Tools) tab.” Ok, drawing tools tab,

there’s a format here. “(Drawing Tools)”,

ok, that’s one (points to ‘Insert Shapes

> Double-Arrow’), where is the drawing

tool?

(0:17)

P: (unlocks last hint) “Click Edit Shape

[. . . ]”, ahhh, that’s edit the shape, I

got it. (clicks ‘Edit Shape > Change

Shape’) Change the shape to oval (con-

fused, photo).

R: You know what you need to do?

(0:18)

P: Change the shape to oval but I don’t

really know which shape is overall [means

oval, I suppose]. There’s no more hint

(laughs) but well (clicks on ‘Oval’). Uh-

oh, got it. (smiles, laughs) So, let’s

quit [even though there’s one more task]

(clicks on ‘Quit’)

R: Do you think you’re done?

P: I think so! (takes a closer look at

instruction list) Oh no, I don’t think

so, now, because they got another one.

“Change the table’s fill from walnut to

oak.” So, filling will be, not that one, ah,

here (clicks ‘Shape Fill’), wanna to“oak”.

R: So, you [?] what are you searching for

exactly?

P: I’m looking for oak. I don’t know

which color is oak but I can (unlocks

hint), I think I’ve, on the right shape

but I just need to (unlocks all hint and

watches animation), I know it didn’t tell

me oak [but it actually points a ‘Texture’

at least!], I think oak will be like [?] color

(changes to some color)

(0:19)

P: Well, it’s not correct so I think think

(hovers over different colors)

R: So, you’re searching for color, named

‘Oak’?

P: Yes!

R: How do you know that it’s a color?

P: There’s a [tooltip perhaps], it will tell

me which color it is, ermm, ok (looks at

instructions), which means a texture oak,

(mumbles something, finally see ‘Tex-

ture’ sub menu), uh-oh, that’s texture,

silly me, it’s just texture not (select the

first but actually wrong! texture, suc-

cess). Ahh, yeah (happy, photo). “Con-

gratulations”, ok, I’m gonna “continue”.

(0:20)

R: Hmm, it changed. So, the symbol

changed, it has a tick.

P: Ermm, ok, which means whatever I

finish it will just tick. Actually, “Com-

pleted”, “Total points earned”, ok, I’m

earning“50”points now. So, “You’ll learn

to use sort.” So, now I.

R: Do you know what the points mean?

P: Means that I can, if did alright I

get “60 available points”, with this one

I’m earning 50 points but I don’t which

[how many] points is [are] available be-

cause I didn’t pay attention before [but

one can actually see the missing bonus

points even though it’s greyed out]. So,

as the game is going now I pay more

attention to the little details. “Rat-a-

phooey”, “Sort the table in ascending or-

der by year.” (reads from embedded in-

structions)

(0:21)
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P: (selects appropriate table cells, clicks

‘Data > Sort’, faced with “wrong path”

dialogue). “[. . . ] You’re going down the

wrong path!” Ok, “Continue”. (closes di-

alogue, clicks ‘A->Z’, success), (long) got

it!

R: So, do you know what went wrong,

why it didn’t work what you tried?

P: Oh, pff, I did it the other way around

because the asked for the ascending but I

did the descending [explanation is actu-

ally wrong!]. So, then, “No hints used”,

“10” points, “+”, (long) cool, so (contin-

ues).

(0:22)

P: So, another one! So, I didn’t use hints

so that why I got extra bonus points,

probably, “60”, so now I understand the

points, like if I’ve done the right I will

earn the points if I know I don’t use a

hint I will have an extra bonus. Good!

So I will try to not use it in order to get

maximum points. “You’ll learn to use ink

to text, highlight.”

R: But do you get an idea what the points

are for?

P: Points are for, ermm, whatever the

question they ask, so say. “Convert the

handwriting to text automatically.” So, I

don’t really know about this! “Highlight

the text under the first foto.”

(0:23)

P: I will need a hint because I don’t re-

ally (unlocks first hint). “Select the hand-

writing under the Reims photo.” (se-

lects one letter from handwriting, clicks

several times, confused, types something

and deletes handwriting thereby) I think

I deleted it but I can undo it.

R: Do you know what to do next?

P: I think next are quite, now I under-

stand, maybe I just need to put whatever

the handwriting in the text, so it’s“Kings

of France are [it’s actually ‘were’ but the

first is highlighted (inverse) and difficult

to read] crowned here”

(0:24)

P: (types the previous sentence neglect-

ing ‘automatically’ but nothing happens)

So, let’s undo it. Ok, I need another, one

more hint. “On the Tools menu, click

Convert Handwriting to Text.” (clicks

several times on handwriting and finally

selects letter ‘e’ from word ‘were’) (long)

Ahh, I didn’t realise (clicks ‘Tools > Con-

vert Handwriting to Text’).

(0:25)

P: “Highlight the text under the first

photo.” (selects the converted word plus

the unconverted text, clicks ‘Highlight

(Yellow)‘) uh-oh, got it!

R: Did you know that you can do that?

P: Ermm, the first one I didn’t know be-

cause I never used it but the second one I

know. Well, I didn’t get the extra bonus

for not using hints (laughs). Let’s do the

next. So, “Knights vs. Dragons”, “You’ll

learn to use animations”. Well, I don’t

really know about animations.

(0:26)

R: So you want to learn it?

P: Yes! “Apply the Fly In animation to

make the knight charge at the dragon.”

(looks confused) I’ll definitely [?] (un-

locks hint) so “Select the knight” (selects

the dragon!, unlocks next hint), “Select

the Animation tab”, where is animation

tab, ah, here, (unlocks last hint) “[. . . ]

click Fly In” (goes back to watch in-

struction animation, clicks ‘Animate >
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Fly In’, success although it’s actually

wrong!), (long) yeah, oh, they got ani-

mation time. “Change the effect options

to make him fly in from the left.”

(0:27)

P: Option tab (right-clicks the dragon), I

try to figure this out by myself. Effect op-

tion, where is effect option? (clicks again

on ‘Animate’) Must be somewhere there.

(clicks) “Picture Tools”, “Picture Styles”,

(long) no, still animation, (clicks) “Cus-

tom Animation”, oh, there the effect op-

tion.

(0:28)

P: (clicks ‘Add Effect > Motion Paths’)

What they say? “[. . . ] make him fly in

from the left.” Is that one (clicks ‘Left’

but no success), not correct, ok, let’s

not waste time (unlocks hint), “Select the

knight” (selects the dragon), “Select the

Animations tab”(moves mouse to anima-

tion tab and back to hints, unlock hint),

“In the Animations [. . . ] Custom Anima-

tion”, that’s what I did! (clicks around,

unlocks last hint) “In the Direction list,

click From Left.” Where is the direction

list?

(0:29)

P: How come I don’t see the direction list

[because it’s simply not there! after ap-

plying a motion path], is it because of

this (clicks ‘Path’, clicks around, closes

and opens ‘Custom Animation’ again).

R: So, what’s the problem here?

P: The problem here is accessing the di-

rection list but I didn’t see direction list.

Ermm, maybe it’s here (clicks around,

right-clicks motion path effect element

from list), (clicks) “Effect [Options]”

(closes the dialogue again), couldn’t fig-

ure that one. Did I do something, “In

the Direction list, click from the left.”

(closes and opens ‘Custom Animation’

again) Try it again!

(0:30)

P: (magically, the first element in the

‘Custom Animation’ list is selected which

offer a ‘Direction’ drop down) Uh-oh

here, I got it, (selects) “From Left” (suc-

cess).

R: Do you know what changed because

you were looking there before

P: Yeah, don’t really know. (closes and

open ‘Custom Animation’ pane a few

times: no ‘Direction’ drop down, clicks

on list items) Ahhh, so you have to, if

you click this there a ‘Direction’, if you

click here a path, I think probably the

first one is the direction and the next one

is the path. “Use the Ribbon to preview

the animation.” (clicks ‘Office’ icon)

R: Do you know what that means?

P: Oh, here! (clicks ‘Preview’, happy,

smiles)

(0:31)

R: Do you know what a Ribbon is?

P: Ribbon is, I know Ribbon is, this one

is a Ribbon (points to ‘Preview’ group in

Ribbon), this area is a Ribbon (points to

the actual Ribbon this time).

R: So, like the whole thing, all of them?

P: Yes. No, I think Ribbon is this one

(points to ‘Office’ icon), uh-oh, no, no,

the Ribbon is this box (points to Ribbon

again). Actually, this is not 2003, this is

2007, isn’t it?

R: Yeah, this is 2007. I just asked, before,

whether you used Office 2000 or 2003.

P: So, (clicks) “Continue”. “You’ll learn

to use styles, clear formatting, drop cap.”
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Let’s play this! This sounds easy! “Apply

the Title style to ‘The Canterbury Tales’

on [. . . ]”, “Title style”.

(0:32)

P: (whispers) “Title Style” (looks con-

fused/reflective, clicks a few times on

the example), don’t really understand

this, (unlocks first hint) “Select the ti-

tle paragraph [. . . ]”, (tries to select the

title from the example but ends up se-

lecting the real text instead), (unlocks

next hint) “Select the Home tab” (clicks

on ‘Home’ tab), uh-oh, now understand,

(clicks ‘Align Text Right’) “Left”, will be,

(real text + example are both on the

right side mixed into each other) let’s

(clicks) “Undo”, go back with hint (un-

lock last hint).

(0:33)

P: “In the Style gallery, click Title” (text

still selected, clicks title, success but

whole text is in title style). Oh ok, I

think, first I didn’t quite understand the

question, really, now I know they wanted

to make the whole paragraph make it in

title because I saw that there is only title

there, yeah.

R: Ok, so when you look at what you

achieved, do you think that it’s supposed

to be like that?

P: Not really because I thought title

should be the title, not the whole thing

(thinks about it for a sec but ignores it

in the end). So, it says “Clear the for-

matting of the body text.” “Clear the

formatting of the body text.” (thinking)

So, now it’s become, so maybe that’s the

(0:34)

P: (tries to select the example but fails,

unlocks hint) “Select the body text.”

(tries to select the text from the exam-

ple but fails again) That’s un-selectable!

R: Do you know why you can’t click the

other one (as tester is looking at the real

text already)?

P: No! I don’t know why I couldn’t select

the body text.

R: Do you know what you need to select?

P: The text. (select actual text) But this

is already title so it’s not text. But I

don’t know how to select the text, now.

(unlocks all hints) “Select the Home tab.”

“[. . . ] Clear Formatting.” (clicks on

‘Home’ tab and after some search ‘Clear

Formatting’, success)

(0:35)

P: Well, it says I did it but I don’t

quite understand (as nothing changed ba-

sically) because before it just says title,

then it says text. I feel a little bit con-

fused which is the body of the text? And

“Turn the first W into a Drop Cap”, “first

W into a Drop Cap” (tries to select the

“W” from example which is a drop cap,

already). So, I know I want to up set it

down [?]. It’s will be under formatting, I

think. I think I’ll need a hint. (unlocks

all hints, incrementally) “Click inside the

body text”, “Select the Insert tab”, “Click

Drop Cap [. . . ]”

(0:36)

P: It says ‘select inside’ (which is not

true, tester mixed 2 instructions here; se-

lects ‘Insert’ tab), “Click Drop Cap [. . . ]”.

Where is ‘Drop Cap’, ah, here. (clicks

‘Drop Cap > Dropped’, success).

R: Are you satisfied with the results?

P: Not really because it doesn’t make it

very clear.

R: Do you think you learned something
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from this level [challenge]?

(0:37)

P: Yeah, I learned something, yes, I

learned something but I just, I don’t

think the question is quite clear. Yeah,

because I learned I something, I know

how to use “Drop Cap”, I know how to

clear the formatting, I know how to ap-

ply the “Title style”. With the first one, I

really know how to do it but I just don’t

understand the question, yeah.

R: Do you, have you just noticed that

there was a “Retry” button and “Con-

tinue”? You just clicked “Continue.”

P: Yes, I didn’t realise there is a “Retry”

button, yeah.

R: Do you feel like retrying levels?

P: No!

R: Ok, that’s good, just continue the way

you want to.

P: Yeah, I think this is probably the last

one. “Ring around the Rosie”, “You’ll

learn to use smartart.”

(0:38)

P: What does smartart mean? “In-

sert the SmartArt graphic called Text

[. . . ]” (opens ‘SmartArt’ dialogue, clicks

on each item in the list)

(0:39)

P: Ok,“[. . . ] graphic called Text Cycle”, I

really don’t know which one is “Text Cy-

cle”but I think I’m on the right track but

I still don’t know what is, ok, let’s (mum-

bles something, tries to unlock hint but

can’t) ok, which means I have to close

that, (unlocks hints) “[. . . ] Insert tab”,

“Click SmartArt”, “[. . . ] Choose a Smar-

tArt Graphic dialog [. . . ], click Cycle on

the left, [. . . ].” (open ‘SmartArt’ dia-

logue, again) But there’s no “Cycle” on

the left, ah, it’s this one.

(0:40)

P: (searches for the right graphic by hov-

ering over each one and waiting for the

tooltip to appear as it contains the name)

ahhh, got it! (success)“Add”a color, “ac-

cent colors”.

R: Is the instruction as such clear to you?

P: Yes, it is clear. I just didn’t see“Cycle”

before. It’s like the water [?], it’s not cor-

rective [?]. It just said add the color, ac-

cent color, it’s just add, add a color, “Add

Shape”, [?] (hovers over different buttons

in Ribbon), (clicks) “Change Colors >

Colorful – Accent Colors” (success), ok.

(0:41)

R: Did you know that this will work?

Was it clear to you or you just basically

figured out by trying?

P: I figured out by trying for this one.

R: So you weren’t really sure?

P: Yes because it just says add a color,

‘cause here it just says change a color, so

I was thinking maybe not that one but

I couldn’t find add color so I will try it,

yeah. When I try it, because all those

were not colored but this one said color-

ful so maybe, I think, it is, so I try it.

“Add the White Outline style.” “Outline

style”(changed the colors black & white).

Not that one.

(0:42)

P: (clicks button next to ‘Change Colors’

in ‘SmartArt Styles’, success but it’s the

wrong one, actually!) Ah, “White Out-

line style” is here. Yeah, so for this one,

I just, by trial. “Add the White Outline

style.” Yeah, but, so with this [?] finished

just how to, how to do the text.

R: So you think you can use this new
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knowledge in your day-to-day work.

P: Not really because I’m using Excel

more than Windows [Word?] but for

Windows play once and I remember. I

think Windows is easier than

R: You mean the whole Office?

P: Yes, the whole Office one.

R: But if there is some Excel related stuff

you can use it, like you played one level

which was Excel related, right?

P: Yes, yes because I’m using more Ex-

cel than Windows [rest of Office?]. But

for Windows, I was just thinking that it’s

pretty straight forward that if you know

where to find it it’s quite easy to learn.

(0:43)

R: So, so, when you say Windows do you

mean, like Windows for me is the oper-

ating system or do you mean Microsoft

Office?

P: Sorry, Microsoft Office!

R: The whole suite, right?

P: Ermm, sorry, I don’t mean Windows

but Word. Not Windows, sorry, Win-

dows is the thing. Because I’m using Ex-

cel more than Word but for it’s [?, prob-

ably ‘quite useful’] if you knew where to

find that then you play once and you re-

member next time. Yeah, that’s what I

find. (completed level 1) Uh-oh (long).

R: What’s happening?

P:“Congratulations”that“You’ve leveled

up!”

R: You know why that happened?

P: Because I finished all the level 1,

because I finished everything, it’s all

ticked and done and I’m going to another

level (actually, tester left out one chal-

lenge) which I’m quite excited [about].

(watches/reads comic)

(0:44)

P: (continues) For the level 2 the first

thing I noticed is here, just, you can go

back, go to the previous level (a hint

showed up for a few seconds). Again, now

I’m familiarised with

R: Do you know why you can do that?

(0:45)

P: I think, maybe if you feel it’s too much

for you then you can go back to level

1. Maybe, level 2 is based on level 1,

so if you’re not familiar with level 1 then

you’ll have difficulty in level 2, that’s why

they say you can go back a level. I think

when I choose I work assuming from left

to right, it will be, will be like from easy

to difficult level, I’m just assuming.

R: So, you’re just assuming?

P: Yeah.

R: Is there anything that kind of commu-

nicates that to you? Why do you think

that?

P: I think, it’s, ermm, a habit because

when we’re reading in China we’re read-

ing from left to right, so it’s like a habit

to do it that way, then you’re presuming

[assuming?], actually, maybe it’s just all

the same level and just different things, I

don’t know.

(0:46)

R: So it’s not from the top to the bot-

tom?

P: No! (laughs) “Longest Reigning [. . . ]”,

“You’ll learn to use chart types, chart

styles.” Yes, I remember in level 1 we’ve

already done that. Maybe, it’s higher

level, let’s see! “Change the chart type

from Pie to Clustered Column.” (right-

clicks chart > “Change Series Chart

Type. . . ”, success even though task is not
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fulfilled, technically) Oops! (continues

with the next instruction)“Apply a chart

style.”

(0:47)

R: You said ‘oops’. Why did you say

‘oops’?

P: When I say ‘oops’ I just say I didn’t

even realise I have already accomplished

that task, the instruction. (changes the

chart type anyway and clicks ok) And

that[’s done], so I have already done the

first one. “Apply a chart style.” What

[do] they mean [by] “Apply the chart

style”? I’ve already done that I thought.

Well, ok, then I can go here (select chart,

moves mouse to ‘Style’ group in ‘Home’

Ribbon), the style button but it’s, ermm,

maybe I have to undo it (performs undo

but Ribbon group doesn’t change). “Ap-

ply a chart style.” I don’t know why!

(clicks around starts reading speech bub-

ble) “Did you know that the term [. . . ]

originally referred to the king’s [. . . ]”

(0:48)

R: Do you know what that’s for, what

you just read?

P: So, I think this one just tells some

background of the story. Because it just

say “Apply a chart style” then the chart

style is in green (points to ‘Styles’ group

in Ribbon), so I think I will use a hint

(unlocks hint), “Select the chart”, which

I already did (but does so again, unlocks

next hint).

R: How do you know?

P: Because I already did a chart, select

it, then “Select the Design [. . . ]” one.

R: So, this is enough for you, you just

click and you know that you’ve selected

it?

P: (nods head, select ‘Design’ tab) “Se-

lect the Design (Chart Tools)”

(0:49)

P: (moves mouse pointer over each Rib-

bon group but does not notice ‘Chart

Styles’) where is ‘Chart Tools’, (finds it)

ok, that’s “Chart Tools” here, ok, then

“Apply a chart style”. Ah, the styles here

(notices the group).

R: So you were irritated by“Chart Tools”

and “Design”, how come? So, when you

read “Select the Design (Chart Tools)

tab” you were irritated how to select it

and where to select it.

P: Yes!

R: Is there a reason why you were irri-

tated?

P: Yes, because select the “Design” and

then there is a “Chart Tools” so I was

thinking maybe “Design”, the “Chart

Tools” is under “Design” and then I just

realised the whole thing is “Chart Tools”

and “Design”. Then, now I saw “Chart

Styles”. (select one chart style, success)

So, ok, got it!

(0:50)

P: “Apply a built-in theme to this pre-

sentation.” (clicks several times on em-

bedded example but nothing happens)

Don’t really understand this! Oh no, I

just don’t know how to do this. (un-

locks hint) “Select slide 2”, “[. . . ] built-

in theme [. . . ]”, (unlocks next hint) “[. . . ]

Design [. . . ]”, ok, now I know what they

are [?] (selects theme, success), oh, done

already.

(0:51)

R: How did you know which design to se-

lect?

P: I just see that design here (points to
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‘Design’ tab).

R: Ok, you just selected one design but

random?

P: Yes! (by unlocking last hint tester

triggers a different view for end result)

Oh, total points are 200 (continues).

“[. . . ] margin, orientation.” “Use a Rib-

bon command to make this document’s

margins narrow.” “Ribbon command to

make the document’s margins narrow”

(surprised), I need a hint (unlocks first

hint).

(0:52)

R: So you don’t care that you don’t

get extra points when you use hints any

more?

P: No. Because if I’m not familiar

with [it] I don’t really care. (selects)

“Page Layout” (tab, unlocks next hint)

“Click Margins > Narrow”, (follows in-

structions) ah! “[. . . ] orientation to land-

scape so the table fits better.” (clicks

‘Orientation > Landscape’) Ok!

(0:53)

R: This wasn’t hard.

P: Yes, yes. That’s not difficult (contin-

ues) but I didn’t earn the extra points.

(laughs) “You’ll learn to use remove tags

[. . . ]”

R: Do you know, by now, what the points

are for? Because you’re collecting points

with each level that you play but do you

know what it’s for?

P: Maybe by the end of the game it will

tell me which level I’m in. “Select the

first list and remove its tags.”

(0:54)

P: (selects some text, searches for some-

thing useful in UI) Remove tags, I’m not

familiar with that. (unlocks hint) “Select

the 3 lines in the first list.” (does so and

directly unlocks next hint) “On the tool-

bar [. . . ] Remove Tag”

(0:55)

P: (selects first list’s title and 2 of its

items, looks around in UI) So, when they

say “Select 3 lines in the first list”, I sup-

pose it’s this (select the 3 lines again),

then they say “On the toolbar” there is

a “Remove Tag” (ignores part of the in-

struction pointing to ‘Tags > Remove

Tag’, watches instruction animation but

ignores the required information again

so that tester can’t find the appropriate

button) Ok, but I didn’t see this [mum-

bles something] (discovers ‘Tag’ button),

(clicks) “Remove Tag”. Got it! I don’t

think that the instructions are clear but

I figured out by myself. (tester used all

hints!)

(0:56)

R: Why do you think that it wasn’t clear?

P: It says on the toolbar remove the tag,

then I couldn’t find the “Remove tag”,

the sign [icon?] but then I saw the “Tag”

[icon], then I try it and I see the “Remove

Tag”

R: So, you always expect to find button

with a label that, you know from, you’re

reading the instruction and you expect to

find a button which is labelled like with

the text that you just read?

P: Yes, yes! It would be easier. Ermm,

“Tag each item in the first list as To Do

[. . . ]” (confused), “Tag each item in the

first list as To Do (or the first tag in you

list).” (clicks on ‘Tag’ but no success even

though list changes to ‘To Do’)

(0:57)

P: (hover over the just clicked button)
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“[. . . ] (To Do)”, ok, I have already done

that! (confused) but I don’t know, ah, ok

(clicks on to do list item so that they get a

tick but no success). I have already done

that but I don’t know why. “[. . . ] in the

first list”, (open ‘Tag’ drop down, notices

a ‘To Do’ button and clicks it, success)

“To Do”, ah, ok, got it!

R: Do you, when you look at the re-

sult, do you know what happened, what

changed and why your approach didn’t

work or whether it’s the same?

P: I think it’s the same points, isn’t it?

As long as I’ve.

(0:58)

R: I mean, you clicked on each item and

you marked them, kind of as done but

this didn’t work for you and then you

clicked on the ‘Tag’ button at the top

and then clicked on ‘To Do’. And do

you know what this made or what you

achieved by doing, clicking on the ‘To Do’

button?

P: I was supposed that they want me to

click the ‘To Do’ not manually tick it be-

cause I thought by manually ticking it’s

like ‘To Do’ one but it’s not working out,

I didn’t get the bubbling, you know the,

so I tried it again. But I think to me it’s

the same result, I don’t know why, yeah.

R: So, when you would do it again, ermm,

but say you would use this thing just for

your personal to do list would you click

each item separately, would you use the

button at the top?

P: I would use the button at the top?

(0:59)

R: Why?

P: Because that’s what I told, now, yeah,

because I was thinking, yeah, that’s the

correct way, maybe the way I’m using it

correct.

R: But you sound like, it sounds like

you’re not really sure? I mean, you just

said you will use the button, ermm, sorry,

the way that you just learned now be-

cause you think the way you were using

it before is probably the wrong way. But

you sound a little unsure. Is it really the

wrong way?

P: Yes, yes, I’m not quite sure but I sup-

pose because I’m not familiar with that

then I will, even though I’m not sure but

I was thinking, maybe that’s the correct

way because I’ve been taught now. (con-

tinues)“Famous Mummies”, “You’ll learn

to use slide layout, hide slides, duplicate

slides.” Ok!

(1:00)

P: “Change the layout of this slide to Ti-

tle Only.” (clicks around but without suc-

cess) “Change the layout of this slide to

Title Only.” I remember I learned about

“Title” before.

R: So you think it’s related to a level you

did before?

P: Yes, I think so!

R: How come that you think so?

(1:01)

R: Because that’s just an instruction that

sounds similar to what you’ve done be-

fore, or?

P: Yeah, I think it sounds quite similar

to an instruction before. Now, I found it,

(clicks) “Layout > Title Slide”, (long but

cautious) yeah, because it’s all Word at

this one point because I was thinking it’s

all quite similar, layout is a similar func-

tion. “[. . . ] so it doesn’t appear in the

slide show.” (hides slide 2 as per instruc-
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tion, success) Done, done.

R: You knew how to do that!

P: I don’t know because I’m not familiar

with PowerPoint but I know how to hide

in Word (does Word have a ‘hide’ func-

tion?) and then I was just thinking it’s

the same thing. “Duplicate slide 3 with

just one command.”

(1:02)

P: Duplicate it?! (right-clicks slide 3,

clicks) “Duplicate Slide” (success) So, for

duplicates I kind of know it from the past,

so, but not in 2007, 2003 and then I was

thinking it’s probably the same.

R: Ok, so it’s basically past experience.

P: Yes.

R: Hey, you gained extra points.

P: Ah, finally! “You’ll learn to use chang-

ing text.” This sounds easy! “Replace the

word” (selects ‘saunter’) “with a different

word with the same meaning using just

the right-click menu.” Ok (right-clicks

word), that’s“Synonyms”, I know it’s this

one (clicks “Synonyms > ‘stroll’”). Yeah!

I think, this one I know by past experi-

ence. (continues) (fails activating a chal-

lenge) “This challenge re[. . . ]”, ah, ok, it

requires 2010 but this is 2007, that’s why

I couldn’t use.

(1:03)

R: Do you, do you, before, in the first

world you said you advanced because

you played every level, right? Now, you

played every level, too. You know why

you’re not advancing to the next level,

the next world?

P: I don’t really know. Maybe, there is

only 3 levels. No, I don’t know why I’m

not advancing. Maybe, there’s only 2 lev-

els.

R: Do you know when you look at the top

right corner

P: Oh, there I got another one not fin-

ished yet.

R: Oh yeah, that’s true. I actually didn’t

notice it, too.

P: That why not progressing me to the

level (laughs).

(1:04)

P: “Add data bars to the table.” (clicks

around) “Add data bars to the table.” So

(select table cells), (clicks) “Insert” (tab),

(clicks) data “Bar” (> ‘2-D Bar’ but no

success). But why? Why I don’t have

points?

R: You were pretty sure about that this

one will be the right solution, right? So,

you sounded so sure.

P: (long) Hmm.

R: Now, you’re irritated. Ok.

P: But then, it didn’t work out that way,

so (reads carefully)“Add data bars to the

table.” (clicks around) Ok, let’s [click]

“Need a hint?” “Select the numbers in

the table.” (follows instruction, unlocks

next hint)“Select the Home tab.” (moves

pointer into the right direction but re-

turns to original position as notices that

tab is selected already)

(1:05)

P: unlocks last hint) “[. . . ] Conditional

Formatting > Data Bars > Orange Data

Bar.” (clicks) “Conditional Formatting >

Data Bars” (moves pointer to other menu

without noticing it and selects the ‘Color

Scales’, clicks ‘Conditional Formatting >

Data Bars > More Rules > Bar Color >

Orange’, no success) why still not? (re-

peat actions again but clicks the right

button this time)
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(1:06)

P: Orange, this is not orange, ah, this is

orange. Hmm, strange!

R: Why, what’s strange?

P: I don’t quite understand the question

because it says “Add data bars to the ta-

ble.”

R: Ok, and then?

P: I understand this, insert a data [bar],

convert this data to a bar chart. Now,

that’s actually not [what] they asked, it

just says “Add data bars to the table.

[. . . ] Conditional [. . . ]” I still don’t un-

derstand why this is related.

R: Ok. Do you know what you achieved?

Do you know what you just did? Do you

know what, yeah, do you know what you

achieved?

P: Yes! Because, ermm, “Conditional

Formatting”.

(1:07)

P: Because I know “Conditional Format-

ting” is that you can format with what-

ever condition you asked by putting dif-

ferent color. But I don’t think it’s related

to the question!

R: Ok, how come?

P: “[. . . ] data bars to the table.” Why

[are] they called data bars, why [are]

data bars related to “Conditional For-

matting”? Because to me, “Conditional

Formatting” is, let’s say you highlight

something, highlight for every number

above 100, that’s “Conditional Format-

ting” to me but this is not.

R: So, just what you did: when you look

at the numbers you see there’s a bar rep-

resenting the number, so, it’s not really

possible to see because it’s hidden this

thing but this is what you actually did,

add the bar to the number.

(1:08)

R: But, yeah, you said you’re confused by

the “Conditional” label.

P: “Conditional”, yeah, yes. Now, they’re

just making the number as a bar. So, if

they asked in a different way maybe I’d

have a better understanding.

R: So, you really wanted to show or draw

a chart. This is what you were so sure

about, right?

P: Yes, yes! (continues) (long) Uh-oh.

Now, I am, “You’ve leveled up!” (smiles)

Because I finished everything in 2, now

I’m in level, skill level 3, yeah! (reads

comic) “Thank you for volunteering to be

the first” blah blah blah. “Let me out of

this mummy suit!”

(1:09)

P: (mumbles something, scrolls to the

right, continues) Look, another one go-

ing back! (points to the ‘Back’ button)

(takes a closer look at the to right corner,

the points bar) Oh, now I know!

R: What, what exactly, what do you

know? If I finish level 3 I will have “5000

pts”. So far, I’m at “1820”. So, I’m as-

suming that the level 3 points is “5000”

minus this (points to ‘1820’) but that’s

not very important I think. “You’ll learn

to use remove duplicates, sort.” “Remove

duplicates from the table.”

(1:10)

P: So, by remove duplicates, oops (clicks

& drags embedded example)

R: So, you clicked above this. Do you

know why it’s there, you know, what you

just clicked?

P: Ok, I, actually, I thought this is the

table but then I realised this is a whole
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picture, the table is below.

R: Do you why the picture is there?

P: Ermm, it’s just showing me“Top songs

of the 60s”.

R: Ok. When you look at the picture, at

the top, it contains numbers 1 and 2 and

then when you look at the instructions

there’s also a number 1 and number 2.

P: I think it’s basically the same but be-

cause I always prefer here I was looking

here.

(1:11)

P: “Remove duplicates from the table.”

So, for me to remove duplicates you have

to sort first. So, let’s try! (clicks)

“Data (tab) > Sort” (faced with ‘wrong

path’ dialogue) “Wait, [Wait,] Wait!

You are going down the wrong path!”

Ok (clicks ‘Continue’, closes dialogue),

maybe that’s not correct. I need a hint

(unlocks hint) because I know how to re-

move duplicates from a table, for num-

bers but not text. “Select the table”

which I’ve already done, (unlocks hint)

“Select the Data tab”, (moves pointer to

tab and back as it’s already selected)

“Data tab”.

R: So, you said you know how to re-

move [duplicates] when it’s about num-

bers but not to remove duplicates, ermm,

and when you remove duplicates in num-

bers, you first sort the table and then you

remove the duplicates?

P: Yes! So, I didn’t realise there is a

(clicks ‘Remove Duplicates’), didn’t re-

alise there is a button that can help to

remove that. That’s something new I

learned (proceeds with removing dupli-

cates) which is good.

(1:12)

P: Ah, it’s automatically. “Sort the re-

maining rows by song title.” Well, I think

I know this one! “Sort” (after a bit of

searching tester finds the ‘Sort’ button,

clicks it and is faced with ‘wrong path’

dialogue) Again, I did it wrong. (sur-

prised) (continues but does not close the

dialogue) “Sort by > Song Title”, I think

it’s correct (clicks ‘Ok’ but no success,

clicks ‘Undo’), hmm, not correct (even

though it was!). “Sort the remaining rows

[. . . ]”

R: So why do you think that it’s not cor-

rect?

P: Ok, does that mean, filter “[. . . ] the

remaining rows by song title” (confused)

(1:13)

P: (select ‘Song Title’ row) I don’t know

why it’s wrong (clicks on ‘Sort’ button

again, faced with ‘wrong path’ dialogue,

continues and closes the sort dialogue,

too), so.

R: The first time what you did, you

selected this menu and then selected,

ermm, sorry, sort by title and it actually

changed the table but you didn’t win.

P: Yes!

R: So, I guess you knew that you didn’t

win because it didn’t make this funny

sound and you didn’t see the animation.

P: Yes, yes.

R: So you are assuming that you did

something wrong?

P: Yes! So I need a hint (unlocks hint).

“Select the remaining rows.” Does that

mean here (selects the empty, previously

removed rows, unlocks next hint) “Select

the Data” bar [tab], (unlocks last hint)

“Click Sort A to Z” (does it, success al-

though sorted empty rows) (confused).
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(1:14)

P: Oh, now I know.

R: But when you look at the table in the

background, it’s not sorted actually.

P: Yeah, it’s not sorted. That’s why I’m

thinking I’ve already sorted it because

it’s not through [?, probably ‘A - Z’] this

data, that’s why I tried to sort it, then

it didn’t work, then I was just paying at-

tention to the remaining rows.

R: But does it make sense to, so, the re-

maining rows are, for you, are the empty

rows?

P: Yes because this is not working, I’m

presuming [assuming] remaining rows.

R: Ok but they are empty, right?

P: Yes! They’re empty that’s why it

doesn’t make sense to me.

R: Doesn’t make sense, no.

P: No, no!

R: Ermm, just, I think, I think this is

enough for playing, so now, I’ll just con-

tinue asking you a few questions.

P: Yes, yes, yes.

(1:15)

R: Have you noticed how, what’s the

time, so how the time is passing? Do you

know for how long you are playing?

P: Not really.

R: No, not really.

P: I think definitely more than one hour

now.

R: Yeah, ok.

P: It’s quite a long time.

R: But you just think, so you don’t know?

P: No, no, I don’t know because I think as

you play it’s quite interesting and when

you’re interested you loose track of time.

R: So it’s motivating you and you want

to continue playing it?

P: Yes, yes, yes.

R: Yeah, basically your assumption was

right. It’s been more than an hour so far.

So, you would continue playing this?

P: Yes, I will, yeah because I found that

I learned something new, that’s why I’m

thinking I will continue to play.

R: So what do you think is the purpose

of this game?

P: The purpose of this game may just [be

to] teach how to use Word, PowerPoint

and Excel. So I think they try to use an-

imations to motivate you to learn.

(1:16)

R: So you just said you would play it, so

I guess you would play it your free time.

P: Yes, yes. Ok, I will play it in my free

time but I, sometimes I prefer to learn by

myself and not looking at that because

if your looking at instructions then you

have to understand the question first. It

just would be time consuming. So, if I

finish this I won’t play myself but because

of this one, when I’m playing this one be-

cause it’s quite interesting, that’s why I

lost track of time, I wanted to play more

but if I finish I won’t play in my personal

time because I’d rather learn and figure

out by myself things.

R: Right.

P: Yes, yes, it will be quicker.

R: Ok. So you say it will be quicker if

you just, if you wouldn’t use this game

but you have a task.

P: Yes.

R: But do you have like, you said you

would play this game in your free time,

ermm, but, ermm, if you really would

want to learn something you would just

take the task and try to use the user in-
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terface and you will learn by that.

P: Yes, yes.

(1:17)

R: But do you do that in your free time?

P: Not really, only if I got a task.

R: So if you need to prepare for an up-

coming task that you need or will come

up?

P: Yes, yes.

R: Alright.

P: Then I was thinking I will use Google

search, so if I don’t know how to use it

then I use Google search then.

R: So this is how you normally learn?

P: Yes!

R: So do you feel like the way you’re used

to learn, so far, is more effective than us-

ing that [system/game]?

P: Yeah, I feel that.

R: Why is that?

P: Because for that you have to under-

stand the instruction first. Then it’s tak-

ing time.

R: But if you need to understand the in-

struction, I mean the instruction is like

the task at hand, right? So if you have an

upcoming task you need to understand

what is the task?

(1:18)

R: So, how is that different from under-

standing the instructions?

P: Because when I understand an up-

coming task than I know what I want to

achieve. Than it will be easier for me

to do a Google search whereas with this

one I don’t really know what I want to

achieve so I have to understand the in-

struction first. Sometimes, if I’m not on

the right track so I didn’t get things done

so I have to.

R: Right, right. Hmm, ok.

P: But I think I learned something from

this, definitely.

R: Do you think or would you use this

game at work to learn?

P: No!

R: Why not.

P: It’s time consuming.

R: Time consuming?

P: (nods head)

R: Do you think there is way how you,

ermm, how it can be changed so that

it’s less time consuming? Or what’s your

problem with this approach?

(1:19)

P: Ok, so I think the better approach is

just telling us each one of them, so by

order, so explain to us which group has

what kind of functions. Yeah, I think

that way it will be easier.

R: Ok, so that you can really go from the

left to the right in this top menu here and

learn what each button will do for you?

P: Yes, yes. Or I can self-learning, I can,

looking at this, I play around. Yeah, I

found if you try yourself play around than

you understand.

R: Ok, so you think you can learn the

full potential of Word or Excel, whatever,

just by playing around with the buttons

and clicking here and there.

P: (nods head) Yes.

R: Ok, interesting. Ok, cool. Ermm, I

think I can’t come up with more ques-

tions for now. And that’s basically it.

Ermm, do you have questions for me?

P: Ok, I do have a question for you.

When I’m playing what do you observe,

what kind of thing do you observe.

R: Oh, so you want to know my results.
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P: Yeah, yes, yes, yes.

R: Ok, we leave out this question for now

but is there anything else that you want

to know, regarding the process or what

we just did.

P: No, thank you.

B.4. Participant 3

B.4.1. Notes

• participant has no idea why the comic is there

• would use it to learn more about Microsoft Office

• found bugs but is not really irritated, so continues

• the 2. task does not make sense because it asks for cycle but he created boxes

• instructions on the top and on the right side do not contain the same infor-

mation (in certain cases)

• difficult to follow for tester, especially when other windows hide top instruc-

tions

• speeds up, more confident, “is good”; understands the game mechanics better

• sub instructions contain useless instructions, participant always follows each

step from the instruction list

• game crashed

• points basically un-noticed, meaning not clear until asked or explained

• thinks to win/complete the game it is required to complete all levels or tasks

(green tick)

• found unrecoverable bug

• wants to continue

• irritated why he does not need to play all levels

• would use it to learn, even at work

B.4.2. Transcript
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(0:00)

R: Ready when you are. Do you have any

questions before we start?

P: Really, as I told you, I never play,

never play. I really don’t like it. I don’t

use (interruption).

R: Ok, So you don’t like playing games?

P: I don’t like playing games.

R: Is there a reason you don’t like play-

ing games?

P: I think, it is because I choose to. It

doesn’t interest me at all. Even when I

was little, never, never, never. Really, so

I never play. I never had a particular in-

terest in that.

(0:01)

R: Ok.

P: Ok, ermm, play?

R: Yes.

P: (clicks)

R: And remember, tell me what you

think.

P: Ok (reads comic). Ok this is (mum-

bling). Ok, I have to read everything or

is just..?

R: It depends on you. If you want to read

it you read it. If you don’t want to read

it, you just tell me why you don’t want

to read it.

P: Ok ermm, alright (continues to read

comic). It’s a lot of words there so I have

to make some jumps (mumbling). Oh re-

ally this is funny man (laughing).

(0:02)

R: Do you know who this is in the comic?

P: No, really. I don’t watch cartoons. I

don’t.

R: But have you used older versions of

Microsoft Office?

P: No, really because of work, I hardly

use Microsoft Office. Not really.

R: Ok.

P: Yeah, so,

R: But you use it from time to time?

P: Yeah, sometimes. From time to time

just maybe Word I use. Yeah no, just to.

R: Do you know by any chance which ver-

sion of Word you are using?

P: Ouph! You got me, man! No.

R: No, no. That’s cool, that’s all right.

P: “awesome, mom when’s dinner?

When are you moving out of my base-

ment?”(reading)

P: Ok, what else I supposed to do? Just

keep looking ermm?

R: You tell me. Just whatever you do

just tell me.

(0:03)

P: Ok.

R: If you want to continue, if you want to

make faster. You just do what you want

to do.

P:“I’ve had it with you. Don’t come back

until you find a job. classifieds” (mum-

bling). Really, as I said to you, I don’t

play so for me right now, this just a little

comic is coming now.

R: Do you know why there is this comic?

Do you know, I mean, what’s the purpose

of this comic?

P:“some time later”(reading). Ok, ermm

(reading).

R: So, any idea why the comic is there?

P: (shaking head & taking a deep breath)

No idea really.

R: Ok.

(0:04)

P: (finishes reading comic & clicks on

“help click” button. Video window closes

and loads Word) What’s up now?
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(0:05)

P: (Clippy’s Resume loads in a Word

window) (mumbling) Alright, ok, ermm

(scrolling up and down) “change [. . . ]”

(reading instructions, then laughing in-

timidated). Really I don’t know. “To

obtain a part-time job in the software in-

dustry or as a private tutor helping peo-

ple write letters. This position should

have opportunities for a competent, Ex-

perience: Microsoft Redmond, part time

position” (scrolling up and down again).

R: Do you know what to do next? (tester

scrolling up an down)

P: Really I don’t see what else could be

ermm, I don’t see it as a game.

R: Ok, you don’t see it as a game. But

why not?

P: Because, hmm yeah I don’t know, be-

cause there is nothing to play with.

R: Ok, but you said you never play

games.

P: Yeah

R: How do you know what a game is like?

P: Ermm because I could imagine how it

could be, but ermm,

R: How do you imagine it would be?

P: Ermm..I don’t, pretty much where I

reckon this is just instructions (pointing

to instructions with the mouse).

(0:06)

R: Yeah.

P: “Instructions. Change the font of the

entire document from Comic Sans to Cal-

ibri.” Ok, let’s try here (clicks onto flash-

ing ‘need a hint’ button). “Select all this

text”. Ok I think I got you now. (scrolls

up and clicks onto text, which flashes

red)“Change the font of the entire docu-

ment”(reading initial instructions again).

Really, really, I don’t, I don’t know what

you are trying to do here. Ermm, “Comic

Sans”. Maybe I am not helping you at all

Juri.

R: (laughing) Don’t worry it’s not about

your performance.

P: Yeah.

R: It’s really what about you’re experi-

encing. So, whatever you do, whatever

you say it will be helpful. Trust me, it

will be helpful.

P: I’m trying, (scrolling up and down)

R: Just, just tell me what you’re think-

ing. So what’s going on? What’s hap-

pening?

(0:07)

P: Ok, this I work on here is just like kind

of a CV, a resume, and ermm, so, “intern

during summer college”.

R: I mean ermm, games normally have

some rules, right? You need to do some-

thing to win.

P: Yeah.

R: Do you know what you need to do to

win this one?

P: Ok, “change the font”(reading). No, I

don’t know.

R: You noticed, you read several times

“change the font” and there’s a number

one in front of this right?

P: Yeah.

R: So this is like a instruction

P: Yeah

R: If you read that, is it clear to you what

you need to do?

P: Change the font of the entire docu-

ment. Yeah, “from Comic sans to Cal-

ibri”. Ah yeah, ok. So do you want me to

change? (clicking on the drop down menu

of the font selection bar) Ah yeah, ok,
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I got you now. (smiling, then scrolling

down the font selection menu and se-

lecting Calibri. “Congratulations! Com-

pleted” pops up on the screen).

(0:08)

R: All right, something happened!

P: Ok, yeah (laughing with relief, clicks

on continue & comic comes up).

R: so what do you think?

P:Ok, no really I didn’t, I was expect-

ing something different because it was a

game. So I don’t know why, maybe more

comic or something like that. Yeah.

R: Ok

P: “Your resume looks great you’re hired.

Here can you give me a hand with this.

Time machine. It looks like you need to

connect these two wires. Boom.”

(0:09) R Do you find the comic inter-

esting?

P: Yeah, yeah, yeah. Now I think I

can see a little bit of relation between

it. (clicks and a new ‘middle age’ screen

comes up)

R: Ok.

P: Yeah, “the middle age” (thinking)

R: ok, what do you think when you look

at the screen? Something is going on,

‘cause I can see you’re looking at it.

P: Yeah, there’s a cloud moving and the

middle age is, so trying to see, trying to

figure out what this is about. I mean be-

cause of the title, try to look what’s going

on. (hovering the mouse over the play-

ing field) Ok a rat. (moving the mouse

to another person) Ah ok, “the king of a

square table, you’ll learn how to change

the space”

(0:10)

R: So, what does it mean? So when you

look at this?

P: What it means so, every, every sin-

gle character has a different ermm, has

a “hallowed halls, you’ll learn to use ink

to text highlight. Kings versus dragon –

you’ll learn how to use animations.” So

every, every character has different func-

tions, no? And will do different [tasks],

ok let’s start with “ringing around the..”

R: So you just decide on random base,

or?

P: Yeah, definitely.

R: Ok, go ahead.

P: “Robin Hoods results- you’re allowed

to use, ”(clicks). Ok let’s start with

Robin Hood. (Excel opening).

(0:11)

P: “Robin Hood’s results. Represent the,

pie chart like this, ”(hovering around with

the mouse, thinking). “Change the lay-

out, stealing from the rich to give to the

poor [. . . ] chart”.

R: So do you know what to do next?

P: Yeah ermm, so what I think is, what

you want me to try is to put this, I mean

to represent this percentage on a chart

R: Mh (acknowledging).

(0:12)

P: Ok, (taking a deep breath) I don’t

know how to do it.

R: Ok.

P: “Instructions” Yeah this is Robin

Hoods result. “Present the data below

[. . . ] present”. Yeah, so (clicking on data

table). So I don’t know how to make it

work.

R: Ok, when you look to the right side,

the right hand side,

P: yeah

R: , you see also the instructions, right?
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P: Yeah

R: And, just, just, (tester clicks on need

a hint). Yeah.

P: Ok need a hint, yeah. “Select Cell D8,

E13. D8”, (selects cell D9 and laughs in-

timidated)

(0:13)

P: oh shit, to E13. So we got it shift

(clicks), work like that.

R: So you haven’t used Excel before?

P: Not much really, yeah, yeah.(clicks

onto two more hints) “Select the insert

tab, insert, ” what is your insert tab?

(clicks around).

R: Ok. So, you’re not sure what an insert

tab is?

P: No. (selects all data again) This one

here? (shows to the computer keyboard

insert button). No (clicks on ‘1 more

hint’ button). Ermm, click back.

(0:14)

R: Any idea what insert tab could mean?

Or where to find it?

P: No.

R: Ok. Ok, I will help you. You can find

the insert tab here.

P: Mh (acknowledging). Yeah (clicks into

insert tab). But I don’t know how to

drive it, really I don’t use it that much

(selects the right pie and chart pops up

on the screen). Alright, this is what we

want to achieve or not?

(0:15)

R: I don’t know, what do you think?

P: Yeah

R: Do you think it’s the right thing that

you just did?

P: Yeah, “Change the chart”, yeah,

“change the chart”, yeah.

R: So you think it was the right thing?

P: Yeah, I reckon.

R: Why? Why do you think it was the

right thing?

P: Because that was what they were ask-

ing me, no? I mean represent all of this,

all this percentage on a pie diagram.

R: Mh (acknowledging)

P: “Change the chart layout with one

click” (clicking on the ribbon and chang-

ing the chart layout several times, clicks

on need a hint). “Select the chart” (click-

ing around in the cells of the spreadsheet)

Oh, shit. Is this gonna’ be recorded?

(joking & laughing). Really you can see

that I don’t work with that, really, (click-

ing around desperately and changing the

selected tab).

(0:16)

R: No, see, that’s all right if you don’t

use it on a day to day basis.

P: Yeah, “change the chart layout with

one click” (clicking on chart in the in-

structions pane)

R: So you clicked on here several times.

Is there a reason why you click there?

P: Ermm, because I’m trying to do the

second, the second point.

R: Ok

P:“with one click, select the chart”, yeah,

“select the chart”.

R: So currently you’re unsure which chart

to select. Am I right?

P: Sorry, sorry?

R: Currently you’re not sure which chart

to select?

P: Yes.

R: You see the one that you created and

you see these two here, right?

P: Yeah.

R: So you’re not sure which one to select
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when you read the instruction.

P: No, no, I am not sure what, which one,

so.

R: Ok.

P: Yeah definitely, I am not sure which

one.

R: Do you feel like clicking, (tester clicks

on ‘2 more hints’ button) yeah.

(0:17)

P: “Select the design chart” (clicks on ‘1

more hint’ button)

R: What’s happening?

P: So yeah, it will give you, I try to look

[at] it here, it will give you more tips.

R: Ok but you look irritated.

P: No, no, no. Just need to take time.

Really, really, I don’t use that much. I

don’t work with that, (mumbling) so.

This design, take more time to retain

(mumbling), because sometimes, what I

kind of do is switch it of and come back

later.

R: Ok

(0:18)

P: Ok, “chart layout gallery click layout

three, design chart”.

R: Ok, I’ll give you a small hint.

P: Yeah.

R: Ermm, when you look at this side it

tells you all, it gave you several hints.

Right?

P: Yes.

R: The first one is select the chart.

P: Yeah.

R: And the chart that you need to select

is the one that you created.

P: Yeah, ok that one there (clicks on

chart).

R: Ok and now you can continue.

P: Yeah, “select the design chart tools”

R: So when you read this instruction,

P: Yeah.

R: Is it clear to you what that means?

“Select the design chart tools tab”.

P: “Select the design [. . . ]”, yeah. I am

trying to find, I am trying to find, design

(click onto design tab).

R: Mh (acknowledging)

(0:19)

P: Chart tool. (searching)

R: Yeah.

P: Yeah, I am trying to, in the chart lay-

out, where do I click? (looks at the pro-

vided hints again and clicks on the cor-

rect button completing the task). Ok,

ermm, ok (takes a deep breath). How I,

how I find out? Because just I read the

last line “gallery click layout three”, so

that’s why I just click, I mean the third,

ermm, “layout chart”, ooh, there is, there

is the instructions, really I mean there

is.

(0:20)

R: But when you read this one“select the

design chart tools tab” you selected the

design, so you clicked on design and then

you continued and, were you looking for

“design chart tools, or”?

P: Yeah, I was.

R: Because you stopped for a moment.

P: Yeah I was looking for chart tools,

yeah.

R: Ok.

P: Yeah definitely, I was looking for chart

tools, yeah.

R: But then you just moved on because

you decided, well I try that.

P: Mh (acknowledging).

R: How is that working for you?

P: Ermm, pff. Ok, definitely it’ll take me
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time because I am not familiar with this.

I have to read properly, maybe. I concen-

trate better when I am on my own and

when I am not talking but in this case, I

mean.

R: Ok.

P: I mean, do you, you want me to say

what I think, so maybe because of that.

But maybe on my own I will do it bet-

ter.

(0:21)

R: So when you. . .

P: It’s like, when I’m on my own I am

really focused on it.

R: Ok, so when you learn stuff on your

own, you prefer to be undisturbed? That

nobody. . .

P: Yeah definitely, definitely, I mean, at

least somebody is teaching me, I mean

straight away, no?

R: Right.

P: But I think I am a kind of person that

at the end of the day I will figure it out.

R: Ok.

P: Yeah but definitely I don’t use, ermm,

I don’t work with charts unfortunately. I

would love to, I need to. I know that.

R: You need to?

P: Yeah, I need to. Yeah, I mean I need

to learn more.

R: Ok.

P: Yeah, I need.

R: Now we stop for a minute. Would you

use that one to learn how to use it?

P: Definitely, I reckon, definitely.

R: Yeah? So you would play this one?

P: Oh yeah, definitely, definitely, yes.

R: Ok, interesting.

P: Definitely, definitely, yes.

(0:22)

P: That’s what I say because what I do at

work, I mean ermm, I do physical work. I

wire things, I connect cables, I make ma-

chines work but never I sit on the com-

puter. And for example create the draw-

ings or do the calculations, never unfor-

tunately. No. Somebody else does it for

me. My boss does it.

R: Right.

P: So that’s the reason but ooh, I reckon

is going fine. Definitely, definitely, defi-

nitely (clicks on continue). So we did one,

we did Robin, ok Robin is done (clicks

on next task). I have done one. Ok, “the

knights of the square table. 1. Change

the table shape from square to round”

(clicks on ‘hint’ button).

(0:23)

P: (clicks on the table) Yeah (clicks on

second hint and selects format tab, then

clicks onto the next hint). “Shape”, yeah,

it helps (nodding head and selecting the

right option and completes first task).

(0:24)

P: Oh, definitely helps. Now because I

did the first part. “Change the table’s fill

from walnut to oak” (clicks on hint). “Se-

lect the table”, (clicks) ok. (clicks on sec-

ond hint) “drawing tools” (clicks on third

hint). Which one is oak? You got me

now (laughing). Ermm, orange.

R: [Are] you searching for a colour?

P: Yeah, for the colour.

(0:25)

R: How do you know that you are search-

ing for a colour?

P: Because, they tell me a colour.

R: Do they?

P: Yeah orange, yeah, definitely.

R: Have you read the instruction?
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P: Ah, ok, (clicks) texture, ah texture

oak, texture (finds texture option). Yeah,

I haven’t read the instruction (laughing).

R: So you just looked at it like very

shortly and then you wanted to move on

as fast as possible.

P: Yeah, exactly. Yeah, yeah, that’s what

I’ve done right now. And then (searching

for oak texture). Ok, you said is oak.

(0:26)

R: So which one is oak?

P: I don’t know which one is oak.

R: Do you know how to find out which

one is oak?

P: No, just keep going.

R: But you sometimes leave your mouse

at one of them and then you kind of move

it. Is it helping you? Is it (tester selects

paper bag texture and get the congratu-

lations screen for completing the task).

P: No, I didn’t get what you said. So you

see the mouse in that place and yeah you

see the mouse there and soon there some

information comes.

R: Is that, is that, do you think this is the

name and would you have found oak? Do

you think you used the right one?

P: No, I don’t know what I did, I just

clicked.

R: You just clicked?

P: Yeah.

R: Ok but you obviously won.

P: Yeah, I know (laughing). I’m lucky.

Ok continue.

R: But do you think you learned some-

thing now?

(0:27)

P: (hesitating) Definitely, definitely, def-

initely, definitely, yes.

R: Ok.

P: Yeah, at least I am completing all the

task, I mean I am doing all the task.

R: Ok.

P: Maybe on my own will take me longer,

I mean, longer, yeah, maybe or maybe I

should need to ask someone. Yeah, defi-

nitely yes (clicks on continue). Ok.

R: So when you have, ermm, when you

are learning something and you have a

problem learning something, ermm, or

you have a problem with a task at hand,

how do you approach the problem solv-

ing? So what is your problem solving ap-

proach? You just ask somebody? You go

to internet and google?

P: First, I try as much as I can and then

am I going to internet and then I got a

friend, like he’s IT technician, or could

be Milena.

(0:28)

P: Or could be a friend who live in

Blenheim. Always, I call him and he

hook into my screen and he helps me.

R: Ok, so first you try, second you use

internet, short search and then you ask

somebody?

P: Yeah.

R: Yeah, that’s cool.

P: “Insert the smart graphic, add white

outline style to make the graphic look like

this”

(0:29)

P: Ok, (click on hint button) “insert tab”

(clicks on insert tab, then on second hint,

selects smart art button and smart art

window opens. Tester tries to click on

hint button which doesn’t work as he has

the smart art window open).

R: What’s happening?

P: I need to select one of this but ok,
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so, “insert the smart graphic text cycle”

(mumbling)

(0:30)

P: “Add the white outline style” (tries

again to click on hint button which

doesn’t work as he has the smart art win-

dow open). Why doesn’t allow me? Be-

cause I have to?

R: Mh.

P: Yeah, ok.

R: Basically, when I say ok it means I just

listen to you.

P: Ok (selects cycle category in the smart

art window). “Select the insert tab,

smart art” (clicks around on white space,

then clicks ok. A chart comes up which

hasn’t the requested shape but balloons

show on the screen and the first task is

crossed out). Nope.

R: So, you said no.

P: No because I believe, I think, “you

know that many people”, I would.

(0:31)

P: I wasn’t sure that, that I told you be-

fore that sometimes I just try if is not

what I want just do it again. No.

R: Did you say no? Just a guess. Did

you say no because this one doesn’t look

like that one?

P: Yeah, definitely!

R: Did you know? Ermm, do you still

think it’s right? I mean the game tells

you that you did right?

P: I am not sure if I did it right.

R: Ok.

P: I think, “insert this” I think.

R: Because it crossed.

P: Yes it crossed it but at the meantime I

got a tick here. B: But this doesn’t look

like so.

P: No, definitely, definitely.

R: Does it irritate you?

P: No.

R: Do you just want to continue?

(0:32)

P: Yeah, “select the text [. . . ] the text

cycle” (clicks on a text box, then on the

next hint). No definitely there is some-

thing [wrong], but you know, definitely

there is something. Like “select the text

cycle, text”, yeah definitely. Because

English is not my language, you know,

sometimes I have to read twice and I try

to.

R: Take your time.

P: Yeah

R: Don’t be under pressure. I don’t want

to force you into something.

P: I have to translate what they are try-

ing to explain me, what the context is

about. No?

R: Mh. Take your time if you need some

time to think about what it means.

(0:33)

P: Yes, ok, (clicks around and then se-

lects the next hint) yeah (selects a colour

and balloons come up).

(0:34)

P: Ah, ok (clicks onto the next 2 hints),

“In the smart art style, smart art”

(0:35)

P: No, I cannot find it smart art coloured

but.

R: Ok. Yeah, and any idea what you can

do?

P: “smart style”, no, I’m stuck here, I

think.

R: Ok. When you look where you put

your mouse, when you look further down.

P: Yeah?
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R: You can find a retry or quit button.

Have you noticed the buttons?

P: Yeah!

R: I mean you could. You have basically

two choices.

P: Retry game, or?

R: Yeah, you could exit this level or you

could retry this level (tester clicks on

exit) and start over, try again and see

whether you have more luck next time

if you want to (closes exit window again

and starts the task over).

(0:36)

P: Yeah, definitely.

R: So, do you remember how you solved

the first one?

P: Yeah, pretty much, yeah. “Insert the

smart art graphic”, yeah but I, that’s

what I said, I am not sure that, if I did

it right.

R: Ok.

P: Because it doesn’t look like a circle.

R: But the game kind of, did the game,

so the game did some noise, right? When

you, before it crossed out the task. Did

it tell you kind of that it was right, or?

P: Ok, now that you mention it, yeah

sometimes when you fail there is like a

‘pum’, is a funny sound. But really,

but because you mention right now that

I’m thinking about it but before really

didn’t.

(0:37)

P: Because I don’t play, you know,

maybe.

R: Ok

P: Yeah. “Insert the smart art, text

(clicks on hint), smart, text cycle”

(0:38)

P: Yeah, ok (finds the right smart art and

clicks on it).

R: Ok, so now you said “yeah, ok”.

P: Because now I went a little bit further.

Before I didn’t try, I mean to scroll down

to see and now I kind of understand what

they want me to do. What is the, ermm,

so they want me to choose the text cy-

cle, I don’t know, ‘type’ or whatever. So,

yeah (clicks on ok and graphic comes up).

Ok (click on next hint) Ermm, what was

it? “Change colours”. Ok let’s try. “Se-

lect smart”. Ok let’s try. “Select smart,

select design smart tools tab”.

(0:39)

P: Yeah (clicks on next hint), yeah, that

was done. I did it before. Yeah in the

gallery, “colourful, accent colours” (clicks

on the correct colour option, then onto

the next 3 hints).

(0:40)

P: (tester finds the button to add white

outline) Ok I think that this time I look

at it a little bit more. I could understood

more the description of what do you want

me to do. So I find it easier this time.

(0:41)

R: Ok.

P: Yeah, definitely easier (clicks on con-

tinue). Yeah, yeah (clicks on continue).

Because some of the tips that you gave

me also. And I don’t know. I think I

look properly this time and I could under-

stand, I understood the concept of what

do you want me to do. What game want

me to do. Maybe the first time, I look at

it just roughly. And, and, and I say take

me time because I am not used to do, to

work with this.

R: Yes.

P: I mean, take me time to really figure
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it out what I have to do.

R: Right.

P: Yeah.

R: Do you feel like it could support you

more? You know, give you better expla-

nations to help you to understand you the

context better?

(0:42)

P: As I told you Juri, I am this kind

of person that maybe I will try twice or

maybe three times, maybe after.

R: It’s ok, right? Because it has a re-try

button. So it’s the concept of the game

to retry.

P: Yes, yes. So, so and see the first time

when I click, you asked me ‘what?’ And

I said ‘oh, no’ and you asked me, I have

this feeling that it wasn’t right because I

didn’t achieve the circles.

R: Sorry, when I say ‘why did you click

here?’ I don’t mean that it is right or

wrong.

P: No, I said ‘no’. When I click, I said

‘no’ because I knew that it wasn’t right.

I didn’t achieve what I wanted or what I

thought.

R: This was why I asked, I wanted really

to know what you feel and why you say

no.

P: Yeah.

R: It’s not, I am judging you.

P: No, no, it’s fine. It’s because I wasn’t

sure really hundred percent, I wasn’t

complete satisfied that that’s what I

wanted to achieve. I wasn’t expected

that result.

(0:43)

R: Right.

P: Yeah. Ok, (starting next task) “sort

the table in ascending order by year”. Ok,

“ascending order” (clicks on hint).

(0:44)

P:“through G25, E9”(selects entire table

and clicks on next 2 hints). “Click sort

filter” (selects sort and filter > smallest

to largest, task completed). Ok, now I

am more familiar with your instructions,

so definitely become easier for me. I feel

more confident and like, I have a better

understanding of how this tutorial thing,

I mean, will help me to do it. Also, now

I am more familiar with what will be the

next step.

(0:45)

R: Ok.

P: So I reckon, yeah, is good (enters the

next task). (Mumbling) “apply the fly”

(0:46)

P: Ok that’s new (pointing to speech bal-

loon of Clippy and laughing). Ok, “apply

the fly in animation”

R: Do you know why it’s there? Do you

know why it’s there?

P: What is this?

R: Yeah.

P: It’s just I mean, information that you

gave me something. Some kind of ‘did

you know’ things.

R: Right. Ok.

P: Which is good, and obviously you will

keep it in mind. Yeah.

R: (laughing).

P: Ok, “apply the fly in animation to

make the knight charge at the dragon”

(clicks on next 2 hint buttons).

(0:47)

P: “In the animates list” (follows the

instructions and completes first task).

“Change the effect option” (clicks onto

next hint). “Select the knight” (clicks on
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next hint and selects the according tab,

even though it already is selected, then

clicks onto the next hint). “Animation

tab”. Oh, has stopped working (Power

Point has stopped working).

R: Ok.

(0:48)

P: “Windows is collecting information

about the problem”. I think it’s trying

to connect online (PowerPoint restarts).

R: Do you know why it happened?

P: No.

R: Ok. Do you know how to continue,

or?

P: (mumbling) Help. So I need to con-

tinue. (clicks on ribbon hero sign in right

hand corner, which brings him back to

the game, then clicks onto the knight).

This is start again.

(0:49)

P: Ah, ok. Ok, I need a hint “select the

knight”, yeah (clicks on next hint). “An-

imation tab”, yeah, fly, yeah (completes

the first task and selects next 3 hints).

(0:50)

P: “In the direction list, click From Left”

(completes second task). (clicks on ani-

mation preview) I don’t know what I’ve

done now.

(0:51)

R: Do you know what to do next?

P: “Use the ribbon to preview the anima-

tion”.

R: Do you know what that means?

P: No but I’m going to find out (clicks on

next 2 hints). “Click preview” (completes

task).

R: You obviously won.

P: Yeah.

R: But when you read the third instruc-

tion, it says “use the Ribbon to preview

the animation”.

P: I was expecting to watch, how it, I

mean.

R: Do you know what Ribbon is?

P: No.

R: Ok.

P: No, just followed.

R: Mh. When you look at this congratu-

lations window.

P: Yeah.

R: Can you describe what you see and

what it means if it tells you something?

P: Ah ok, yeah. If you want me to try if

really try a game to find out if I really I

understand without help?

R: No, this is not what I’m saying. When

you just watch at this, you see different

things, right?

P: Yeah.

R: You see continue or try again, but you

also see something here and something

here. Can you tell me, does it mean to

you something?

P: This mean to me something.

R: I mean, it says completed +50. Do

you know what this plus 50 means?

P: I guess points.

R: Ok. Do you know why this is zero?

P: Zero. “+0 or 10, play again without

hints”. So it means that I use all the hints

that you gave me, I mean that the pro-

gram gave me.

(0:53)

P: So I haven’t done any on my own.

R: Ok.

P: Ok. That’s right? I’m right or not?

So I use all the help.

R: You’re right.

P: So I use all the help. I didn’t try to do
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it on my own. Actually I just followed the

instructions. (clicks on continue) Yeah, is

that what I think.

R: So you say, you won 50 points or you

gain 50 points. Do you know what the

points are good for?

P: To complete the game. I reckon, to, I

mean.

R: Ok. How will you know that you com-

pleted the game? Any idea?

P: Because I got the green tea, ermm, tick

and I’m adding more points and yeah, I

got the congratulations.

R: Ok, yeah. (tester clicks on next task)

(0:54)

P: “convert the handwriting”(reads)

(0:55)

P: (follows 2 hints and completes the first

task)

(0:56)

P: (click on next 2 hints)

(0:57)

P: “click highlight. no more hints, on the

formatting, on the toolbar”.

R: This is what you just did, right?

P: Yeah.

R: Any idea why it’s not working?

P: Because I didn’t select this? (selects

one word and highlights is as requested).

Oh, yeah I need to highlight, yeah. Ok

(selects phrase and completes task by

highlighting it)

R: Any idea why it’s still not working?

(0:58)

P: Mh, any idea why it’s still not work-

ing?

R: Or why, why, I mean the game is go-

ing, still on.

P: Why I didn’t win.

R: Yeah, sorry, this is what I mean.

P: “Highlight the text under the first

photo”.

R: Because from what I can say is, you

selected the text, you clicked on format-

ting and you clicked highlight.

P: Yeah. “Highlight, under, the first

photo, highlight the [. . . ]”. No, I don’t

know. I need to read more definitively.

(0:59)

R: So you think it’s your fault?

P: No, I’m missing something.

R: Ok, this is what I mean. So you think

that you missed some step.

P: Yes, could be. Ok, yeah, ok, ok.

Maybe because I didn’t convert to text

automatically, so,

R: No. You did.

P: This is, this is, “kings of France”(clicks

around trying hard to find the mistake).

(1:00)

P: “Highlight the text” (retries the whole

level and completes the tasks again).

(1:01)

P: Yeah, I don’t know what’s going on.

R: Ok.

P: At least, I, yeah.

R: Ok, I think it’s not your fault from

what I see. Because from the instruc-

tions, when I read them, you’ve done all

of the instructions the way you should be

doing them.

(1:02)

P: Yeah.

R: So I don’t know why it’s actually not

working. I can’t tell you, because when I

played it, this worked for me and when

others played it this worked for them,

too. Can’t really tell.

P: Yeah.

R: But that’s all right because I think
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we stop here, playing games, and I just

continue asking you some questions. And

then we talk and probably you have got

some questions for me, too. All in all, are

you satisfied with this game, or? Yeah?

P: Yeah, is something new for me, I

reckon, I reckon really is really helpful.

I’ve done things, that really, I never done

before. I don’t, I never use it, I never

have to work with this and definitely,

yeah maybe, I mean, following this game

or playing this game instruction game

(doing gestures with his hands), defi-

nitely I will know.

(1:03)

R: Ok. Did you do that, did you do that

(referring to gesture) because it’s still not

your idea of a game?

P: No, it’s, is because I don’t know how

do you want to call it ‘instructions game’

or maybe, I don’t know, a learning in-

structions or, how do you want to call it?

Simply, I mean, the proper name, I mean

it’s just my body language.

R: Ok. Would you call it a game after

all?

P: Ermm, a tutorial.

R: A tutorial. Ok, mh.

P: A tutorial, yeah!

R: Would you play this in your free time?

P: In my free time?

(1:04)

R: Or, you said, the task like using Ex-

cel for number crunching and charts, this

is something, that, in the beginning I re-

member you said, this is something that

you want to know how to do it on your

own.

P: Yeah.

R: Would you use this one to learn how

to do it?

P: Oh yeah, definitely, yes.

R: Ok.

P: Definitely.

R: Would you use this one at work?

P: Yeah, definitely, why not.

R: Yeah, ok.

P: Definitely, yeah.

R: While you were playing this, do you

feel like it makes you play even more? I

mean, does it motivate you to continue?

P: Ah ok, I reckon it will, definitely it

will. Yeah I believe so.

R: Ok.

P: Yeah, I believe so, yeah it will. Some-

times, I am a person that if I going to ask

something, I will ask maybe a friend.

(1:05)

P:Because, I would like to do things on

my own and I don’t like to let everybody

know, that I don’t know how to work

with that. Yeah, so I try to fix, work

it out on my own first. So if I’ve got this

game available, definitely I will try it, I

will use it.

R: Ok, because then you can do it on your

own?

P: Definitely yeah, I will use it.

R: Right, ok.

P: Now the next step will be how we con-

tinue this.

R: Well, I actually don’t want to con-

tinue. I really want to stop playing this.

P: Yeah.

R: Or do you feel like playing,

P: No, no, it’s fine. No, because I think

we are missing one task. I mean it’s still

missing one.

R: You want to continue for this one

task?
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P: Yeah, why not, yeah.

R: Ok, let’s do it. I have more time.

Let’s, ok, we still can’t solve this one.

(1:06)

R: What do we do about this one? Be-

cause there’s another one, right?

P: Yes.

R: So, ok, let’s click on retry, then do first

one. You did the first one right, the first

step. So you click. . .

P: Click here. Yeah, click here, and then

was tools and then was, (completes first

task only partly). Yeah, ok (does it again

selecting complete text).

R: Ok, now try, click somewhere else.

Now try selecting this one by clicking

and. . .

P: . . . dragging,

R: Yeah. And now try highlighting, prob-

ably, I don’t know why it’s not working.

(1:07)

P: Ok. (clicks around, clicks on hints

again). “Select the text under [. . . ]”

(thinking, clicking on next hints)

(1:08)

R: Try, try just clicking on the button,

not at the arrow. Just click there. (tester

clicks and congratulations screen comes

up). Ok, this was luck.

P: I don’t know what happened. So, you

have to click it?

R: No, to be honest with you, you did

the right thing, but the game just didn’t

recognise it as the right thing. So it’s a

bug in the game.

P: Is, ok.

R: This is my opinion on this play and I

will tell you later why. But you want to

continue and finish this one last game.

P: Yeah.

R: Ok, continue. (tester clicks continue

and level two comes up) Do you know

what’s happening?

(1:09)

P: We complete the first level.

R: Because you said, there is one more

task that you need to complete. (tester

click on continue and comic comes up.

Reads comic and clicks continue to enter

new level)

P: Ah, ok. Yeah, I thought the book, was

a book, or not?

R: Yeah, ok.

(1:10)

P: (then selects new task. In the new task

he selects the graph and goes to design

first, before clicking on the next hints.

Selects the chart style menu and balloons

come up).

(1:11)

P: Sorry, what they ask me for? So what

they ask me for? (closes window and

refers to instructions, refers to hints)

(1:12)

P: “Chart style” (takes a deep breath).

Oh, wait a minute. “click, in chart

style”.

(1:13)

P: (searching, then selecting a different

chart style, which let’s the congratula-

tions screen come up, even thought the

wrong chart layout is still selected. Clicks

on continue.). Definitely, I got more idea

how it will work. Definitely.

R: Ok. Do you know how much time we

spent?

P: No idea.

R: What do you think?

P: I think we spend, we start 7:12, we

start 7:12 something like that.
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(1:14)

R: But you don’t know the time? You

don’t know how long you were playing?

P: No.

R: Ok. So you got really lost in the game.

So you really were into the game.

P: Is like a challenge for me, Juri. You, I

start something and I would like to finish

it.

R: Yeah, ok.

P: I mean, I am this kind of person, I

start something, yeah, let’s finish it.

R: Yeah, ok.

P: And of course, because I want to com-

plete because of you also.

R: Yeah, ok, cool. But, it’s still a chal-

lenge and you like completing challenges.

P: Yeah, definitely, yeah.

R: Ok, cool. Ok I think.

P: How many more levels have we got?

Ten?!

R: This one and I think four more.

P: Oh, serious?!

R: So, there are a few more.

P: Ok.

R: Do you have further questions?

P: If I have further questions?

R: Just for me, or what we just did?

(1:15)

P: Would you let me, I don’t know if you

can, further questions?

R: Like, ermm, do you have like sugges-

tions for me what I could do?

P: Oh no. No, no, no. Definitely, maybe

taking more time. Because I told you I

am new in this but seriously, seriously, I

believe it’s fine. Is good, is very helpful.

R: Ok. It’s cool. Ok, I will stop this now,

if you don’t have any questions for me.

P: No, no.

R: So I think I’ve gained a lot of stuff,

a lot of useful stuff and then if you want

to, we talk a little through what I found

so far.

P: Yeah, definitely.

R: But for sure you will get the final re-

sults, when I write, when I finish my the-

sis.

P: Yeah.

R: I will just tell you what I found with

you.

P: Ok.

R: Finish that, finish that and I stop.

B.5. Participant 4

B.5.1. Notes

• remembers Clippy, agrees with comic

• what do the points mean?

• slow motion of comic

• “longer than normal”, normally uses Ribbon

• not sure whether he gets more points by playing without hints
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• no idea what points are good for

• irritated by bug

• has not really learned anything new

• normally not using MS Office

• thinks he progresses by playing all levels

• thinks that it is becoming more difficult over time

• not satisfied by points; meaningless, especially if one can go back any time to

gain more points

• found another way of achieving result, fulfilling instruction but game did not

respond; irritated, prefers right-click: “I’m a right-click person.”

• “didn’t know that it could do that, it is news to me”

• feels like instruction set is incomplete

• “that’s good, nice”

• got it right but missed it the first time

• impression the game never ends

• thinks it is a game because of the points

B.5.2. Transcript

(0:00)

R: So basically this is called situated co-

inquiry.

P: Called what?

R: Situated Co-inquiry.

P: Ok.

R: This session is not about your per-

formance as such. It’s about your user

experience. You-re using Ribbon Hero 2.

Ribbon Hero 2 is possibly a game where

you can learn about Microsoft Office. Do

you use Microsoft Office ?

P: Little bit, yeah.

R: What does it mean ‘little bit’.

P: Well, I’ve got it at work, but I’ve

grown up with Microsoft Office, so I don’t

know all the latest, I just know all the

short-cuts. So yeah, I know it.

R: Which version are you using?

P: Now I am using 2010, but I just started

with 2010.

(0:01)

R: Right, ok. Today you will be using

version 2007. But I guess it’s very simi-

lar, as far as I know.

P: Yeah.

R: And basically, what I want you to do is

think out loud, what this means is when

you do stuff, I just want you to express

what you think what you feel, what you
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want to do, what you are doing. Any-

thing what comes up to your mind.

P: All right.

R: This is basically what I want you to

do.

P: Ok.

R: I might interfere at some point and

ask you some questions or remind you

to keep on thinking out loud, if you stop

doing that. Or I just observe. When I

do something like ‘aha’, ‘mh’ or ‘yes’, it’s

not that I confirm or deny something, it’s

just that I’m here, so that you know that

I’m not falling asleep.

P: Ok.

R: Just check this here, this is running.

(0:02)

R: Ok, it’s yours!

P: Ok. “Ribbon Hero 2, Clippy’s Second

Chance”. This mouse is a bit sensitive

(clicks on play).

R: Should we change that?

P: Nah, it’s all right (reading comic,

laughing).

R: You’re laughing, what’s going on?

P: Yeah, I’m laughing because it’s quite

true. I also think that Clippy is irritat-

ing.

R: So you remember him?

P: Yes, I do. “level 64, when are you

moving out of my basement”? It’s mov-

ing across, I just need it to move a little

faster. I’m sure I can move it faster,

so I’ll just check (moves comic across

faster). Ok, very good. Very funny.

Looks like he needs some help. Yeah

I remember mister Clippy. All right let’s

help him (clicks on help Mr Clippy, first

task loads).

(0:03)

P: “Change the font of the entire docu-

ment from Comic Sans to Calibri”. All

right, ok. So I would select Control A,

go up to my font and chose Calibri. Ten

points, is that good or bad? I don’t know.

All right, keep it going.

R: Why don’t you know. So you said you

don’t know whether this is good or bad.

P: Well, I don’t know, it could be out of

a hundred points. So not really too sure

(reading comic). “Time machine [. . . ]

like you need to connect the two wires”.

Ok, just a little slow coming across from

here, but that’s all right (moving the

comic on faster). Ok, click next. Oh, I

see 10 out of 300, ok.

(0:04)

P: That makes sense now. Ok so you can

go to different areas. Very nice (hovering

over different tasks). And I’m just look-

ing around the screen to see what kind of

things are out there, kind of mix points

“60, 60, 60, 60 and 60”, they’re all in the

same order. I’ll do what intrigues me

first (clicks on the knight). PowerPoint.

R: It’s just random or interests you most?

P: No, random, fairly random. I also like

PowerPoint. “Change the table square

from square to round. Change the table

fill from walnut to oak.” Ok, “I finished

the table you asked for. Clippy don’t you

listen”, ah, ok. So just reading this little

bit now, reading the screens. Check both

instructions both left and right. Ok, I

will go and change the picture (does right

click on the table).

(0:05)

P: Oh, doesn’t give me the exact op-

tion for that. I’ll go back into drawing,

“change shape”, make it to an oval (com-
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pletes the first task using the format rib-

bon). Right, and the table’s fill. Hmm,

I seem to be clicking the right button,

I seem to be missing that a few other

times. (right click on image) Formatting

the picture (message comes up saying

‘you are going the wrong path’). Thank

you, “try a different button the current

tab of the Ribbon”. Ah, I’m not looking

in the ribbon enough.

R: Do you know what the ribbon is?

P: Yes, it’s the thing at the top.

R: The whole thing?

P: The whole thing, yeah. And I see

it changes. What do I have to fill it

with? Can’t remember “to fill it to oak”

(searches in the shape fill menu). And I

have to look for oak. If I only knew what

oak is. What does oak look like? “Wal-

nut”, I see It’s got the names coming up,

“oak” that one (completes second task

and congratulations screen comes up).

(0:06)

P: Beautiful. Took me a bit longer than

normal. Damn!

R: Longer than normal? How do you

know? What does it mean?

P: For me that just means that I went to

the wrong place to formatting the picture

instead of looking at the ribbon, that I

normally would, I think.

R: Ok.

P: All right, cool. So we’ve done the

knight. “Smart Art” (selects next task).

“Ring around the Rosie. Insert the Smart

Art Graphic called Text Cycle”. “Add

colourful accent colours. Add the white

outline style to make the graphic look

like this”. Ok, ermm. “Smart Art, cycle”,

I think it was text cycle, I think that was

it, Text cycle, that it (selects text cycle

and completes first task).

(0:07)

P: Ok, “Colourful accent colours, colour-

ful” (selects colourful option and com-

pletes second task). “and add the white

outline style”. Hmm, where do I find that

one now? “White outline style”, that’ll

probably be in there (clicks on format

and white outline) outline, chose white

(nothing happens). And I need to select

the whole lot (selects whole graphic and

tries again but nothing happens). Hmm,

obviously I’ve done something wrong.

Text outline, ah I’m one step out. On

these things (selects white outline but

nothing happens). Is it on the shapes?

Yes give me a hint (clicks on hint). “Se-

lect the..”, I’ve done that (clicks on next

hint). “Design, smart art [. . . ] design,

smart art”, yeah.

(0:08)

R: Do you know what the smart art.

P: Ach! Ah, yeah, yeah, yeah, yeah. So

white outline, done! (finds the white out-

line icon in the ribbon and completes the

task).

R: Do you know what the smart art tools

means?

P: Ermm, yes, it’s like automatic, auto-

matic ermm formatting of shapes with-

out me having to create them into certain

ways.

R: Ok, so you knew that you won’t find it

in the UI under the term or label smart

art. It’s just a term to describe some-

thing in the UI.

P: Yes.

R: But you won’t find it as such. Because

design maps directly to this tab here at
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the top.

P: Yeah, I think when I read “white out-

line style” and I guess the concept of a

white outline style, I saw that as a for-

mat. So when you see a style, to me

that’s a format, like pivot table in Excel

and when I go do a certain style I go into

format.

(0:09)

R: Ok.

P: Anyway (mumbling). I don’t want to

play it again without hints. Do I have to?

Hmm, no, I don’t know what it means, I

don’t need another hint. I know how to

do this. Does it say that I can get more

points if I do it some more? Hmm, that’s

the question. All right, bugger. I’ll con-

tinue.

R: So, you’re not sure whether you get

more points?

P: No, I’m not sure if I’m gonna get more

points if I do that or not. I’m not sure if

that’s the intention, so..

R: Ok.

P: Ok, I did that one. Ok I will need

something else,” Robin Hood”. This is

good. “Present the data below in a pie

chart.”

(0:10)

P: Change the layout with one click so

the chart looks like this”. Ok, I’m mov-

ing the legend down to the bottom. Ok,

so what I will do is, I’m going to try and

find a pie chart, and also in 3D (finds

the pie chart in the Insert ribbon and

completes the first task). Cool. “Change

the chart layout with one click”. So I

want to move my legend to below. It’s

a little hard because I think it was try-

ing to show me underneath here what it

needed to look like. So, move it down a

little bit. And the layout looks like that

(completes second task and congratula-

tions screen comes up). Cool, yes!

R: So the instructions are basically al-

ways clear to you?

P: Well, I knew that I needed one click.

(0:11)

P: Which I thought actually made a lot

of sense then. So it means that I didn’t

have to go looking for a thing, wasn’t

being funny, it’s a one click option to do

it. That was actually probably the most

useful hint. Very useful hint (clicks on

continue). All right (clicks on next task).

Ok, “take meeting notes in One Note”,

never used this, never tried this, so here

we go. “Did you know that calling some-

thing ‘Gothic’ originally meant barbaric.

Convert the hand writing to text auto-

matically. Highlight the text under the

first photo”. Right, I have no Idea how to

do that, so I’m sure I have to select this

text. Probably right click first: “Convert

hand writing to text”- done (completes

first task). And highlight: I’d go into

formatting it, they might have a, here

we go they have a highlighter right here

(selects highlight on the ribbon of the

ribbon (completes second task and con-

gratulations screen comes up).

(0:12)

P: Cool.

R: This was quick.

P: As I said, I’ve never used One Note

before. I’m pleased with that. “Knights

vs. Dragon”. I don’t’ even know what

this package is. What is this one? Ah,

PowerPoint.

R: Does it motivate you? I mean the way
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the game works?

P: Yeah it’s cool.

R: So when you complete a step it gives

you that sound ‘bing’.

P: Yeah, I like that, yeah I’m going cool

and what’s quite nice is, I click it and I

get the balloons coming up. To me that

says “you’ve done it”. I’ve got a little

mini achievement.

R: Do you have actually have any idea

what the points are for? What will hap-

pen if you collect a lot of them?

P: No, to me, if I get to a certain amount

of points I actually learned to couple

many skills with this. So just means that

my skill level has probably improved.

(0:13)

P: Yeah, so that’s what I get out of it.

R: Ok.

P: I’m not expecting money to come

away or anything. Yeah, but it’s quite

nice having these animations coming up,

knowing that I’ve actually completed the

level. So that’s what I’m feeling. Oh,

“apply the fly in animation to make the

knight charge at the dragon”. Ok, so I

need to select the knight. Ok, “select

the fly in animation”, so I need to do

some animation on this, so “animations,

animate, fly in” (completes first task).

“Change the effect, so that it can fly in

from the left”. So normally, I would now

but that’s a transition.

(0:14)

P: Custom animation. So I’m looking to

see how I am actually going to custom

animate that. At the moment he is actu-

ally gonna come in from the bottom, but

I want to change it from the left (com-

pletes second task). “And use the ribbon

to preview the animation”, that’s this

button over here (completes third task

and congratulations screen comes up).

Yes. It’s funny, it almost feels good to

me not to have to use the hints. ‘Cause

it makes me look around rather than just

taking this lazy way and I like the idea

of having some additional points because

I didn’t need to use the hints.

R: Ok.

P: Yeah, that’s a good feature.

R: Did you get that from the beginning,

that if you don’t use hints, you won’t

loose points?

P: Yeah, the very first one I saw that.

It said +10 because there were no hints

used. So I thought, ok, if I don’t use the

hints, if I use the hints I’m gonna loose

points.

R: right.

(0:15)

P: So, I was conscious in the second one.

It’s just that I thought that I was doing

something wrong, that’s the only reason

I asked for hints. I got that right from

the very beginning (clicks continue and

congratulations screen comes up for com-

pleting the second world, comic comes

up). Ok, cool. Continue (quickly scrolls

through the comic). Ok, nice. Similar

sort of concept. Ah, very nice, ok.

R: Do you know why it changed and how

it fits into the whole context?

P: Ermm, because I think it’s going over

a timeline and it’s going very far back,

as it’s progressing through the time line.

We are getting more and more use in

skills.

(0:16)

P: That’s how I saw that. We had me-
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dieval now we’re going to Egyptians,

so we’re progressing towards the cur-

rent. Yeah, that’s how I see it anyway

and I see this has been quite a good

idea, you’ve had animation which work

on.. each one of the animations has got

reference to something, within the Mi-

crosoft applications. “Longest Reigning

Pharaos”, I would have expected Excel.

Yeah, “from pie to clustered column”. To

design (clicks on change chart type icon

and balloons come up). Ah.

R: What happened?

P: I don’t know. As it said “change it to

clustered column” and it actually ticked

it, but I haven’t done it yet.

(0:17)

R: Ok.

P: Right, I’ll change it anyway. I’m not

sure (completes first task but no bal-

loons come up). All right, “apply a chart

style”. I’m assuming these are styles,

so I’m choosing this. Done (completes

second task and congratulations screen

comes up). Yeah that one just confused

me but yeah, that one said ‘well done’

before I’d even done it (selects the next

level). “Use a ribbon command to make

this document’s margins narrow. A rib-

bon command”, So that means I need to

go up here. Yeah “to make this docu-

ment’s margins narrow”. Well, that’ll be

under the page layout I guess, “margins,

narrow”(completes the first task). “Use

the ribbon command to change the doc-

ument orientation to landscape so the

table fits better”.

(0:18)

P: Ok, cool (completes second task and

congratulations screen comes up). It’s

actually quite nice because it’s showing

quite a lot of things that you can do with

word at the same time as well. Yeah, I

like it because it’s showing you what’s

possible as well (selects next level).

R: Do you feel like you’re learning some-

thing? Have you learned something new?

P: Not yet.

R: Ok.

P: Not yet (laughing). ‘Cause I feel like

I’ve known all the stuff so far. I guess it

just made me be more aware of what’s

up there rather than me right-clicking all

the time. I’m always going for the right

click support. Mh, I wondered. “Select

the first list and remove its tags”. All

right, well I’m assuming this is the first

list. See I go straight to that and remove

it’s tags. “Remove tag, remove tag”.

(0:19)

P: I’m sure I could have done this (re-

moves all 3 tags one by one), hm, “select

the first list and remove its tags”. Ok, I

thought I did. Just do that (selects first

three points), “the first list”. Hmm, I’m

sure that was all of it but, perhaps not.

Maybe it’s more than one tag. Maybe

there’s something in here (in ribbon).

“Tag, remove all tags” (removes all tags

and task shows as completed). Ok, cool.

So in other words don’t go always to the

right, sometimes look above. “Tag each

item in the first list as a to do, or the

first tag in your list”. Similarly I could

do that, it’s marked to do. This is a cool

list to do. I’ve never seen One Note. If

anything, it taught me that it’s quite a

nice programme.

(0:20)

R: Would you use it in future?
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P: No, I don’t use Office.

R: Right.

P: But if I had, I would definitely look

to use it. There’s no doubt about that.

Yeah.

R: Considering that you’re not using it,

you’re pretty good.

P: Ermm,“change this layout of this slide

to title only, the layout of the slide to ti-

tle only”. It’s trying to get me to do the

ribbon, so I think I need to go straight

to this thing here again, rather than my

normal thing. “Title only” (completes

first task). “Hide slide 2”, so I go into

that and there’s probably going to be

from the title again, “view”, I actually

know how to do this, which is to hide

the slide (does right click and hides the

slide), but I was going to do the other

thing. “Duplicate this slide with just

one command” (completes third task and

congratulations screen comes up). Right,

ok (selects next level).

(0:21)

P: “Replace the word saunter below with

a different word with the same meaning”.

Lets’ see, “meander like an Egyptian”

(Completes this task and congratulations

screen comes up. Hmm, that’s cool, I

didn’t know that. I didn’t realise I could

use synonyms, that’s very cool. That

taught me something. Hmm, “add data

bars to the table”. So to this table, is that

what they’re asking me to. . .“add data

bars to the table”. Ah they’re asking me

to make it look like that, ok. Selecting

that (data in the table). So now that

it’s told me that I need to have a look

through these things.

(0:22)

P: Just see what we would like to have,

brow (completes task and congratula-

tions screen comes up). Done.

R: How come that you hovered over this

conditional formatting?

P: How come? Because I knew that one.

Yeah, it’s only because I knew that one.

Normally it would have taken me a lot

longer to do that. But I knew that one

because I use it in my job every now

and then (clicks on continue and screen

comes up showing that this world has

been completed). Yay.

R: Do you know why that happened?

P: Why what happened?

R: Why you’re advancing to the next

level?

(0:23)

P: Because I completed all those little

levels. Yap, that’s what I think anyway.

Because I completed all the things that

I, I suddenly feel like I’m on this mission

to get to the end of this thing. I’ve got

another 1800 points, I’m on the mission

to get right to the end of it.

R: Mh.

P: (quickly scrolls through the comic)

Back to Woodstock. So we’re now in the

60’s. Ok.

R: If you, now, look at the top right cor-

ner.

P: Yeah, the points have, I’ve gotta ‘get

even more points for every little thing

that I’ve learned which to me shows that

I have additional stuff to go through

(clicks on points statement). That gives

me all the things where I needed to use

a hint.

(0:24)

P: That’s also showing something that
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I haven’t completed. Yeah, ok. But

maybe it’s because I needed more ad-

vanced things. I don’t know. That shows

that I missed some steps. Ok. So theo-

retically I could go straight back to there

(clicks on one of the levels that he didn’t

complete before). Wow, look at that!

“Apply the style to the Canterbury [. . . ]”

R: Do you feel like you want to go back

and complete?

P: Yes I do

R: For the sake of completing, or?

P: For the sake of, ermm, I always believe

in, if you build a house you gotta start

from the foundations and sometimes, if I

didn’t learn something in this level here

in the later levels I might need it.

R: Ok. Do you have the feeling so far

that the difficulty level rose?

P: Yes, I do. It seems it got harder and

harder. Appears, it’s not hugely differ-

ent. But it does appear, like the last one

with the conditional formatting, I think

that that’s quite a complex thing. And

to do some animations, I thought that

would have been harder than the first

time just changing something. So yeah,

mh.

(0:25)

R: Ok.

P: (focuses on the game again and com-

pletes first and second task, mumbling)

So many things I didn’t really know at

all. There’s obviously a way to do a drop

capital, I never had to do that before. So

this is new for me.

R: So it means you’re learning, or you

learn stuff?

P: Yeah, I’m learning something.

Whether or not I’ll ever use that or not.

(0:26)

P: I’m not too sure, but the fact that I

need to understand how to change that

is important. No, (Clippy comes up say-

ing that he’s chosen the wrong path) I’ll

look in the ribbon because it’s obviously

there. Hmm, I don’t know if that’s a dif-

ferent style for that one specifically, that

one only changes the paragraph. That’s

interesting. I don’t see how it’s trying

to tell me how this would actually help

me. Because none of these things actu-

ally relate to that one. But normally this

would come up with a little a drop cap,

maybe I don’t know what a drop cap is,

that’s probably what it is. I don’t know

what a drop cap is. Ok, so tell me (clicks

on hints).

(0:27)

P: “Click inside the body text”, yes. “Se-

lect the insert tab”. Ah, ok. I did not

know that (completes this task). Done.

Right.

R: So, do you know what a drop cap is

now?

P: Yes, I do. I didn’t know that before.

Cool, and I needed hints, which is re-

ally. . . , stresses me that I have to use a

hint (selects next level that was left out

before). But anyway.

R: But you don’t feel like re-trying?

P: Without the hint? No, not at all. I

know how to do it now, so I wouldn’t feel

the need to go and just to prove that I

can do it without a hint.

R: And the points are not motivating

you?

P: No, not necessarily.

R: Ok.

P: I want to learn through this. If I
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was competing against somebody else, I

might want to go back and do that.

R: Ok.

(0:28)

P: Having said that I would probably

think, this is just my own thought, that

if I could do that I wouldn’t trust course

anyway, because everyone could just go

back and do it again. So I would hate

the idea of anyone going back and maybe

getting half the point, but they couldn’t

go and get the full points without the

hint. That’s what I think, that’s how

I would feel. “Sort the table in ascend-

ing order by year”. Yeah (completes this

task and congratulations screen comes

up). Hmm, it’s funny, I thought that the

first levels were supposed to be easier but

having said that, that drop cap got me

(selects next level that wasn’t completed

previously). “Built in themes, apply a

built in theme to this presentation.”

(0:29)

P: Ok, so this one here. Probably go to

my “aspect”, yeah (completes the level).

So actually this is, yeah, as much as any-

thing this is quite nice. It means that

I’ve obviously missed something form my

graphics edges and I probably wouldn’t

go back to that. I probably stopped and

sticked with these ones to make sure that

I didn’t’ miss anything. As nice as these

levels are, I’ve obviously missed some-

thing twice, so I wouldn’t go back to

that one. And maybe, perhaps having

that list with a little checkbox next to

all of them like that, would be nice to go

back and try to find which level I haven’t

got, but, yeah (Completes first task in

next level).

(0:30)

P:“Shrink the font size of the second bal-

loon with one ribbon click, ribbon click”.

“One ribbon click”, I’m not too sure what

they are meaning by that (completes the

second task and congratulations screen

comes up). I don’t know. I got the first

one, but I don’t understand what the

second one was.

R: So what’s irritating you?

P: It says, ‘grow the font size’ which I

did, I grew the font size and the second

one said ‘with one ribbon click, too’. Ah,

I see, “with one ribbon click too”, it’s ba-

sically saying that I used the ribbon in

the first case. But suddenly I thought,

hang on did miss the method to do it? I

thought that there must have be another

method with the way that that has been

put through (selects next level through

the list of levels not in the Woodstock

world screen). See this feels logical to

me, to get a sequence, you know. Rather

than trying to find something.

R: Mh, but now you’re following from

the top to the bottom.

P: Yes, now I am.

(0:31) T. Yes, now I feel like I’m follow-

ing from the top to the bottom. Ermm,

I don’t know how to do this, so I’m just

going to hit something like this, “autofit

its contents, autofit its contents” (com-

pletes first task). Yep. “Table as wide

as the page, autofit window” (completes

second task and congratulations screen

comes up). Ok, done (selects next level).

PowerPoint, “make the brightness on the

photo left match the photo on the right”.

Oh wow, didn’t’ know you can do all

that. That’s news to me. Never thought,
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I’d ever do that. “Change the brightness

[. . . ] match the photo on the right”. I

wouldn’t know. “Change the brightness,

match the photo on the right”.

(0:32)

P: Puh, I don’t know.

R: What’s irritating you?

P: Because none of them seem to work.

No one can make it as bright. So nothing

seems to match at all. So I’m saying hang

on, none of this actually matches, like

even making it to there doesn’t match it

at all. So (message comes up saying that

you are on the wrong path), maybe I’m

on the wrong path. I feel like I’m on the

right path but, so, probably I would have

a go at that anyway (completes the fist

task). Ok, so it seems to think that this

is the same.

R: Are you satisfied with this result?

P: No, I’m not. I don’t think it’s good.

I’m glad that it said that it was ok, so

it means that I was on the right path,

which made me feel better. But I would

get irritated that it’s not real.

(0:33)

P: I’m not actually. It’s saying that I did

this but I didn’t actually do it. Similar to

that one that said that I did something

when I hadn’t actually done it at that

stage.

R: Ok, does it change your attitude re-

garding the game?

P: Mh, a little bit, yes. I feel like there

hasn’t been as much attention to, hang

on, where else is it saying, yeah, you can

be a little bit of a hard wood and you

still get it right. So and I guess it’s just

a thought inside of me right now. And I

guess as the second question comes up,

that’s perhaps where I can start modi-

fying it. See again, I just find it really

struggling to (completes second task and

congratulations screen comes up). Yeah,

it doesn’t quite match so it feels like it’s

not quite right. Anyway. Close but not

quite (clicks on next level). Ok, so now

what I’ve done is. . .

(0:34)

P: . . . instead of looking there what I

was, I’m now going back to there saying

maybe the second question is going to

give me hints to the first one.

R: Ok.

P: Yes. So that’s good, so maybe a thing

to go back to this thing.

R: And it’s not irritating you that you

can see number one and number two at

the top whereas on the right hand side

you can only see number one?

P: No, not at all. Actually what it’s do-

ing is, it made me thought about it a bit

better. Yeah, so that makes a little bit

more sense to me now. Ok (completes the

first task), “sort the remaining rows by

song title so it looks like this” (completes

second task and congratulations screen

comes up. Ok (clicks continue and se-

lects next level). It makes me feel good

because I like Excel. “Paste a transposed

version of this table below [. . . ]”

(0:35)

P: “copy [. . . ]” (clicks on paste special

and message comes up saying that you

are on the wrong path). Ok, I would have

just gone to this one (selects transpose

and completes task, but game doesn’t

recognise that task has been completed).

Hmm, that’s quite bad, it hasn’t let me

agree to that. That’s interesting. Be-
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cause I actually did it right, I didn’t go

to the ribbon, but it wanted me to go

through the ribbon (goes to paste special

in the ribbon and error message saying

that you’re on the wrong path comes

up again). Because it’s actually say-

ing there’s one click for transpose (goes

to drop down menu of the paste field

and selects transpose. System recognises

the task as completed and congratula-

tions screen comes up). Which is good,

it’s taught me that, there’s one click for

transpose, but because I am a right-click

person, I prefer that still. As much as I

have learned something new. It makes

sense to me (game shows that world has

been completed). Can we pause this?

(0:36)

P: Right, continue, we now move to

Woodstock. Ah we just finished Wood-

stock. “In the army” (quickly scrolls

through the comic). He’s now in the

(clicks continue), oh, back to ancient

Greece. Ok, interesting (laughing).

Yeah, not quite sure because the point

level just jumped up again. 1, 2, 3, 4, 5,

6.

R: Do you know what the buttons in the

top left corner mean?

P: Go back and forward, that’s what I

thought from the last time anyway. Be-

cause it said, this way to go to the back

to the previous ones. So it means that I

could probably go back to the other ones

(now clicking through different worlds).

Ok, Interesting.

(0:37)

P: It’s only showing me which ones I

have done, which ones I haven’t done

- interesting. Why did I, why, ah this

one, because I hadn’t finished it. Pushed

forwards, ok (clicks on next level). Ok,

good learning. Wow, “use the playback

controls to play this audio clip” (com-

pletes first task). “ignore the first dupli-

cate word that is flagged in the lyrics”.

This is One Note. Ok, “ignore the first

[. . . ]”. I have no idea how you do that, so

“[. . . ] the first duplicate that is flagged

in the lyrics”. (window comes up asking

‘Did you know about audio lyrics’). Did

I know about audio search?

(0:38)

P: I did not know that. Well, that’s in-

teresting. No, didn’t know that it can

do that, this is news to me. Ok, so

“ignore the first duplicate word that is

flagged in the lyrics”. “Flagged”, what

does it mean by “flagged in the lyrics”?

Ah, I see: “ignore repeated words” (com-

pletes second task and congratulations

screen comes up). All right. Now that

I read some of the cartoon, it actually

made sense. ‘Cause the picture actually

made sense now (continues and selects

next level). Ok, “copy the text from the

picture, copy the text from the picture

automatically”. Huh, didn’t know you

could do that. “Copy text from picture”

(completes first task). “Paste the text in

the empty table cell” (completes second

task).

(0:39)

P: “Change the font colour to dark

red”. Hmm, this is obviously the for-

mat. Maybe they have a format com-

mand in here. Dark red, hmm, “dark

red” (completes third task and congratu-

lations screen comes up). Don’t like the

font on that. I sort of feel like it’s wrong.
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It irritates me that I couldn’t make this

font look right, yeah (referring to a differ-

ent font being used on the pasted text).

R: So for you it feels like it’s incomplete?

P: Yes, yes I do. So now, I’m just go-

ing back into this level, because I feel

like I can actually see if there something

missing now. “Apply a red style”, that’s

good, yep. We know all about styles.

(0:40)

P: Well that’s quite cool, I didn’t know

it was given names. That’s quite nice.

I think that’s what they were looking

for (completes the first task). Ok, “ap-

ply the special formatting to the total

row with the one ribbon click”. “Apply

special formatting to the total row, spe-

cial formatting?”. That’s interesting. I

would have thought it would have been

here. They want me to give it a total row

(completes second task)? Let me switch

that of and see. Ah ok, I see what this is.

“Last column”, of course now that makes

sense (completes third task and congrat-

ulations screen comes up). Yeah, that’s

good. Nice (continues and selects next

level). Now that I was told one thing, it

made sense with the other.

(0:41)

P: Can we pause that?

R: Yes.

P: Ok, “Delete all comments in the doc-

ument with one ribbon command”. Well,

that is pretty awesome, I didn’t realise we

can do that. I don’t often do that but I’m

assuming in here. “Delete all comments”.

It’s a good question. I could actually just

show it without the comments, but how I

delete all the comments (completes first

task). Ok that’s good. “Apply a con-

fidential watermark on this document”.

That would be probably in the page lay-

out.

(0:42)

P: No? Review. No. Hmm. Ah insert

“add a confidential”, so must be inserting

something. No. “Watermark, page lay-

out”, I was actually there but I missed

it. “Confidential” (completes second task

and congratulations screen comes up).

Cool (continues and selects next level).

Yeah, it feels like it’s getting harder and

harder. It’s teaching me more about the

ribbon now. “Convert the text below to

a timeline”. That’s kind of cool, didn’t

realise that you can do that. Wow, hon-

estly it’s something that I can do on these

things.

(0:43)

P: So let’s see format. “To a timeline”,

hmm, never seen that before. No.

R: So when it’s not clear from the instruc-

tion, which pattern you need to click,

you just try out by trial and error? Or

what’s your approach to look and search

for what you need.

P: I think that obviously, I’m assuming,

I always think about what kind of thing.

So let’s say I need to change something

about the format that. So I knew that I

was in the right tab, in “Format”. That

I’m saying ok, can I do a quick style,

which might be timeline, ‘cause I’ve never

done that before. Now that I know that

it’s part of the smart art, I would go there

directly. Now that it’s taught me that.

But until then, I just thought I could

have done a quick style, or it might be

arranging it into a timeline. So, actu-

ally I went there first, there first, then
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finally I thought, ok it must be smart art

(completes first task). Yeah. “Changing

colours” (completes second task).

(0:44)

R: Ok.

P: “Add a shape to the beginning of the

timeline” (completes third task). “3D

design”, ermm, (mumbling), ermm, 3D.

Hmm, 3D smart art style, maybe that’s

what I’m missing now, 3D. What type of

design do they want, not too sure, “3D

smart art style”. Hmm, interesting.

(0:45)

P: I’ll select the whole lot. This one is

making me think a little bit. “Shape ef-

fects”. I would probably use “edit in 2D”.

Maybe do some kind of 3D effect. I’m

trying to see how I can match what it

was asking me for. Probably something

like that, I don’t know. No (clicks on

hints). Ah man, “select the timeline”,

yes I got that. “Select the Design Smart

Art”, ok. So it must be in here. Hmm,

you may want to. Ah I see, it’s one of

these obviously.

(0:46)

P: Ah this is the 3D, oh cool. And we

go there (completes fourth task and con-

gratulations screen comes up). Right.

R: Are you satisfied with this result?

P: No, it doesn’t look like the picture.

Do you want to push pause for a second?

R: Yes I can.

P: Ok, I’m not as comfortable with this

as it didn’t look like the picture above

and I guess that’s what I was looking

for when I went through to that section

over there, for something that looked like

that. Ok (selects next level). It’s defi-

nitely taught quite a lot of these things.

All right.

R: Wait, I need to (checks if the record-

ing is on). All right, you have done that.

P: Yeah.

R: Sorry, cool, continue please.

(0:47)

P: All right, ok. Ah, alright, sorry. It

kind of drew me up there. “Left align

with the [. . . ] the left hand side”, I’m just

going to need to make sure that they’re

aligned to the left, right (completes first

task). “Distribute the text boxes evenly

from top to bottom”. So I just take those

three there and, no, I’m looking around a

little bit. “Distribute evenly” (completes

second task and congratulations screen

comes up). Got me a little confused, be-

cause that said“picture tools”opposed to

“text tools”. That’s just what was going

on in my mind (Screen comes up saying

that this world has been completed). Ah

ok, look at that, something else has hap-

pened. I don’t think I was finished in

this level.

(0:48)

P: So (mumbling), I continue (comic

comes up and tester scrolls quickly

through it). Ok, I feel like I’m going

around the world a little bit. So rather

than, as I was thinking, I move to differ-

ent timelines. Oh my good, the points

are going up in it. So now, I’m just check-

ing through to see what else I’ve missed,

and suddenly it allowed me to go forward

without actually finishing of a previous

level. Which is interesting, which means

that obviously it allows you to go further

because it know that you have certain

levels, I guess.

R: Ok.
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P: So now, I can look forward, I can see

I’ve got two more levels to go, according

to this anyway.

R: Ok, I think we stop here, because this

is not the last level. There will be more.

G: Ok.

R: Just I hope that you didn’t see the

time. Do you know how much time we

spent playing this thing?

P: Puh, probably an hour and ten min-

utes or so?

R: Do you know what was happening

around you while you were playing?

P: Yeah, a little bit yes. A little bit. So I

was aware of things, but no, it was quite

absorbing.

R: Would you call it a game?

P: Hmm, the points leads me to think it’s

a game. I think potentially with having

those points building up, I’d think that

you could use those points for something,

or it’ll be on something a like a ranking

chart. And that’s when I think it would

be more of a game to me.

R: Ok.

P: Like a sort of rate, ey, you’re a bloody

amateur or you’re a semi-skilled or you’re

pretty good. I think that’s when I would

feel that it’s a game. When I’m using

these things and trying to improve my-

self, up the score. And you know, so

rather than give me the chance to go and

re-do it without the hints to go and get

more points, that it would say do you

want to try something similar and then

I can go and try and improve my scores.

Stop being an amateur, start becoming

a bit more of a professional. That would

make me feel better. Like playing on a

Playstation, you get a certain amount of

points for just going through the levels,

but sometimes it says, go and find all the

diamonds on this level and you’re going

to get yourself more points, then you get

higher end. And move on to a different

leader board, you know. And there’d be

some hidden eggs or there’d be some hid-

den things that you know you can find.

Yeah, that to me would make it feel more

like a game.

R: OK cool. So you’d expect that the

points, kind of will tell you something. So

you want something like a leader board

where you can compare yourself to other

people.

P: Yeah.

R: Would you publish your results? I

mean.

P: Yeah if it was done anonymously, ab-

solutely yeah.

R: Ok but only anonymously?

P: Well, I’d put it this way. I think that

it’d be quite nice to sort of see where you

come on, you know, we’ve had a thousand

people who have done this. The average

person has done it in this kind of level

and got to this kind of points level. That

times by the time value equals ‘boom’.

Damn it, could have done that better or

whatever. I wasn’t as stressed with the

time I start it with, though.

R: So you wouldn’t use this one to play

it first and then kind of show somebody,

well look, I have these Office skills based

on what that game tells me?

P: Yep, yeah, I reckon so.

R: So you would?

P: But only if you weren’t able to get ad-

ditional points by doing it again without

the hints.
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R: Ok.

P: Because, then they’re cheating, as far

as I’m concerned.

R: Ok, why that?

P: Well, because if you allow me to move

from 12060 up to 13000 points by going

back to all these previous levels and play-

ing the same ones again. Because now

that I know how to do it, ‘cause I went

through the hints and you gave me an

extra hundred points for not using the

hints the next time, that’s just money

for jam.

R: Ok.

P: It’s points for jam, so I wouldn’t allow

that. That would mean nothing to me.

Anybody could rig it to get full points.

R: But on a, let’s say like Playstation

game, you re-play the game to gain more

points too.

P: Yes you can, but for example on some-

thing like this it would probably be useful

in terms of a, I guess from a time per-

spective, if you’ve had to go back, they

should deduct points. It’s just, yeah, it’s

how I would see it as a game.

R: Ok, so going back for you means, or

you associate it with it should deduct

points, as a negative thing.

P: Well, I don’t think that you should get

as many. When you go back you could

probably go get some points, because it’s

good for you to go back and learn some-

thing if you needed to, but I don’t think

you should be able to make it as well

as if you did it in the first place by just

thinking it through and by pushing the

right stuff.

R: If there was some black leader board,

which is creating this challenge I guess

and this is what you’re missing a little.

P: Yeah, I think so, yeah.

R: Would you, would it motivate you to

really keep on playing until you finish the

game, until you.

P: Yeah, I think so. I’d like to see a

progress whereby you are, you know, you

got some kind of level between red and

greens, whatever. And then to try and

see if you can actually get it to that level

where you can actually pass them.

R: Ok, right, cool.

P: Like a meter.

R: I think that’s it from my point of view.

Do you have questions for me?

P: No, no. I think as a training tool it’s

awesome.

R: Ok.

P: I like it.

R: Sweet, I hope you enjoyed it. I did.

Was very helpful and you’ve done a great

job.

B.6. Participant 5

B.6.1. Notes

• recognised Clippy after being reminded

• performs click on tab even though it is selected already; strictly follows every

single instruction
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• “Design (Chat Tools)” is not clear to users

• those points are related to skill level but the relation or connection is not clear!

• “Format (Drawing Tools)” is not clear, s. above

• wants to get all points, plays again, challenge; “perfect, perfect”

• cannot click on “more hints” because of modal window

• irritated by bug

• asks herself whether one needs to type all the words from the example, too

• does not like reading because needs to learn constantly and reading interrupts

flow of learning but thinks that careful reading of the instrucitons will help &

save time

• thinks one’s progressing to the next level by playing all levels, not gaining

enough points

• irritated by bug, instruction crossed out even though it is not done, yet

• irritated by consequences of bug, performed the right acton “but no balloons”

• cannot see the points or overall score while playing, so does not know whether

using more hints decreases the points

• “there you go”, “amazing”

• motivated to continue after winning or completing a task successfully

• not sure what happened, “very strange”

• “I won again, amazing”

• irritated by slow loading times of OneNote, it loads some other stuff in the

background

• knows that she did something wrong but game did not complain

• irritated by example at the top

• found a bug, sorted the wrong way but won anyway

• “it’s easy!”

• irritated by presentation change

• not sure whether she get more bonus points when not using the hints at all

• cannot find the right button
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• did not notice that there is ‘back’ button

• the game is a new experience so “<”-button is different; expectation/metaphor

differs

B.6.2. Transcript

(0:00)

R: So, like I said, me and my lecturer

will be the only ones watching this stuff.

Probably, will be only me actually, I’m

not sure. You read the whole thing and

understood about your rights?

P: Yes

R: Cool. Just one thing, I want to no-

tice, I want to point out is, ermm, it’s

not about your performance.

P: Ok.

R: It’s about your experience.

P: Ok.

R: So, it doesn’t matter how well you

play, I’m just really interested in what

you think. And this means, as long as

you play, I want you to think out loud.

What that means is, I want you to talk

through what you think when you play.

So if you want to click some stuff, I just

want you to explain why you are clicking

this and that, why you do certain actions.

Or if you’re just thinking about, what am

I gonna do next,

(0:01)

R: . . . or this is not clear to me, Whatever

it is that’s on your mind, just try to tell

me what it is, by basically talking. You

don’t have to look at me, just focus on

the stuff, but try to talk while you’re us-

ing it but one thing that I want to point

out before we start is, if I do stuff like

‘mh’ ‘yeah’ it doesn’t mean that you’re

right or wrong or that I want to tell you

that what you’re doing is cool or not.

P: Mh.

R: I’m just doing that, so just to give

you the feeling that I’m here and I’m not

asleep.

P: Ah, ok. (laughing)

R: Stuff like that, so I’m not judging what

you’re doing. I’m just doing ‘mh. . . mh’

because I’m. . . it’s just part of me, ok?

P: Ok.

R: Ermm, start the game. Just put the

laptop the way you want it to be.

(0:02)

P: Mh.

R: So, It’s basically all yours

P: Ok. So will start (clicks on play, comic

comes up)

R: So tell me, what’s going on?

P: Ok, is like a cartoon. Do I need to do

something?!

R: I don’t know, you tell me. (tester

laughing) Do you know what the cartoon

is all about?

P: No.

R: Do you know the guy in the cartoon?

P: No, he does look familiar.

R: Have you used older versions of Mi-

crosoft Office?

P: Ah!! Yes, I know who he is. Yes, it’s

the one who used to explain what was

happening.

R: Ok.

P: Yes, yes, yes. Now I recognise.

R: Ok.
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(0:03)

R: But you didn’t recognise him straight

away?

P: No.

R: Ok.

P: No, because I thought the guy wasn’t

this colour.

R: Ok (laughing).

P: So, (scrolls to the end of the comic,

clicks on ‘Help Clippy, comic closes and

game comes up). Oh, it’s gone. Ah no

(laughing). Aaah (reads). How do I do

this?

R: Do what?

P: How do I, do I need to change the

font, this font to Calibri or Comic Sans,

to Calibri, (unlocks hint).

(0:04)

P: “Select all the text in the Clippy re-

sume”. But I don’t know Word, ey.

R: That’s all right (tester laughing). Like

I said, it’s not about your performance,

it’s about your experience.

P: Ah all the text. Wonder if it is the

same (presses CTRL + A). “Select all

the text” (unlocks next hint) “home tab”

(clicks on home tab, which already is se-

lected). No, “home tab, one more hint”,

no is already there (unlocks next hint).

“Calibri” (selects the right font and com-

pletes task).

R: What happened?

P: It worked.

R: How do you know?!

P: This is the guy. Because this is con-

gratulation, I achieved 10 points.

R: Ok. Do you know what it means?

P: That I achieved ten points?! I can con-

tinue.

(0:05)

R: Yeah, but what do the points mean?

P: No, I don’t know.

R: Ok. Do you want to continue? (clicks

“Continue”)

P: No, because I didn’t read all this.

‘Cause, usually I don’t read too many

words (both laughing, scrolling around in

the comic).

R: It’s a comic.

P: Yes, I should read, but I never like the

comic.

R: Ok, fair enough.

P: (reads comic) Ah. (clicks “Continue”).

“The middle age”, Ah so this is what I

am me myself, I think.

R: Mh, ok.

P: So this is the level, no? In the movie,

in the game.

R: Ok.

(0:06)

P: (hovers over different tasks and de-

scriptions show) Ah, I see.

R: What do you see?

P: I see that there is different like entry

points, or something, like games or. . .

R: Ok, different in a way. . .

P: Because different subjects they will

teach you.

R: Ok.

P: I think I will go, pie (clicks ‘Robin

Hood’ task), I don’t know nothing about

pies in Excel.

R: You can eat them (both laughing).

P: Yes, not in Excel. That one “present

the data below in a pie chart like this”

(scrolls down), so this is the data, need a

hint (unlocks hint). “D8, select the cells

D8 thru E13 [. . . ]”

(0:07)

P: D8, E13, select (unlocks hint) “select
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inset tab”(selects tab, unlocks next hint).

“Pie, pie 3, pie, pie 3D”. There you go!

“Chart the chart layout with one click”.

Click (clicks on the chart), with one click

‘click’ (clicks on the chart). “Need a hint,

select the chart, selected. Select the de-

sign chart tool, design, design chart tool”

(searching). Where is design? Design,

“chart tools, chart tools, not layout”. I

don’t know, disappeared. “Design chart

tools”. I try select the design.

(0:08)

P: This one (clicks on a different colour

option), this one (then clicks through dif-

ferent colour options). There are a lot

(clicks on drop down), they’re all pretty

similar. This one (clicks on next colour

option). “One more hint” (unlocks hint)

“In the chart layout, layout three”, ah

chart layout three (clicks on right layout

and completes task). This one. (takes a

deep breath) Fifty, am I good. “try again,

play again without hints”. No, no way I

play without hints.

R: No way you play without hints?

P: Because I will never figure it out, be-

cause it’s very hidden everything.

R: But it’s about trying to play the same

level again.

P: Without hints.

R: Do you. . .

P: To see if I learn?

R: I don’t know, what would you say?

(0:09)

P: Maybe, if I want to learn I should play

around maybe to remember. Yes but I

probably forget.

R: It’s up to you, whether you want to

just continue or try again.

P: Yes, I will try but if I will learn (clicks

“Retry”). This one “change the chart lay-

out with one click”. So was like this and

what it was? It disappeared. “Data”, it

was home, no (clicks on different tabs),

“page layout” (clicks on insert tab), here,

pie, 3D (completes first task). And “se-

lect the chart. . . ” (completes task two).

Ah, yes it’s good. But is, I always strug-

gle with Microsoft Design.

(0:10)

P: Everything is so hidden, it’s not like

Adobe.

R: Ok, but you just needed a few clicks,

right?

P: Yes, yes, now I. . .

R: What do you feel about, that you got

10 points more?

P: Ah, is good. “With no hints”, so on

top of this 50 I guess.

R: Do you know what the points mean

by now? Any Idea?

P: No. The level that you are.

R: Ok.

P: I don’t know. No really I don’t know

what it means. I guess is the level in the

game. (continues) Ok. Yes it’s skill level,

that you’re good.

R: Ok, what does it mean? Do you know

what the skill level means or what it’s

for?

P: Maybe to see if I am learning the work.

R: Ok.

(0:11)

P: (clicks on new level) Ok (reads).

Change the table form from square to

round. Change the table fill from wal-

nut to oak. Ok, so one (unlocks next

hints and follows them) “Format draw-

ing tool, drawing too” (searching). This

one, “shape”, is so difficult. Which one
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is the drawing tool? You would think is

the, is the, (clicks on drop down of insert

shapes)

(0:12)

P: . . . pen or something (unlocks next

hint). Click, ah! This one. “Convert

to round shape”. Which one is drawing

tool? This one is text, line, “shape”. I

don’t know.

R: So, are the instructions not clear, or?

P: “Select format”, I select format.

R: Mh.

P: Drawing tools. Drawing tools is a

tool that I need to select? I don’t know.

Ok, the “edit shape change, edit shape,

change shape”, ah here. So this is circle,

should be around here (clicks on circle

and completes first task). Wow.

(0:13)

R: So why wasn’t it clear in the first

place?

P: Ah, because. If I go to this one “se-

lect. . . ”, no, where is? Ah, because I was

here “home” and this was square and it

says “select format drawing tools”, so I

went format and looked for drawing tools,

but I couldn’t find “Drawing Tools”.

R: Ok, ok.

P: Ok! I thought drawing tools was a

tool, because in Illustrator there is one

that you can draw.

R: Mh.

P: But ok, never mind. So, second:

“change the table fill from walnut to oak”

(unlocks hints), “select the table. . . for-

mat tab”. Yes (unlocks next hint), “shape

fill texture, shape fill” (searching)

(0:14)

P: “Shape fill, texture, oak, oak might be

one of this, oak” (completes task). Per-

fect. Yes, with this one I gain points

(clicks “Retry”). No. . .

R: So now you want to gain all points, so

this is why you re-try?

P: Yes.

R: Ok. So you challenge yourself?

P: Yes, because otherwise all the effort,

where it is, is the question, ah here, here,

here, (completes first task). And, ermm.

Where it was? “Shape fill” (completes

second task).

(0:15)

P: Perfect, perfect, 50 plus ten (clicks

“Continue”). The rat one (clicks on next

task). “Sort the table in ascending order

by year, in ascending order”, ok, “ascend-

ing” (unlocks hint). Ok, “select, yeah,

thru G25” (unlocks next hint). “Select

home tab”, home (unlocks next hint).

“Click sort and filter, sort smallest to

largest, sort and filter, sort and filter”

(completes first task). Perfect, he reck-

ons.

(0:16)

P: I will play again (clicks “Retry”, re-

peats the task and completes level). Very

good (continues). Ok, I do this (selects

next task). “Ring around the rose. Text

cycle, all colour, insert the Smart Art

graphic called text cycle”. This one (un-

locks hint). “Select the insert tab” (un-

locks next hints). “Click Smart Art”.

(0:17)

P: And then what (closes window to ac-

cess next hint)? “Chose a smart graphic

and click cycle on the left, click cy-

cle. . . ”, ah I see, I see. Cycle, cycle,

cycle. . . text cycle, which one is? “Text

[. . . ]”, ok (completes first task). “Add

colours, text, text cycle [. . . ].” (unlocks
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next hint). “Smart tool [. . . ]” again, ah

this not a smart tool, this is the smart

tool, haha, is here (laughing).

P: I see, I found it.

R: Mh.

(0:18)

P: “Change colours, change colours,

change colours, accent colours” (program

tells her that she completed the second

task, even though the colour has been

changed on only one flash). So, do I do

with all of them. No, what is doing?

R: Ok, so it’s not clear to you what hap-

pened?

P: No, because it says, I need to change

the accent colour.

R: Mh.

P: What for? I don’t know, maybe

I should type. “Add colour, accent

colour. Add the white outline to make

the graphic look like this”. Ah, so do

I need to type this? No. This one is,

I need to. Do I need to do the same

text? “Insert graphic called text cycle,

accent colours”. To change this colour.

Ok, “white outline style to make it look

like this”.

(0:19)

R: So do you know which colour you need

to change to?

P: Yes, orange, red, is, it should look like

this, isn’t it? Look like. But this one is

always black, I think, so this one must be

a colour, I don’t know. I don’t pass this

one.

R: How do you know you won’t pass this

one because it tells you that you added

the colour, right?

P: Yes, but is not, I can’t see the colour

added.

R: So you’re not satisfied with the result.

P: No, because it doesn’t look like this.

So, no, it’s very different. It’s an outline.

R: Ok.

P: (clicks on a different outline and con-

gratulations screen comes up) What?!

(laughing). You finish. . .

R: So you. . .

P: I will come back, I will fix this.

(0:20)

R: So you don’t know why you won?

P: I thought, no, because I thought it

needed to look like this. So I thought

maybe I will type the words and try to

make this same.

R: Ok.

P: So, now I lost this, I will put it again, I

will put it again. So insert,“Smart, cycle”

this one (completes first task). There you

go. Ah, I see, I see, I see, I see. . . (selects

the wrong colour and outline, but game

shows congratulations screen for com-

pleting task). I finish (laughing).

R: So now your result looks different

again.

P: Yes, but is ok. But I don’t know, it

didn’t look like the other graph, but I just

changed the colour.

(0:21)

R: Ok.

P: (clicks “Continue”) Ok, so, this one

(clicks on next task). I do that one.

“Change the effect option to make him

fly in from the left. Use the ribbon to

preview the animation. The ribbon is the

strip of buttons across the top of this win-

dow.” Ok. (reads) Ok. “Apply the fly

in animation to make [. . . ]”, ah ok. So

where is, Should I select him? (unlocks

hint) “select him” (unlocks next hint),
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“animation tab, animation”(unlocks next

hint).

(0:23)

P: “In the animate list, click fly in”. An-

imate, this is the list, ah this is preview.

So which one is fly in? Doesn’t say, no.

Ah here, “fly in” (clicks and completes

first task). Where is the guy? Disap-

peared, ah! There we go. “Need a hint,

select. . . ” Ah no, finish. Oh no. “Change

the effect options to make him fly”, ah ok.

Ah, because it’s coming from the bottom

(unlocks next 2 hints). “Animation, cus-

tom animation. Select the knight, cus-

tom animation, custom animation.”

(0:24)

P: One more hint” (unlocks hint). “The

direction list, click from left, direction list

from left” (completes task). Ah, perfect.

Is good. “Use the ribbon to preview the

animation.” Select the ribbon, the ani-

mation, select the click preview. Select

the animation. So the ribbon was some-

thing. What was the ribbon? This one?

I will just go preview, basically. No, re-

view not preview (laughing).

R: So you don’t know what the ribbon

is?

P: No. I did read it at the beginning, but

I forgot. Was something, it did explain.

Can I go back and read? What was the

ribbon? I don’t know. Maybe I can go

back, maybe not (clicking around). Ok,

doesn’t matter, I will preview. Preview,

ah preview (clicks on preview and com-

pletes task). There you go – preview.

Maybe, if I go back I can find out.

R: So, it was mentioned to you what a

ribbon is?

P: Yes, did explain but I didn’t take at-

tention.

R: Ok.

P: Doesn’t matter (clicks “Retry”).

Cause I don’t like to read too much. I

am, I like simple things.

R: Do you think this is difficult?

P: Yes, because I need to read a lot. I

need to read all this. And then probably,

I’m very like, when I want, when I learn,

I learn very quickly. I learn more, trying

and error, trying and error, constantly.

R: Mh, ok.

P: Instead of reading manuals.

(0:25)

R: Ok.

P: So maybe this doesn’t help. See, I re-

member this: “The ribbon is the strip of

buttons across the top of this window”. I

see. So “animation, fly in” and then was

“custom animation from left” and then

“preview”. Perfect. So this is the rib-

bon.

R: Ok.

P: But when I read and I know I have to

read all this, this and this to figure it out.

And plus, I know I have hints.

P: So I don’t know which one is more im-

portant.

R: So it’s kind of irritating that you have

double instructions?

P: No, it’s because, I’m used to when I’m

learning, just to do it, trying and error

trying and error. But now I need to read

all this.

(0:26)

R: Ok.

P: So I go very quickly.

R: Ok.

P: And I don’t really take a lot of atten-

tion. This is because I learn every day.
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Obviously, if somebody takes a course or

a class takes more attention, they have

more patience. Usually I don’t have time,

you know. Ok. And probably the best

idea is to read carefully. It will save you

time, hehe (laughing, has completed sec-

ond level, clicks “Continue” and comic

comes up). But I’m used to like this. See!

All this I need to read – ay no.

R: Do you know why that happened?

(0:27)

P: What happened? I am in the other

level. Yeah, I am. . .

R: Do you know why you’re in the other

level?

P: Because maybe I finished all the ex-

ercises of the level (clicks on next task).

Ok, I need to change the pie chart, I need

to select the graph, the chart (unlocks

hints). “Design chart tools”(unlocks next

hint), “change chart type to [. . . ]”, ah

sorry. I need to change it to.

(0:28)

P: To what? Can’t remember. To this

one: “cluster column”.

R: Do you know why it’s already crossed

out?

P: Because I opened the next hint. Ah,

oh no, because I already did a.

R: Did you?

P: No, I didn’t do it, but what I mean:

I did, I did. I don’t know why it’s

crossed out, actually. ‘Cause I didn’t do

it. But this disappeared and I forgot

that it needed to be clustered column.

“Clustered”, what is clustered? Column,

column, “clustered column”, line is line,

clustered.

(0:29)

P: Change the chart type. One more

hint. “Click [. . . ]”. Yes now I can find

“column”.

R: What do you think, when you open

a window and then you want to click on

‘more hint’ and you can’t click?

P: Because the hint is here. Yes it’s not,

maybe I should open first and then go

(completes first task). “Change [. . . ]”

R: Do you think opening more hints

changes the amount of points you will get

in the end?

P: Ah, maybe. No I didn’t realise. Could

be. But doesn’t say that it’s deleting my,

because I can’t see my points.

(0:30)

R: Ok.

P: So, I don’t have like add to cart sort of

thing. So something failed basically be-

cause there is no balloons. No balloons.

R: Ok.

P: In this instance.

R: So, balloons tell you that the action

that you did was right.

P: Yes. So what do I do, shall I retry?

(clicks “Retry”) “Change the chart type

from pie to clustered design” (repeats the

task). Ah yes, did, I did see some bal-

loons. So something changed. But still I

didn’t win.

(0:31)

R: But do you know why you didn’t win

yet?

P: Ah, because need to look like this,

maybe. Black, needs to look black.

R: Have you followed all instructions?

P: Yes, all what it says here. Ah, here

is more. “Apply chart style”, I did. Ah,

“apply chart style, select the chart, de-

sign, chart tools, layout type.” Yes, again

(unlocks hint). “Chart style, style 46, in
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the chart style gallery”, must be this one.

46, how do I know? “23, 39”, ah here,

“46” (completes task), ah there you go.

Should we go back (clicks “Retry”). So is

like this, “type, cluster”, this one (com-

pletes both tasks). Amazing!

R: So, is it amazing? Does it motivate

you to keep on playing if you get this. . . ?

P: Yes, if I win, otherwise is sad, is very

sad (selects next task). Ok, “apply a

build in theme to this presentation, so

the next slide will look like this”. So the

next slide look like this, next slide look

like this, ok. Ok (unlocks hints). “Select

design tab” (unlocks next hint). “Theme

galleries click civic”, civic. How come

(clicks on civic and balloons come up for

completing the task, slide looks blank).

Hmm, ok, something happened.

R: But you’re not sure what happened?

P: No, because I thought, I wasn’t, I

was not sure, I look like retarded (clicks

“Retry”). So“who broke the sphinx? Ap-

ply a build in theme to this presentation,

so the next slide will look like this”. It

needs to look like this. This one is civic,

yes. Ah to this one. Must be, (selects

second slide). Ah, ok, ok.

R: Do you know why you won in the first

place?

P: Because I chose the theme.

R: Ok but it tells you, you need to ap-

ply the built in theme to the next slide,

right?

P: Yes, so and I applied to this one.

R: But, so you just won.

P: How come? Very strange! Ok, so I will

put it here, then should be fine, “civic”.

I won again. Amazing! Ok, selects next

task.

(0:35)

P:”Decipher, document margin narrow.

Use the ribbon command to change the

document orientation to landscape so the

table fits better. The ribbon is the strip

of button [. . . ].” Yes, now we know. “Did

you know that the Egyptian [. . . ].” (read-

ing) Ah, ok the margin. “Need a hint,

need a hint”.

R: I noticed that you always click on

‘need a hint’ and later on you re-play.

You do that because you know you can

get all points anyway.

P: Ah, yes.

R: Would it change your behaviour if you

knew that you can play it and you will get

all points only if you don’t use the hint.

(0:36)

R: But if you use, the option is gone, so

that you can’t win the extra points any-

more? You know what I mean? Cur-

rently, you know you can play it and

you can come back, retry and you get

all points by not using the hints. But

would you change your behaviour if you

knew that if you play it without a hint,

you will get all points. But if you play it

with a hint, then you can’t go back and

play it again to get all points.

P: Ah yes, no I think I would use the

hints.

R: Ok, so you still would continue using

hints?

P: Yes, I will use hints because I think,

because you, I think when you play you

need to know what you need to do, to see

if you can achieve. And the hint is what

it give you the sensation that someone is

telling you what to do, so to see if you

can do it.
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(0:37)

P: You know, otherwise it’s not a game.

But I am not thinking about learning.

I’m thinking if I can do, find this or that.

I’m thinking if I can find that, it’s so hard

to find (laughing).

R: So you don’t fell like figuring out how

to do it on your own without clicking on

a hint?

P: No, because, probably, because prob-

ably, because when I, because I proba-

bly start ignoring everything when I do

that. Because, I know I already tend to

do that, it’s hard for me to be in the

game, thinking that the way I learn is

just touching everything, breaking every-

thing, very quickly. Because, you know,

I don’t have, so if I start doing that I will

have, I won’t be able to follow what’s go-

ing on, because I’m too quick. I won’t be

able to read and, you know, so either one

or the other. I don’t think I can do.

R: Ok.

(0:38)

P: So, yes. “Use the ribbon command to

make documents margins narrow”. So, I

don’t know now. Yes, I need to do, cause

otherwise (unlocks hint), “page layout”,

ok, “page layout, page layout” (unlocks

next hint). “Margin, normal, narrow”

(completes first task). Is not? No, it’s

good. “Ribbon, orientation, landscape”

(completes second task). Easy! And with

this one I win points. Oh no. Ah yes,

maybe.

R: Do you, so do you know how the extra

bonus points work.

P: If I do it without hint.

R: Without any hint.

(0:39)

P: Yes, but now I know. Where is that?

Page layout, this is for margins, now

orientation, landscape (completes task

again). Congratulations. So, I did, which

one I did? Can’t remember! Ah this

one that I have the green. This one is

something else. “Take meeting notes in

One Note”. What is that? Is loading,

“Pharaos list. Select the first list. Tag

each item in the first list as to do”. What

shall I do? “Select the first list and re-

move tags.” (mumbling).

(0:40)

P: So do I need to remove this? (clicks

around) Ok. I don’t know how to do that

(unlocks hint). “Select the 3 lines in the

first list” (unlocks next hint). “On the

toolbar click tag, remove tag”. Hmm,

oh my god! “The three lines [. . . ] tab,

remove tab, tab, tab, tab, remove tab”

(completes first task).

(0:41)

P: “Tag each item in the first list as to

do”. Do I need to, is already done. “Tag

each item in the first list as to do, or the

first tag in your list”. This one is first

item. “Tag each item in the first list as to

do, need a hint. Select the 3 lines in the

first list. On the toolbar, click the first

item in the tag list. To do”, no, must be

here (completes second task).

R: So you stopped and you were thinking

for a few seconds.

P: Because I thought, “first item” is the

first item. I thought something is called

first item, not the first item.

R: Alright, so first item of the list and

first item in the list when you click on

the button.

(0:42)
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P: Yes, because, you know, in Photoshop

you have, in the paragraph of illustrator

you have first item, so you will indent the

first line. So I thought that one was one

like a tool. So should I try again. So ba-

sically is.

R: So you always try again to get all

points. Do you want to collect all points?

P: Yes.

R: Do you know what the points are for?

P: No. To go further maybe, in the level?

R: Ok. But earlier you said you go fur-

ther by playing all games of one world or

level, whatever. And now you’re saying

that you need it to go further in the level.

So you’re not sure?

P: Yes, I don’t really know. But I think

the skill levels are based on the amount

of points you accumulated. And I think

if I have more points I have more skill or

something.

(0:43)

R: Ok, so it’s just a representation of your

skills.

P: Yes. “Tag, tag, remove tag” and

the other one, first item (completes both

tasks required). Perfect. (selects next

task, mumbling). “Slide to title only,

need a hint” (unlocks hint), “select home

tab, click layout title only”. Ay no, I did

something wrong. “Layout, title only”

(completes first task).

(0:44)

P:”Hide the slide two, so it doesn’t ap-

pear in the slide show”.

R: You said you did something wrong.

How do you know when you do something

wrong?

P: Because I clicked something by mis-

take, but didn’t complain.

R: Ok.

P: “Hide the slide two, so it doesn’t ap-

pear in the slide show” (unlocks hints),

“right click, hide slide, duplicate, hide

slide” (completes second task). “Dupli-

cate slide three with just one command”

(completes third task and this level).

Wow (re-tries level). This one hide (com-

pletes second task), this one.

(0:45)

P: Duplicate (completes third task).

Hmm! Yes? Maybe no? What hap-

pened? (clicks “Retry”). “Change the

layout of this slide, ah, title only. Title

only” (completes first task). And then

hide, and then duplicate (completes two

remaining tasks). I forgot title only. And

that one is good (goes to the next level).

“Catchier song lyrics. Replace the word

saunter below with a different word with

the same meaning using just the right

click menu”. What is this word saunter?

(0:46)

P:, It’s a pity, I don’t know what does

it mean (unlocks first hint). Ah maybe,

there is synonyms (unlocks next hint) for

might be. “Right click the word, syn-

onyms, walk” (first task completed). I

didn’t know, I never heard of it before.

It’s very different (clicks “Retry”).

R: So now you learned a new word.

P: I don’t know how that sounds, there

are no sound, I put another synonym

“amble” (completes the task). Doing

that, maybe like Michael Jackson (com-

menting about Egyptian character, clicks

“Continue” and congratulations come up

for completing this world). What hap-

pened? Nice (smiling, clicks “Continue”

and comic comes up).
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R: Have you played all levels?

(0:47)

P: How many levels?

R: Have you played all of them? Is this

why you advanced?

P: I don’t know, look like was a lot, that

I played already. I don’t know if all

of them. Let’s carry on, though. Yes,

maybe yes because it says, haha (laugh-

ing at the comic and reading). Ah, mum-

mified, haha nice. I remember this one

[picture], but I thought it was another

colour, I thought was blue or something.

Or maybe it was blue background all the

time or something.

R: Could be, I don’t know. I think it was

actually grey, probably the background

was blue.

(0:48)

P: Yes, maybe, but I can’t remember

(clicks “Continue”). Ok, ah continues,

the 60’s (clicks on next task). “Remove

duplicates from the table, sort remains

rows by song title so the table looks like

this”. How I do? (unlocks hints) “Se-

lect the table, data, remove duplicates,

select the table” (clicks on table in the

instructions pane). Which one is the ta-

ble? Ah this one, table. Huh, what did

I do? (warning message comes up and

gets clicked away) “data, remove dupli-

cates” (completes first task).

(0:49)

R: So you get some notification when you

chose the wrong path, right?

P: Yes.

R: Because you clicked something and it

showed you. . .

P: . . . and it didn’t work. “By song title”

(clicks on 3 hints), “sort A to Z”. Where

is sort? “Data tab, click sort, sort”, here,

no, something wrong. (selects table cells

only, without header) Like this, “sort”.

(‘wait you are going the wrong path’ win-

dow comes up) “Try a different button,

continue”. Ah, so, no.

(0:50)

P: This one (completes second task and

congratulations window comes up). Very

good (clicks “Retry”). Again! So what

do I do? I duplicate, I delete all du-

plicated, “remove duplicated” (completes

first task) and then sort A to Z (com-

pletes second task and congratulations

come up). Good, continue (selects next

level). “Fashion through the centuries.

Use the ribbon command to make the

table just wide enough to fit its content”

(clicks on all 3 hints). “Layout, table tool,

auto fit. . . ”

(0:51)

P: “Select the table. Layout, layout”,

maybe something else, “Page layout. . . ”,

no page layout is not, I don’t know. Ah

here, layout, auto fit content, auto fit

content (completes first task). Perfect!

“To make the table as wide as the page

[. . . ]” (unlocks hint).

(0:52)

P: “select the table” (unlocks next hints).

“Layout table tools, auto fit, auto fit win-

dow, auto fit, auto fit window” (com-

pletes second task and congratulations

screen comes up). I’ll do it again, this

one is difficult (clicks re-try). Select this,

layout, auto fit, auto fit content (com-

pletes both tasks). Is easy! Ok (selects

next level).

(0:53)

P:“You need a favourite song. Ignore the
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first duplicate word that is flagged in the

lyrics. Use the playback controls to play

audio clip” (completes first task).

R: You didn’t need the hint.

P: No, because it was here, wasn’t hid-

den. This is the problem with Microsoft,

everything is hidden, you know. “Ignore

the first duplicate word that is flagged in

the lyrics”. Huh? Ignore? How ignore?

(unlocks hint) “Right click on the dupli-

cate word”. So which one is? (confused,

replays song) How many baby?!

R: So you listen to the song because it’s

related?

(0:54)

P: How many babies. How to see how

many babies? What happened? “Ignore

the first duplicate word that is flagged

in the lyrics. That is flagged in the

lyric. . . Hey baby baby baby”. So what

should I do? “Right click on the dupli-

cate word” (unlocks hint), “click ignore”.

Which one? This one! How many ba-

bies? Two! How many babies?! Baby,

baby, hahaha. I will just do this one. I

will do one. How many babies?

R: So is this instruction related to the

song?

P: I think that it’s related to the lyric.

But I don’t know what the relationship

between the song and the lyric is.

(0:55)

R: So the instructions are not really clear

to you?

P: No, I don’t know the relationship be-

tween the audio that is here and the lyric.

Because it says: “Ignore the first dupli-

cate word that is flagged in the lyrics.”

The first duplicated word must be this

one, but could be this one too. I don’t

know, maybe I need to check in the lyric

because must be a reason why this is

here. So I think, maybe I should check in

the song to see if there is one baby more

or something, hahaha, I don’t know. I

am being too complicated. Maybe I just

ignore this one and that’s it. And I right

click, “bullet, numbering” - there is no ig-

nore, probably, “the duplicated word”.

(0:56)

P: No, is not. Maybe this one? Oh,

is very strange. Here (completes second

task and congratulations screen comes

up). Bah! Was in the title, I told

you. But I’m coming back (clicks retry).

Why is this one there (completes first

task, laughing). How many babies?! I

don’t know, baby, baby, baby (completes

second task and congratulations screen

comes up). Haha, this is funny.

R: You like this kind of approach?

P: Yes it’s funny (selects next level).

R: Or you like this type of presentation?

P: Yes, I like.

R: Do you like Clippy?

P: I didn’t like before, like in the time?

It used to be a bit.

(0:57)

P: Because it’s exactly the same thing,

you want to get things done and all of a

sudden this thing fly in or dancing. Usu-

ally, it’s already frustrating, the fact that

you don’t know, you know.

R: But you like this presentation here?

P: Yes, but I didn’t like the way he was

animated and showing all of a sudden,

you know.

R: In the previous version.

P: Back in the time, yeah.

R: Ok, what I mean, you like the presen-
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tation in this game?

P: Yes, I do

R: Well, do we call it a game? Do you

think it’s a game?

P: Yes, it’s a game.

R: Yeah? Why do you think it’s a game?

P: Because this sensation that you are in

a timeline and you’re being measured.

R: Ok. You’re being measured because

you collect points?

P: Yes!

R: And you have this experience?

P: Yes, and I try to do, you know, goals,

to achieve goals.

(0:58)

P: So, “Paste the transposed version of

the table below”. Ok. Paste? Can

I go and paste? Maybe not (clicks on

4 hints). “Select the table”, copy, click

B7, home, copy, paste, B7, home, paste,

transpose (completes task and congratu-

lation screen comes up). Wow.

R: You know what just happened?

P: I just copy this to this. Oh well,

yes, it’s good (clicks “Retry”). It’s pretty

good.

(0:59)

P: Copy, transpose (completes the task

again, congratulations screen comes up).

Yes. Did I do it again? Can’t remem-

ber. Yes, I don’t know (Clicks “Con-

tinue” and selects new task). “Hippie

rhymes”. Francesca would call it ‘Ip-

pies’ (joking, reading). “Grow the font

size, shrink the font size of the second

word balloon with one ribbon click too”.

Grow, grow, the whole thing? Grow the

font size. I can grow it (completes first

task). “Shrink the font size of the sec-

ond [. . . ]” this one, yes (completes the

second task and congratulations screen

comes up). T(1:00:04): Perfect. Ok,

carry on. This one is different.

R: Do you know why that happens?

P: Because I didn’t use hints.

R: So, because you don’t use hints it ap-

pears here?

P: Ah, this is the first time I don’t use

hints.

R: Ok, and you think this is the reason

why the presentation changed?

P: Yes. It’s different, ey? So I, maybe I

shouldn’t use hints.

R: But does it give you any advantage?

I mean, the presentation changed, but

apart from the presentation.

P: It gives me 100, no?

R: Yeah. But when you retry.

P: It gives me around the same.

R(1:01:04): Ah, so you’re not sure

whether you now get more?

P: I don’t know because maybe for, I

don’t really know, because I don’t have

a graph that I see the difference. But

maybe I get the same and then I gain a

little bit because I do it again without

hint. (clicks “Continue” and selects the

next task). “Copy the text from the pic-

ture automatically. Paste the text in the

empty table cell. Change the font colour

to dark red. Copy the text from the pic-

ture automatically, automatically. Copy

the text from the picture”. Which text?

(unlocks hint) “Right click on the poster,

copy text from picture” (completes first

task). T(1:02:02): “Paste the text in the

empty table space.” Here, paste (com-

pletes second task). “Change the font

colour to dark red”. How do I change?

(unlocks hint) “Select the text you just
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pasted”, yes. Huh, my god, what did I

do? (unlocks next hint). Oh, I unselected

it. Ah!

R: What happens?

P: It moves. “Formatting, font colour,

dark red, formatting, on the formatting

toolbar.” Format must be, font colour

(mumbling). T(1:03:05): I am in the

wrong, formatting? Toolbar? Or tool-

bar? I don’t know. Here, but has noth-

ing to do, (completes third task). Ah,

this is the formatting, I don’t know. Ah

this is the formatting toolbar. Must be

and there is the rest. (clicks “Retry”)

So again, click, copy, paste, colour (com-

pletes all three tasks, but the program

doesn’t react to the third one). Bah!

“Change the font colour to dark red”.

Is now (selects an orange colour, this

time from the drop down menu and

the congratulations screen comes up).

T(1:04:01):Ay no. I did it the wrong way,

I moved for one millisecond (clicks con-

tinue and the screen comes up saying that

his world has been completed) This one

is missing (points to a task that was left

over). This one is missing, you forget. . .

R: So you don’t advance by playing all

levels.

P: Aaaaaaaaah. So I’m going back. So

this one is not allowed?

R: Do you want to go back?

P: I’m going up or down? This is level

three? Ah, no I’m fine, I’m fine, no, no,

no, I’m fine. I thought I went down.

R: Ok, but you still didn’t play this one.

P: This one not.

R: Do you feel like you want to play this

one?

P: Yes, I think because I am missing to

learn something.

R: Ok! And you would like to learn ev-

erything?

P: Yes, because this, each one was a sub-

ject (reading comic and scrolling it back

and forth). R(1:05:08): So do you know

what this comic tells you?

P: The story about the life of this. No I

don’t know (laughing).

R: But you don’t know means that you’re

not really sure?

P: No, no, I don’t know. Now, is going to

the army, but is kind of in this history as

well (clicks continue and selects the next

task). “Athens vs. Sparta”

R: When you pick a level, you just pick

randomly?

P: Yes, do I need to have an order?

R: I don’t know, I don’t know. Do you

think it’s important, the order?

P: No, because I think the subjects are re-

lated to what you need. R(1:06:03): Ok.

P: But maybe I will need more charts,

other person will need more tables to

learn, you know? And usually you don’t

get to learn the whole program because

it’s too big. Ok, “apply a red table [. . . ]”

R: Do you think if you play the whole

game you will learn everything?

P: No, because you never learn all the

program. It’s always too big for some-

one to learn. “Apply a red table style”.

Maybe I should try, no? “Font colour”,

how do I do? I don’t know (clicks on

2 hints). “Select the table, design ta-

ble tools, design” (unlocks next hint).

T(1:07:03): “Light shading”, this one, yes

(completes first task). What else do I

do? “Apply special formatting to the

table row with one ribbon click, total
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row” (clicks on total row box and bal-

loons come up, but tick doesn’t appear

in ribbon). What? Total row (clicks a

couple more times on total row box, but

no tick appears. Mumbling). Strange. . .

R: Do you think it didn’t change any-

thing or what do you mean by strange?

P: Because doesn’t allow me [to tick

the box]. “Apply special formatting to

the last column with one. . . ” (keeps on

clicking on box, even though task shows

as completed; mumbling, clicks on all

hints). “Design tools, table style options,

last column”. T(1:08:01): So, I need to

select this. “Table style options. Design,

table style options”, here, last column.

R: How do you know that it’s here?

P: Because here it says “table styles, op-

tions”. Ah here, “options, last column”

(completes last task and congratulations

screen comes up). Bah, nothing changed.

Ok, I will try again (clicks “Retry”). This

is one like this but doesn’t change. “Red,

design, red” (completes first task) and

then is this one, but doesn’t work (com-

pletes second task).

R: But you continue anyway?

P: Yes, is this one. T(1:09:00): Total

row should be, isn’t it? (completes third

task and congratulations screen comes

up). Very strange! Ok, huh, I click and

it went away. Here is. This one did I do?

I’m confused.

R: Not yet, so you’re confused which one

you did and which one you didn’t?

P: Yes, because I can’t remember if I did

this one. Maybe not, because it doesn’t

have the, the green and you know the

tick.

R: Have you actually noticed the button

in the top left corner?

P: No.

R: Do you know what it means, that but-

ton?

P: No. What is this? “Go to the previous

level”. Ah ok, I can go back. Ok, shall I

go back? No.

R: No, I think. R(1:10:02): Do you know

for how you’re playing?

P: No.

R: Do you know what happened around

you, while you were playing?

P: No. The cat came, this you mean?

R: Yeah, did something else happen?

Do you think you know what happened

around you while you were playing?

P: Not much, not a lot.

R: So you were concentrating?

P: Yes, yes.

R: And so, did it draw you into the game,

do you think?

P: Yes.

R: It gained your concentration.

P: Yes, but this is my concentration.

Usually not very concentrated.

R: Usually not very concentrated, but

with this one you think you were concen-

trated?

P: Yes, yes, yes, I was concentrating,

yeah, was good.

R: So you like this approach. You played

more than an hour, so far.

P: Ah, yes a lot, no?

R: Basically I want to stop playing this

game and then just ask you a few ques-

tions. Do you think you learned some-

thing? T(1:11:00): Yes.

R: Do you think you could repeat that

without the game if I asked you to order

a table?
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P: Yes, I think I could.

R: So you think you could repeat a lot of

the things that you just saw.

P: Yes.

R: Would you use this one to learn, to

learn more about office in your private

time?

P: Maybe, yes. Maybe, I like more simple

games. I like for example to learn how to

type very quickly with Mario. And then

Mario, you know, will show you the posi-

tion of the hands, when I was a kid and

then you needed to use a particular fin-

gers.

R: But this was similar, wasn’t it? Be-

cause it told you instruction 1, instruc-

tion 2, what you needed to do and then

you just.

P: . . . carried on.

R: . . . yeah, you just carried on do-

ing that. It was similar, wasn’t it?

T(1:12:01): Yes, I think I will try.

R(1:12:03): Would you use this one at

work to learn Microsoft Office?

P: The problem is, depends which kind

of, my work it’s not a problem but maybe

in another kind of job, they will think I

am playing instead of learning.

R: Ok, so it’s not really clear whether it’s

a game or it’s a learning tool?

P: Yes. This is the problem, what the

people will think.

R: Right.

P: Like it’s the same, like, if I say it’s the

same case like Mario. When they see me

play Mario they think, that she’s wasting

her time playing Mario but actually try-

ing to be fast typing.

R: Right.

P: So it’s that way, I don’t know. De-

pends the manager you have.

R: Right, ok. Yeah, I think basically

that’s it. Anything else I wanted to ask

you? R(1:13:03): No, I think that’s it so

far. Do you have any questions for me?

P: No, I think it’s all good. And then

how many levels that it has?

R: I think it has 6 levels altogether.

P: It’s a lot of work, no? To do I think.

R: I think they spent some time to im-

plement this game, yes.

P: Ah, who did it?

R: It’s developed by Microsoft Office

Labs.

P: Ah, I see.

R: So a division by Microsoft Office. So,

it wasn’t me.

P: It’s good. I like the style and ev-

erything. But I think they still have

a problem with hiding. Microsoft has

a problem in the design that they hide

and that is one of the usability, that ev-

erybody knows that if you, more people

tend to be used to have things easy to

reach. T(1:14:03): More expect things

to be easy to reach. So, if they’re hid-

ing, like this one for example(back button

in top left corner): I used to design like

this some years ago, but now it wouldn’t

work. It needs to put a name saying back

or something very short, you know? I

don’t know why.

R: Ok.

P: But it’s true because then you are used

to finding this and then you expect to do-

ing things very quickly without reading

or understanding.

R: So what you mean by hiding is just

simply have buttons without text next to

the button is not enough.
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P: No, yes, it should have this. If it

means to go back it should have ‘back’.

R: Ok.

P: It should not only have the design but

the tab and the tabs should be very short.

R: It should have a label you mean?

P: Yes, yes, label or text or something.

R: But you, when you say it’s hidden you

don’t mean that it has several tabs.

P: Ah no, no, no but the, I mean if you

don’t tell me I wouldn’t know that this

is to go back. T(1:15:02): Only watching

the design.

R: So the game didn’t tell you what the

button is?

P: No. But I think the problem that Mi-

crosoft always have is this that they tend

to resolve things with design, you know,

with icons and it doesn’t really work. Be-

cause, in order for you to find out what

it is, you need to roll over to see what it

is. So people just always roll over, just to

read what it is, ‘cause the design is too

complex.

R: Ok, cool. If there is nothing else that

you want to say, I stop the recording.

P: Ok.
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